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In This Issue:

A. Tatarkin, Ye. Andreyeva, A. Ratner: “Most developed countries have
by now exhausted available measures to stimulate the economy (near-zero inter-
est rates, high budget deficits, critical debt burden). The situation in russia is
fundamentally different: low level of government debt (by any criteria), no
excessive debts of households, and the advantages of high-priced commodity
exporter. consequently, our country has a chance to pursue an active government
policy aimed at stimulating social and economic development.”

A. Rubinstein, V. Muzychuk: “What do the experts see as the main prob-
lem preventing the development of modern russian culture? The first place in
the survey went to the ‘underestimation by the ruling elites of the strategic
importance of culture for the successful modernization of society and eco-
nomic growth.’”

V. Maslov: “To advance mathematical modeling of historical processes sci-
entists must study the statistics of rebellions and mutinies, the emergence of
pockets of discontent as well as the statistics of economic trends during revolu-
tionary periods.”

D. Ofitserov-Belsky: “The national isolation of the Ussr practically
ended by the late 1920s. The country embarked on industrialization. it was clear
that eventually the Ussr would achieve full international recognition, join the
League of nations and probably increase its military and economic might. This
would make it still more difficult for Warsaw to strike a political bargain with
Moscow. Therefore the polish diplomats were going out of their way to conclude
an agreement with the Ussr.”

Ye. Gushanskaya: “in some ways he (A. volodin) reminds one of the Amer-
ican author Jerome David salinger. one gets a feeling that someone launched
two versions, two incarnations of one and the same artist (something like karmic
twin soul mates) to have the second version as if in store, so that if something
untoward happened at least one of them could fulfill the mission ordained from
above.”

K. Troitsky: “...at every stage and to every idea of Lev Tolstoy Weber has
an anti-idea: the ethics of persuasion is matched by the ethics of responsibility,
‘unworldly love’ is contrasted with worldly camaraderie, pacifism with heroism
in war and responsibility for Machtstaat, and finally, the meaning of life with the
meaning of death.”

A. Lukin: “While the fight for liberalization in present-day russia has been
monopolized by the politeiaclasts and primitive Westernizers unconcerned with

In This Issue 1
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russia’s national goals..., the fight for the russian national goals has been actu-
ally monopolized by the supporters of a dictatorship. The latter tendency has
been manifested with particular clarity against the background of events in
Ukraine... people should be offered a third way that will meet the aspirations of
the majority.”

V. Konnov: “This point of view warrants a hypothesis that the scientific
community’s practices are shaped by values shared by its members who gener-
ate them under the influence of two value systems simultaneously—the world
science and a national culture, which in the process of professional training
merge into a national scientific research culture.”

Ye. Danilova: “The theme of winners and losers is clearly articulated at
times of cardinal change... ‘Winners and losers’ is an ideological construct that
influences people’s identity and behavior and creates ideas about success. This
dichotomy is placed in the sphere of the struggle for symbolic dominance... is
established in public space by various ideological sides thus maintaining the dis-
course.”
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Imperatives of Current Economic Development:
World Trends and Russian Reality1

Aleksandr TATARKIN,
Yelena ANDREYEVA,
Artyom RATNER

The world economy in the 21st century is witnessing fundamental changes
caused by the redistribution of economic influence on a global scale: on the one
hand, the leading economic centers are losing ground and, on the other hand, the
geopolitical role of some countries in the “periphery” is growing. some believe
that we are looking at processes that signify a change of epochs, the need to
design a new postcrisis system and a new growth model in the changed condi-
tions (described as new normal), which rules out the possibility of a return to
the precrisis conditions of the development of the world and national economy.2

Postcrisis Recovery of the World Economy: 
New Role of Developing Countries

The world economy is recovering from the 2008-2009 crisis and its after-
math. True, it is hard to assess the depth of the crisis phenomena due to imper-
fect methods of measuring the economic growth indicators. Thus, according to
the iMF (Table 1), the world gross product declined most dramatically (by 5.5%)
on GDp in current prices, while in constant prices it dropped by a mere 0.6%.
World GDp according to ppp (purchasing power parity) in fact increased in
2009 on 2008 by 0.001%.

GDp dropped substantially above all in the developed countries (–3...–5% in
the G7), while in the group of the 8 biggest developing countries GDp dropped
only in one half of the countries, with the biggest fall in Mexico (–6%) and rus-
sia (–7.8), while the other countries reported significant growth: 9.2% in china,

A. Tatarkin, D. sc. (economics), professor, full member of the rAs, director of the institute
of economics (the rAs Urals branch, yekaterinburg); Ye. Andreyeva, D. sc. (economics),
professor, head of the regional comparative studies center, the institute of economics (the
rAs Urals branch); A. Ratner, cand. sc. (economics), junior research fellow, the institute of
economics (the rAs Urals branch). The article was first published in russian in the journal
Voprosy ekonomiki, no. 5, 2014.
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5% in india, and 4.6% in indonesia. beginning from 2010 GDp growth in all the
countries within that group was considerably higher than the world average ensur-
ing positive dynamics of economic growth in the world of 10.6% in 2011 against
the background of insignificant GDp growth in 2010-2013 in some developed G7
countries and continuing decline in Japan (–0.6% in 2011), italy (–2.4% in 2012)
and negative growth in France (–0.1% according to the forecast for 2013).

T a b l e  1

GDP Dynamics in National Currency in Constant Prices
(in % to the previous year)

Country 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 (forecast)

Developed countries, G7

Uk –4.0 1.8 0.9 0.2 0.7

UsA –3.1 2.4 1.8 2.2 1.9

canada 2.8 3.2 2.6 1.8 1.5

France –3.1 1.7 1.7 0.0 –0.1

Germany –5.1 4.0 3.1 0.9 0.6

italy –5.5 1.7 0.4 –2.4 –1.5

Japan –5.4 4.7 –0.6 2.0 1.6

Biggest fast-growing countries

brazil –0.3 7.5 2.7 0.9 3.0

india 5.0 11.2 7.7 4.0 5.7

indonesia 4.6 6.2 6.5 6.2 6.3

china 9.2 10.4 9.3 7.8 8.0

Mexico –6.0 5.3 3.9 3.9 3.4

pakistan 1.7 3.1 3.0 3.7 3.5

russia –7.8 4.5 4.3 3.4 3.4

sAr –1.5 3.1 3.5 2.5 2.8

World as a whole, in UsD –0.6 5.2 4.0 3.2 3.3

World, current prices, in UsD –5.5 9.5 10.6 2.1 3.4

World, ppp, in UsD 0.001 6.5 5.9 4.9 4.9

S o u r c e: iMF, World Economic Outlook Database, April 2013.

All this attests to the emerging trend in the world economy that sees a
change of the balance between the world economic center and the world eco-
nomic periphery as some countries in the latter group acquire “previously
uncharacteristic economic power and geopolitical significance.”3 economic
growth is focused in the biggest developing countries (Table 2).



T a b l e  2

GDP Growth in Developed and Developing Countries in 2001-2012 (times)

Developed countries (G7) Major developing countries

UsA 1.2 china 2.9

canada 1.2 india 2.2

Uk 1.2 indonesia 1.8

Germany 1.1 pakistan 1.7

France 1.1 brazil 1.5

Japan 1.1 sAr 1.5

italy 1.0 russia 1.6

Mexico 1.3

S o u r c e: see Table 1; our own calculations.

While the crisis in the eU and the UsA was quite sharp, most notably mani-
festing itself in the growth of government debt, in the sco (The shanghai coop-
erative organization) and brics countries (brazil, russia, india, china and south
Africa)—the consequences of the crisis were felt far less. Thus, in 2007-2012, the
total government debt in Germany grew from 65 to 82% of GDp, in France from
64 to 90, and in the UsA from 66 to 107% (calculated from iMF data). in 2010,
the share of the developing countries in the structure of the world GDp (according
to ppp) was 45%, in the structure of world export, 40%, and import 38%, in the
structure of the world industrial exports, 70% (versus 12% in 1960), in the struc-
ture of foreign direct investments (FDi) 45% (versus 26.8% in 2007), in the out-
flow of FDi, 21% in 2009 (compared with 6% in 1985), in the structure of foreign
assets of transnational companies, 9% (compared with 1.1% in 1995).4

The developing countries are in the upward wave of the economic cycle,
with the biggest of them having some advantages for keeping up economic
growth in the future:

— abundance of resources and accordingly great potential of economic
development. Thus, while the eU and nAFTA (The north American Free
Trade Agreement) possess 7.1 and 6.5% of world human resources
respectively, the sco and brics have 21.0 and 41.8% respectively;
while the eU and nAFTA account for 2.3 and 4.9% of the world gas
reserves, the sco and brics account for 26.9 and 25.8% respectively;
while the share of the eU and nAFTA in the world iron ore reserves is 2.8
and 6%, that of the sco and brics is 27.8 and 52.9% respectively;5

— the major developing countries in producing their GDp and getting irr
(internal rate of return), save much of it channeling it into accumulation.
This economic development strategy is called the Asian systemic accu-
mulation cycle.6

Imperatives of Current Economic Development 5
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The common interests of the sco and brics are being institutionalized
while the global regulatory mechanisms created under the bretton Woods system
(iMF and the World bank) are becoming less effective. The world financial and
economic crisis has shown that a new architecture of global economic regulation
including the developing countries (for example in the G20 format) is needed.

Another important feature of the recent decades is the increased role, in the
world economy, of the financial sector which has come to dominate the real sec-
tor. The recent crisis marked a watershed in the development of global economic
management revealing the inefficiency of the world economic management sys-
tem based on the subjugation of the real sector to the financial-speculative one.7

The Emergence of the Postindustrial World

The world economy is becoming less and less industrial; while the share of
agriculture and industry is falling, that of the tertiary sector—the services—is
rising. The change is characteristic both of the world as a whole and of the devel-
oped and developing countries (Table 3).

T a b l e  3

GDP Structure in Developed and Developing Countries (%)

GDP sector

Agriculture industry Services

Developed countries

UsA 1.1 19.2 79.7

Uk 0.7 20.8 78.5

Japan 1.1 26.1 72.8

canada 1.7 28.5 69.8

Germany 0.8 30.5 68.6

Major fast-growing developing countries

brazil 5.2 26.8 68.5

india 17.4 17.6 65.0

russia 4.2 37.5 58.4

pakistan 24.4 22.0 53.6

china 10.1 45.3 44.6

S o u r c e: our calculations based on central intelligence office data, 2013.

The leaders in the share of the tertiary sector in the structure of the GDp are
the UsA (79.7%) and Great britain (78.5%). Great britain and ireland are the
leaders in deindustrialization. by contrast, in Germany the postindustrial real
sector is developing through the introduction of the “new normal” economy

Country
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achievements in the traditional sectors such as engineering, chemistry, energy,
etc.8 Germany entered the world economic crisis on the wave of the new indus-
trialization. it pays special attention to the development of new, nontraditional
energy sources, and ecological aspects of industry and vital activities and social
protection of its citizens.

The German alternative energy market is booming. The company roth &
rau, located in a small town in saxony (a spectacular example of new industri-
alization of eastern Germany), is a “hidden champion,” the absolute world
leader in the production of modular lines for cutting silicon crystals.9 it is not by
chance that the term “hidden champions” was coined in Germany although its
author10 believes that such hidden champions exist in many countries—small
companies that create unique markets with their own rules of the game, which
often gives them 100% dominance in these markets.

Among the developing countries the highest share of services is in brazil
(68.5%) and india (65%). in russia the tertiary sector accounts for 58.4%, so it is
more similar to the German development model (the share of industry in these
countries is 37.5 and 30.5% respectively). china has an even greater share of the
industrial sector, which accounts for 45.3% of GDp, i.e., more than the services
sector (44.6%). That is why it plays the role of the world’s “industrial workshop.”

changes in the GDp structure have influenced the labor and education mar-
kets. The character of labor has changed as the intellectual component has
become more important. new forms of employment have appeared: part-time
employment, daily or weekly, outsourcing (use of nonstaff freelance and dis-
tance workers), virtual forms of employment, etc. This leaves more time for self-
education and skills upgrading (lifelong education is a growing concept), for
sport, tourism and recreation, which in turn stimulates the corresponding ser-
vices sectors and boosts employment in them.

The postindustrial economy must be more “real”, i.e., the development of
the services and the “new normal” economy sphere should be oriented toward
the traditional, or real economy. innovation should be harnessed to production or
to enhancing the human condition, i.e., be socially oriented. The state should set
the priorities of postindustrial economy through its policies in the scientific-tech-
nical, industrial, environmental, social fields, etc.

The New Industrialization

in the development of the new industrial economy an increasingly important
factor is intangible intellectual assets that can be parlayed into innovations and
contribute to the modernization of the national economy. in the early 21st cen-
tury the developed Western countries had concentrated 90% of the world scien-
tific potential and controlled 80% of the global high technology market worth
$2.5—3 trillion, which was more than the estimated value of the market of raw
materials and energy resources. exchange of patents, licenses, know-how and
industrial specimens is the most dynamically growing aspect of trade in tech-
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nologies which increased from $50 billion in the early 1990s to $ 500-700 bil-
lion in the early 2000s.11

Among the biggest fast-growing economies this trend is most visibly mani-
fested in china. back in 2006, the state council of the prc proclaimed innova-
tion to be a new national strategy and the country is gradually evolving from “the
world workshop” into “the world laboratory,” i.e., innovation-driven economy.

chinese higher education centers were turning out four times more engi-
neers than those in the Us as early as 2009. in 2004, china outstripped the UsA
to become the world’s biggest exporter of information and communications tech-
nologies ($180 billion).12 on the whole, in 2001-2011 it far outpaced other coun-
tries, including developed countries, in terms of scientific-technological devel-
opment: its gross domestic spending increased by 5.19 times (against 1.61 times
in the world and 1.74 times in russia); the number of scientists increased by
74.2% (compared with 22.3% in the oecD, and a drop of 12.3% in russia); the
export of high-tech products increased sixfold (compared with 63% in the world
and by almost 3 times in russia).13

Another new industrialization success story is kazakhstan which has been
implementing a crash industrial innovation program since 2010. it has already
yielded early results: in 2011, the fastest growth was registered in the processing
industry (18.6%) which for the first time developed faster than the mining indus-
try; export of manufactured products grew significantly; more than 400 new pro-
duction facilities were built and 136 projects implemented in 2010-2012.14

in russia, too, the need to coordinate scientific-technical, innovative and indus-
trial policies is recognized. A. Frolov15 points out that the world trends of the grow-
ing role of the technological factor in the modern economy and greater role of the
state in science and technology development contribute to the spread of innova-
tive policy in the broad sense in the three abovementioned areas of state policy.

The russian regions will also inevitably opt for science and technology
development. Thus, in the period until 2050 the Far east may develop according
to one of two scenarios: the first envisages conservation of the current structur-
al-technological parameters and the second, modernization of the economic
structure on the basis of technological innovations and implementation of the
concept of new industrialization which would combine technological and eco-
nomic programs in the production and functional sectors and offer favorable
conditions for internal institutional transformation and facilitate integration into
the world economy.16

however, in spite of all the efforts russia has not yet embarked on the path
of innovation-driven development. Many of the plans in this field have not been
implemented. The comparatively high level of patent activity in the russian
industry (170 patent applications per 1 million citizens in the early 21st century)
puts russia on a par with the most developed countries, but has not yet led to
profound technological shifts. in the early 21st century, only 2% of innovations
were introduced in the russian industry. intellectual products account for only
about 3% of the total value of export (compared with more than 5% in brazil and
25% in china). The rF is competitive in the nuclear technologies market, in
space technology and services and some types of electronics.17 but on the whole



russian export is dominated by commodities. Table 4 compares russia and Ger-
many in terms of the world innovation index and its components.

T a b l e  4

World Innovation Index 2013: Comparison of Russia and 
Germany on Selected Indicators of Innovative Development

Russia Germany

Index Place Index Place

World innovation index 37.2 62 55.8 15

human capital and research 44.1 33 54.3 19

knowledge and technology generation 30.4 48 49.1 10

patents of residents 11.3 13 23.5 1

highest-tech and medium-high-tech enterprises 22.3 46 53.5 5

creation of new knowledge 34.6 25 62.2 6

high-tech export (less re-export) 1.1 75 14.0 18

computer and information services export 6.0 72 9.3 45

creative goods and services 32.2 81 44.7 36

creative goods export 0.2 93 2.2 35

S o u r c e: Dutta, Lanvin, 2013, pp. 177, 236.

The High-Tech Strategy for Germany until 2020 (Hightech-Strategie für
Deutschland-2020) envisages a combination of the following factors:

— identifying priority areas of science whose development “contributes to
the creation of new jobs and prosperity of the state.” These include 17
areas, including nano-, bio-, micro- and optical technologies;

— upgrading the interaction between scientists and businessmen, develop-
ment of the grants system;

— speeding up the introduction of developments, creation of new financing
instruments in the least bureaucratic form and subsequently reform of the
tax system. An additional target is improving the funding of new venture
projects through bank loans or investors’ capital;

— improving the terms of financing small and medium-sized innovation
businesses.

spearhead research in Germany (one of the leaders in the innovation sphere)
is to be organized in the framework of the so-called “projects of the Future” that
pursue specific technological development goals for the next 10-15 years. The
key elements of the German policy in the field of science are the Higher School
Pact (Hochschulpakt 2020), The Cluster Initiative, and The Research and Inno-
vations Pact (Pakt für Forschung und Innovation).18

Imperatives of Current Economic Development 9

Indicator



The russian scientific-technical policy model is similar to the German one.
Thus, in December 2013 the russian Government adopted The Forecast of the
Scientific and Technological Development of the RF Until 2030 which identifies
intersectoral thematic scientific and technical areas that can make the biggest
contribution to national security, speeding-up economic growth, increasing the
country’s competitiveness, the solution of social problems by developing the
technological base of the economy and science-intensive industries. in 2014, the
rF Government made a list of 16 priority scientific targets in line with the sci-
ence and technology development priorities approved by presidential Decree
no. 899 of 7 July 2011. it was announced in early 2014 that Russian science
would in future be financed by grants, and not by the budget although the system
of instruments and mechanisms of such transition have yet to be developed.

All talk about creating conditions for financing small and medium-sized
enterprises has not yet led to any practical outcomes. beginning from 2006
attempts have been made to create a favorable tax environment to stimulate
research and innovative activities, but one has to admit that the tax benefit instru-
ments have been ineffective.

considering the strategic importance of science and technology policy today
it is necessary to study the experience of advanced countries. however, foreign
mechanisms and instruments should not be transposed or grafted, but adapted
and interpreted with due account of the specificities of the russian economy and
science. successful modernization of the southeast Asian countries has been
based on a marriage of national identity and innovation.19

An Industrial Policy for Russia: 
Private-Public or Public-Private Partnership?

The institution of partnership between the state and business makes it possi-
ble to implement industrial and infrastructure projects which, owing to their
scale and social significance, cannot be financed by one of the parties. The model
is indispensable in crisis periods when budgets tend to be sequestered, but the
state still has to meet its social obligations to its citizens.20

The experience of partnership between the state and business in other coun-
tries shows that is makes it possible to conduct internal mobilization during cer-
tain periods and implement breakthrough projects. Let us cite some examples.

public-private partnership in the shape of the kfW investment and credit
bank in Germany after World War ii when substantial resources were needed to
restore the economy and meet the priority targets of a social market economy
enabled the German state to act as a guarantor and put up part of the financial
resources. The other part was raised by pooling the financial resources of major
banks and financial institutions to finance key projects of the German economy,
including export credits for German producers and foreign buyers of German
products, which in turn made Germany a leading world exporter.

china has some useful experience in creating high-tech zones, economic and
technological development zones with special tax, customs and visa arrange-

sociAL sciences10
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ments, joint research centers aimed at attracting foreign investments and high
technologies. For example, the Tianjin development zone consisting of the indus-
trial production and new technologies zones, an international airport and sea port
accounts for nearly half of the city budget of Tianjin.21

opportunities are broadening for financing major international projects that
are important for a country’s economy or internationally financed projects. one
example is transport and energy infrastructure development projects being imple-
mented under the central Asia regional economic cooperation program.22

if the state plays the leading role in partnership with business it determines
the interconnection of various aspects of state policy—international, foreign eco-
nomic, including export, industrial, innovative, environmental, social, budget,
financial and other areas. The approach that takes into account all these areas of
policy and the main socioeconomic priorities, goals, tasks and development
mechanisms can be seen as an analog of the planning system in the Ussr. A spe-
cialized structure similar to Gosplan can conduct indicative planning, monitor-
ing and assessment of the results of plan fulfillment. The academic community
has long been mooting the issue of creating a single agency—the Ministry of
state Taxes—responsible for collecting all the taxes and duties in the country that
would control the granting and assess the effectiveness of tax benefits.23

in november 2012 the rF state Duma passed the first reading of the Law
“on state strategic planning” that envisages consolidation of disparate
resources and efforts of all the economic agents, coordination of actions to
achieve development goals between the federal and regional governments, busi-
ness and society. The first reading of the draft Law “on public-private partner-
ship (ppp)” was passed on 26 April 2013. creating conditions for effective ppp
functioning has been singled out as a key area in the st. petersburg declaration
of G20 leaders.24

Most developed countries have by now exhausted available measures to
stimulate the economy (near-zero interest rates, high budget deficits, critical debt
burden). The situation in russia is fundamentally different: low level of govern-
ment debt (by any criteria), no excessive debts of households, and the advantages
of high-priced commodity exporter.25 consequently, our country has a chance to
pursue an active government policy aimed at stimulating social and economic
development.

noTes
1 The article was prepared with the support of program no. 12-M-127-2049 “entropic-
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Optimization or Degradation?
Russian Culture between 
the Past and the Future

Alexander RUBINSTEIN,
Valentina MUZYCHUK

Two characteristics of culture give it the status of a key element of the social
system. 

n First, it accumulates centuries-old experience: the vast majority of values
currently accepted in the country were created in the past, sometimes in
the distant past, and they largely determine its future development. 

n second, it is culture that molds human beings themselves, creates internal
motivations for their behavior, and thus directs current and future changes
in the country, helping to establish an open and rule-of-law society and
promoting civil accord.

culture itself has three unique resources: the creative potential of its cre-
ators, accumulated and developed from generation to generation; the cultural
heritage, which is the result of the work of creators; and cultural traditions, mate-
rialized in the population’s interest in cultural values. The lack of immediate
results demands from society to take special care of culture, protecting the accu-
mulated cultural potential and pursuing a sensible state policy. but unless we
provide the necessary conditions for the functioning of culture, these strategic
resources of russia may be lost within two or three generations. There is ample
evidence of this.

history matters! in one of its dramatic moments, when the authorities were
engaged in habitual ideological-patriotic “injections” into literature and the arts,
they started an “optimization” of theatrical activity. A resolution issued by the
Ussr council of Ministers on 4 March 1948 (no. 537) On a Reduction of State
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Subsidies to Theaters and Measures to Improve Their Financial Performance,
began with the following words: “The council of Ministers of the Ussr con-
siders that the practice established in theaters when the main source of funding
for their activities is not income from the sale of tickets but subsidies granted to
theaters from the state budget is wrong and pernicious.” The operative part of the
document was even harsher: “in order to eliminate parasitic practices in the oper-
ation of theaters, the council of Ministers of the Ussr decrees:

n “1. As from 15 March, 1948, to end state subsidies for theaters under All-
Union, republican and local jurisdiction and switch them to full self-
financing in accordance with Annex no. 1.

n “2. To reduce subsidies and maintain them, as an exception, only until 1
January, 1949, for the theaters listed in Annex no. 2.

n “3. As from 15 March, 1948, to maintain subsidies from the state budget
for 1948 for the theaters listed in Annex no. 3.

n “4. in accordance with paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of this resolution, to reduce
the total amount of state budget subsidies to theaters projected for 1948
from 735 million rubles to 312 million rubles.”

Under that notorious decision, subsidies to theaters were cut by more than
half. eleven months later, it was followed by another resolution of the Ussr
council of Ministers (no. 560 of 6 February, 1949), which slashed the annual
amount of subsidies to theaters to 154.9 million rubles, once again reducing it by
half. The effects of these “stalin’s blows” were felt for a long time. The measures
“to end state subsidies and switch theaters to full self-financing” led to the clo-
sure of many theaters, whose network shrank by almost half by the mid-1950s.

it took many years, a great effort and a vast amount of resources for russian
theatrical culture to regain lost positions. For example, 30 years later, in 1985,
total attendance at russian theaters was almost 70 million, or about 500 visits per
1,000 population. The situation with philharmonic activities was roughly similar:
in 1985, attendance at classical music concerts was 80 million, or almost 650 vis-
its per 1,000 population. The results of museum activities can also be seen as suc-
cessful: an attendance of 78 million, or about 550 visits per 1,000 population. by
the beginning of perestroika, the figures for educational activities were also high:
in 1985, the number of books borrowed from russian libraries reached 9.5 thou-
sand per 1,000 population, and club attendance was more than 1.5 thousand vis-
its per 1,000 population.

Thus, history does indeed matter. in this context, let us analyze cultural
activities for the last 30 years: from 1985 to 2014.

Input Data

This refers to the data on the development of the cultural sector and the
activities of cultural organizations subordinate to the Ministry of culture of the
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russian Federation, with 30-year time series of such data (for 1985-2014) taken
from the archive of the state institute of Art studies, including the following
materials of departmental statistics: Key Development Indicators for Branches of
Culture for 1985; Key Development Indicators for Branches of Culture for 1989-
1990; Economic Performance Indicators for Theaters and Concert Organiza-
tions of the RSFSR for 1985 and 1990; Performance Indicators for Libraries for
1990-1991; Performance Indicators for Cultural Education Institutions for
1990-1991; and Performance Indicators for Cultural Education Institutions for
1985-1990.1

Data on the activity of cultural organizations from 1995 through 2012 are
contained in statistical yearbooks published by the Main information and com-
puter center of the rF Ministry of culture: Theaters of the Russian Federation
in Figures; Concert Organizations/Companies and Circuses in Figures; Muse-
ums and Zoos of the Russian Federation in Figures; Public Libraries of the Russ-
ian Federation in Figures; and Leisure Institutions of the Russian Federation,
Parks of Culture and Leisure in Figures.

The amounts of funding for the arts and culture in the period from 1991 to
2012 were calculated based on the data published in the Statistical Yearbook of
Russia in the “Finance” section (public finance/rF consolidated budget expen-
ditures for social and cultural purposes), and also the data on the execution of the
rF consolidated budget published on the website of the russian Federal Trea-
sury. Data on budget funding for the arts and culture in the subjects of the russ-
ian Federation (rF subjects) are taken from the “statistics” section (consolidat-
ed budget data) on the website of the Ministry of culture of russia.

n Theaters. it is a commonplace that there is no theater without an audi-
ence. Unfortunately, attendance at theaters has sharply declined over the
last 30 years. The total consumption of theater services has fallen by
more than half: from 70 million visits in 1985 to 33 million in 2012. The
picture for visits to the theater per 1,000 population is just as bleak: this
indicator has also fallen by more than half, from 487 visits in 1985 to 234
in 2012.

russian dramatic art has reached a juncture where the risks of pass-
ing the point of no return have significantly increased. We can identify
two waves of falling attendance. The first one was in 1985-1995, when
theater attendance decreased 2.3-fold: from 487 to 213 visits per 1,000
population. it was followed by a second wave, when attendance declined
from 213 visits in 1995 to 191 in 2005. This negative trend showed signs
of reversing only after 2005 with a one to three percent increase in atten-
dance. but it is always more difficult to recover lost ground and bring
audiences back to the theaters. This requires very significant resources.
it should be emphasized that the slight increase in attendance (both
absolute and relative) after two decades of negative dynamics was due to
an increase in budget funding for the arts and culture in the russian Fed-
eration.
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n Concert organizations. The figures for concert organizations and inde-
pendent companies show an even more dramatic situation: attendance
at classical music concerts has decreased almost 4.5-fold (sic!). For
example, philharmonic concert attendance fell from 90 million in 1985
to 20 million in 2012. The relative indicators for classical music (atten-
dance rates) are also purely negative, showing a decline from 627 visits
to philharmonic concerts per 1,000 population in 1985 to only 141 visits
in 2012.

in these decades of radical changes in the country’s political, organi-
zational and economic spheres, the musical performance arts have expe-
rienced the already mentioned two waves of falling attendance, with audi-
ences shrinking like the magic chagrin skin. The first wave (1985-1995)
brought a four-fold decrease in philharmonic concert attendance, and the
second wave (1995-2005), a further one-third reduction. From 2005, as in
the case of theaters, there was a barely perceptible and very uncertain
trend towards growth. A rise to 148 visits per 1,000 population in 2010
was followed by a downturn to 131 visits in 2011. here, too, we can speak
of losses that are costly and difficult to recover.

n Museums. The situation with museum attendance is more optimistic,
although the drop in the total consumption of museum services that
occurred in the 1990s and the first decade of the 21st century has not yet
been overcome. For example, the total number of museum visits in
1990 was almost 90 million, and in 2012 it was more than 86.5 mil-
lion. As for museum attendance per 1,000 population, the figure for 2012
was 607 visits, slightly exceeding the 1990 level of 601 visits per 1,000
population.

From 1990 to 2000, museum attendance also tended to decline, and
the trend was reversed only in 2000. Up to 2012, however, this was a
catch-up growth. it was only in 2012 that attendance at russian museums
reached the level of 1990. but if we include average attendance (per muse-
um) in our analysis of museum activities, we will find that it fell from 83.7
thousand per museum in 1985 to only 34.0 thousand in 2012. in other
words, average attendance per museum has decreased almost 2.5-fold.
And there is no sign of any change in this trend.

n Libraries and leisure institutions. cultural education institutions—
libraries and clubs—have suffered probably the heaviest losses in the last
30 years. even the total number of libraries has fallen in this period
by nine thousand: from 49,234 in 1985 to 40,238 in 2012. With such an
unprecedented reduction in the library network, the consumption of
library services measured by circulation (book loans) per 1,000 popula-
tion has naturally declined as well. in 1985, the figure was 9,444 books
per 1,000 population, and in 2012, 7,958 books, which means a reduction
of almost 1,500 book loans.
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similar “man-made” dynamics are characteristic of club institutions,
whose network has been reduced in this period in all agencies and depart-
ments. The total number of leisure institutions has fallen by almost 15
thousand: from 57,954 clubs in 1985 to 43,018 in 2012. club attendance
has also fallen.

Data on the number of visits to leisure institutions are available only since
1995, which is why it is impossible to compare their activity with soviet times.
but even in the 17 years from 1995 to 2012, attendance at these institutions
decreased 1.7-fold: from 1,340 visits per 1,000 population in 1995 to 788 in
2012.

Declining Consumption Trends of Cultural Goods

A general analysis of statistical data shows that in the last 30 years, in the
period of system transformations, modernizations and optimizations, there has
been a clear downward trend in the consumption of cultural goods. This is due
not only to the obvious under-funding of culture, but also to other reasons. one
of these is that the decline in attendance at theaters, philharmonic concerts,
libraries and clubs is caused by a decline in the demand for these kinds of cul-
tural goods caused by the widening range of opportunities for leisure in
Russia and increasing competition for people’s spare time and money.

The spread of mass culture with a simultaneous increase in at-home forms
of art consumption—the development of television in the 1970s, of audio and
video products in the 1980s, and of computer games, the internet and social net-
works in the late 20th and early 21st centuries—is a fundamental trend that has
determined the negative dynamics of the consumption of “live art” in russia and
the developed european countries.2 And although in this decline in attendance
russia was only “catching up” with the developed countries of europe (where
this trend appeared earlier, developed slower and had a milder effect), the rate of
decline in the consumption of cultural goods turned out to be so high that
towards the end of the 20th century russia actually lost the leading position it
had occupied in soviet times. The abovementioned slight growth of the last
decade has not changed the overall situation. This is evident from theater atten-
dance statistics (see Table 1).

Two great civilization processes—globalization and rapid diffusion of com-
puter, information and communication technologies—have transformed the
institutional environment in a fundamental way, changing the value orientations
and behavior patterns in russian society which influence artistic preferences and
the demand for cultural goods. Let us note that russia’s distinctive feature—its
traditional orientation towards artistic values—turns the rapid decline in atten-
dance into a very alarming signal. if society remains “neutral” towards such a
state of affairs and does not take purposeful action to correct cultural behavior,
our country may lose one of its strategic resources which ensure the growth of
its human capital.



The declining consumption of cultural goods in russia, with its vast territo-
ry, harsh climate and low population density throughout the greater part of the
country, is also fraught with other “worries”: regional disparities and growing
inequality in access to and consumption of cultural goods.

Regional Disparities and 
Inequality

clearly, absolute equality in public access to culture in all russian regions is
impossible and probably unnecessary. cultural activity has its own peculiarities
in spatial diffusion. At the same time, one cannot help noticing the critically wide
regional disparities that have emerged in the last three decades. For example, the
highest level of theater attendance in 2012 was recorded in Moscow and st.
petersburg (594 and 568 visits per 1,000 population, respectively), and the low-
est, in the chechen republic (34.6 visits). in other words, that year there was a
more than 17-fold difference between the regions in theater attendance per 1,000
population.

The pattern of attendance at performances of concert organizations and inde-
pendent companies also shows obvious regional differences. in 2012, the high-
est level of attendance for concert organizations was recorded in belgorod
region (Oblast) with 800 visits per 1,000 population, and the lowest, in Altay
Territory (Kray) with 46 visits. in other words, inequality in public access to
classical music has also exceeded a 17-fold level. Museum attendance demon-
strates even wider disparities: in 2012, the number of visits to museums per
1,000 population in the karachay-cherkess republic was more than 65 times
lower (sic!) than in the capital cities.

“For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have more abun-
dance: but whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken away even that he hath.”
This verse from the Gospel of Matthew best describes the process of transfor-
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T a b l e  1

Theater Attendance in Russia and 
Some European Countries

Countries Visits per 1,000 population

russia 1970 528

russia 1985 487

Austria 2012 427

italy 2012 327

Germany 2012 275

russia 1995 213

russia 2012 234



mation of inequality in the consumption of cultural goods into imbalances in
funding russian regions. For example, the share of expenditures on the arts and
culture in the gross regional product (Grp) in 2012 varied from 0.38% in
chelyabinsk Oblast (without autonomous districts) to 2.77% in the chechen
republic. And the share of expenditures on the arts and culture in the consoli-
dated budgets of rF subjects in 2012 ranged from 1.98% in the karachay-
cherkess republic to 5.34% in the republic of Mordoviya.

it should be noted that in 34 regions the share of expenditures on the arts and
culture in the consolidated budgets of rF subjects was below the national aver-
age. even greater inequality in 2012 was recorded for another indicator of finan-
cial support for cultural activities: in 53 regions of russia, per capita expendi-
tures on the arts and culture in the consolidated budgets of rF subjects were
below the national level of 1,792 rubles per inhabitant.

Funding for the Arts and Culture

The fact that most cultural organizations cannot support themselves without
outside assistance, their objective inability to self-support even under the market
conditions, delayed social effect, and lack of immediate results require society to
finance the creation, dissemination, preservation and consumption of cultural
goods, ensuring normal conditions for cultural activities.3 statistics show that in
the almost 20 years of russian sovereignty, expenditures on the arts and culture
have not changed to any significant extent either as a share of GDp or as a share
of total consolidated budget expenditures. The cultural sector continues to be
financed “from the achieved level,” regardless of its actual need for support and
further development. in the period from 1991 to 2012, expenditures on culture
and cinema (excluding mass media) ranged from 0.4% to 0.7% of GDp, and their
share in the total expenditures of the rF consolidated budget, from 1.5% to 1.9%
(see Table 2).

expenditures on culture and cinema as a percentage of GDp were highest in
2009: 0.67%. in subsequent years, they tended to decline: to 0.54% of GDp in
2012. The maximum percentage of these expenditures in the rF consolidated
budget in that period was 1.89% in 2005. Let us emphasize that positive changes
in the dynamics of consumption of cultural goods were recorded precisely from
2005. but in 2007 the figure was already down to 1.77%. And it is highly regret-
table that a slight increase in 2008 was followed by a steady decline over the next
four years so that culture slipped back into the previous pattern of declining
attendance. in 2012, the share of expenditures on culture and cinema returned to
the level of the late 1990s and early 2000s and amounted to only 1.47% of the
rF consolidated budget (Table 2).

The consequences of the global financial crisis have naturally affected cul-
tural funding in russia. From the end of 2009, there was a tendency to reduce
expenditures on the arts and culture in many rF subjects due to financial diffi-
culties caused by the crisis. These expenditures were among the first to be
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sequestered in order to balance the regional budgets as part of the fight against
the budget deficit.

According to the Federal Treasury, actual federal budget expenditures on the
arts and culture in 2012 were 3 billion rubles lower than approved at the begin-
ning of the year, and expenditures from the consolidated budget of rF subjects,
13.8 billion rubles below the initially approved budget. in 2013, the situation
with cuts in approved public expenditures on the arts and culture unfortunately
repeated itself: federal budget expenditures were reduced by 2.5 billion rubles
compared to the initially approved figure, and expenditures from the consolidat-
ed budgets of rF subjects, by 17.8 billion rubles.4

if we look at the situation with cultural funding in russia in the context of
international comparisons, we will find that our country has a very modest place
on the list of oecD countries (see Table 3). With cultural sector funding at 0.5%
of GDp, our country is comparable to portugal. Whatever the flaws in compar-
isons between per capita expenditures on the arts and culture, the contrast
between russia and the oecD countries in this respect is particularly glaring.
Table 3 shows that in terms of per capita expenditures on the arts and cul-
ture, Russia is low down on the list of 25 OECD countries (ranking only
above Greece and Bulgaria) with little more than a quarter of Austria’s fig-
ure, a third of Germany’s, and half of Italy’s.

culture is badly in need of financial resources to foster new talents and
maintain the still existing creative potential, to keep up and develop the “genet-
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T a b l e  2

Funding for the Arts and Culture in Russia

Share of expenditures Share of expenditures
on culture and cinema on culture and cinema 

in GDP(%) in consolidated budget (%)

1991 0.40 1.63

1993 0.47 1.39

1995 0.48 1.52

1997 0.56 1.66

1999 0.40 1.43

2001 0.37 1.36

2003 0.46 1.52

2005 0.60 1.89

2007 0.61 1.77

2009 0.67 1.62

2011 0.56 1.55

2012 0.54 1.47



ic” interest in culture among all strata of the population and people living in all
regions of our large country. in addition, one should be very cautious with any
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T a b l e  3

Per Capita Public Expenditures on the Arts and Culture
(Euros 2002-2011)

Country 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Luxembourg 609 675 833 1,083 852 935 936 878 918 941

netherlands 258 270 269 280 284 282 295 313 319 310

Denmark 230 240 317 273 280 276 286 309 309 305

sweden 184 193 196 196 220 223 225 203 228 239

France 165 176 182 191 222 228 237 229 229 235

Austria 161 160 174 180 185 231 209 220 217 222

Finland 136 139 145 149 153 164 175 184 189 200

slovenia 120 123 124 133 141 148 172 178 184 179

spain 99 111 116 130 142 165 179 158 157 157

ireland 130 126 133 138 153 169 189 171 155 155

estonia 74 87 102 123 131 152 189 156 142 152

Germany 124 124 122 123 124 131 131 134 138 146

czech 
republic 60 62 64 72 84 90 105 115 119 116

Latvia n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 116 137 107 99 111

Malta 52 50 64 50 53 56 68 80 90 102

italy 90 97 101 104 97 104 107 115 100 100

cyprus 51 57 59 63 66 70 79 88 84 90

United 
kingdom 114 117 117 129 130 129 115 99 103 90

portugal 66 59 65 77 66 69 72 74 76 79

hungary 75 65 66 69 71 75 82 75 79 77

poland 41 33 36 46 55 63 83 64 67 65

Lithuania 25 29 30 42 50 61 77 70 58 63

Russia n/a 12 12 26 33 39 42 44 47 54

Greece 22 26 25 26 40 43 50 59 45 48

bulgaria 7 10 11 12 13 16 20 17 18 21

S o u r c e:  calculated from eurostat statistical database (http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/ 
portal/page/portal/government_finance_statistics/data/database).
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economic innovations and any measures designed to restructure the sphere of
culture and “optimize” its activity. our difficult historical experience shows that
such measures, almost always motivated by the intention to reduce budget
spending, mean unwarranted losses for both culture and society as a whole.

What Can Be Expected in the Near Future?

The desire to reduce public expenditures on the arts and culture is in conflict
with an objective economic law of cultural activity, which suffers from a well-
known ailment known as “baumol’s cost disease.” our research shows that the
income deficit of cultural organizations caused by this law is another fundamen-
tal factor.5 This is why the development of culture and its potential with positive
dynamics of production and consumption of cultural goods requires a constant
increase in real public expenditures on the arts and culture at least in proportion
to GDp growth.

it is a statistically proven fact that in the last 30 years cultural participation
in russia has declined. Forecasts of the economic performance of cultural orga-
nizations depend significantly on whether this tendency continues in the future.
We must understand, in particular, whether the decline in cultural consumption
has bottomed out or whether the process we have observed in the last 30 years
is still continuing. This requires some qualitative assumptions.

Let us name at least three factors that can determine future attendance
dynamics. 

n The first of these is directly connected with the abovementioned global-
ization trend of change in the value orientations and behavior patterns in
russian society which influence artistic preferences and the relative num-
bers of consumers of various cultural goods.

n The second factor is a demographic one. Given the negative trends of
recent decades and existing population forecasts, we must reckon with the
possibility of a decline in the size of the active part of the population. 

n The third factor characterizes the structural component. 

This refers to quantitative and, most importantly, structural changes in the
network of producers of cultural goods involving an increase in the number of
employees in a situation of falling demand from audiences. it is hardly reason-
able to expect a continuation of this state of affairs in the future.

in order to produce more accurate forecasts of cultural consumption dynam-
ics, we need additional interdisciplinary studies, including sociological, cultural,
demographic and economic analysis of the above factors. Meanwhile, for the
purposes of this paper it is sufficient to make the following assumptions. it
appears that the 30-year-old processes of change in the demand for cultural
goods under the impact of the globalization trend and structural shifts in artistic
supply accompanied by an increase in the number of employees have come or
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are coming to an end. in the very near future, we can expect to see the emergence
of a stable demand pattern and stabilization of infrastructure. As for demograph-
ics, there is yet no prospect of a change in the current trend. Thus, we can expect
that the consumption of cultural goods will continue to depend on population
dynamics.

A previously developed econometric model of the “cost disease” predicts, in
an overwhelming majority of cases, an increase in the specific income deficit
faced by russian cultural organizations. special attention should be paid to one
of the consequences of this model: if the prices of cultural goods rise faster than
inflation, this leads not only to a decline in their consumption and an undue
increase in inequality in their supply to the population, but also to an increase in
the income deficit of cultural organizations and the need for higher public expen-
ditures on the arts and culture.6

Let us make another general remark. The genetic nature of the “cost disease”
that causes the income deficit of cultural organizations, and the negative conse-
quences of insufficient budget subsidies that do not cover this deficit indicate the
risk of its turning into an “artistic deficit.” This refers to undesirable qualitative
changes in the supply of cultural goods, to the appearance and proliferation of
low-quality cultural substitutes. The losses that arise in this case are long-term
and difficult to recover. hence, let us emphasize that the state’s cultural policy
should take account of the fact that the costs of eliminating the “artistic deficit”
usually exceed the income deficit that causes them.

in this connection, it is appropriate to cite a statement by paul DiMaggio, an
American economist and student of culture. he believes that the government
should have the courage and wisdom to take fuller responsibility for supporting
areas of culture that neither the market nor private philanthropy can be expected
to support.7 Let us note that at the back of this essentially benevolent attitude to
culture and emotional words there lies a habitual misapprehension of the actual
state of affairs and an underestimation of the true value of cultural goods, which
have social utility. The ability of these special goods and services to meet soci-
ety’s essential needs does not require courage or even wisdom from the govern-
ment, but only rational behavior of an economic agent pursuing its own inter-
ests.8

in the light of this conclusion, we should view not only current government
activities, but also any government’s intentions to modernize the existing system.
it makes sense to evaluate past reforms and future innovations from these posi-
tions. This is also how we should look at the desire of the authorities to reduce
expenditures on the arts and culture, a desire which can be considered rational
only in the case of a deliberate change of priorities, that is, in a situation where
society declares a reduction in its need for cultural goods and thus in the social
utility of cultural activities. so, one can say that the only motive for cutting pub-
lic expenditures on the arts and culture is a desire to reduce the production of cul-
tural goods in accordance with a reduction in the social need for such goods.

in this context, let us cite simon Mundy, another authoritative expert in the
field of cultural policy. in his opinion, culture is a low priority for most modern
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states (though in the past it was often second only to defense). it is as though
“spending on the cultural health of the society is an insult to the bodily welfare
of the citizens.” critics of cultural spending often contrast putting money into
opera with the money needed to buy kidney machines or build children’s hospi-
tals. Mundy believes this is a deliberately false and emotive contrast. it would be
far more logical if one wished to compare waste with necessity, to contrast
spending on unnecessary traffic management schemes with spending on health,
and funding for military parades with funding for opera.9

We will not look for examples of this kind in russia. There is no need to
strain one’s eyes to see all these senseless reenactments and military and sports
parades or to compare them with the cultural heritage, many of whose monu-
ments are in a critical state. This is not a matter of examples or comparisons. A
much greater cause for concern should be the false contrast itself and the reason
why it appears and why cultural organizations are obliged to prove self-evident
things, to demonstrate their usefulness, sometimes resorting to polemical argu-
ments such as a comparison of luxury with “waste.” Another way is to create a
favorable institutional environment based on a Law on Culture and the cul-
tural policy of the state.

The Cultural Policy of the State

science has long known that the state’s expenditures on the arts and culture
cannot be seen as a burden on the state or as sunk costs. Satisfaction of society’s
needs associated with intellectual achievements and growth of human capi-
tal is the return that transforms cultural spending into human capital
investment. That is why the main purpose of modern cultural policy should be
to create an effective cultural environment and build human capital through ade-
quate budget spending. Without this, any calls for “honesty, truthfulness, respect
for law, love for the Motherland, selflessness, aversion to violence, theft, slander
and envy, respect for family values, chastity, kind-heartedness, mercy, ability to
keep one’s word, respect for elders, and respect for honest labor,” as in the draft
Basic Principles of State Cultural Policy, will remain no more than empty
calls.10 And the 30-year-old negative trend in cultural participation of the popu-
lation in russia will continue to be combined with an “artistic deficit,” or the
proliferation of low-quality cultural substitutes that distort the tastes and prefer-
ences of our fellow countrymen.

it is necessary to state that in the last two decades the development of cul-
ture in russia has been reduced to individual programs and projects, to a mech-
anism for allocating limited budget funds. in these conditions, cultural activity
depends not only and not so much on the Ministry of culture as on other execu-
tive agencies pursuing their own departmental goals and often lobbying for the
adoption of legislative acts disloyal to culture. The delayed social effect of cul-
tural activity in general and of such a policy in particular has prevented a timely
assessment of the consequences of the weakening of the country’s cultural and,
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accordingly, human potential for national development. As a result, cultural pol-
icy has dropped out of the state’s development strategy. The current situation
demands a radical change in the existing state of affairs and the development of
a cultural policy that can meet the challenges of modernization in all spheres of
society.

in order to address this fundamental task, we need a strategy adapted to cur-
rent economic and social conditions and containing both long-term and current
goals, priority areas for the development of culture, and appropriate means nec-
essary for their implementation. in this connection, it is necessary to rethink the
basic concepts of cultural policy, revise and renew the legal framework for its
implementation, and determine effective organizational and economic mecha-
nisms and social technologies capable of integrating the efforts of the state and
civil society to improve the cultural environment and enhance cultural activity.

it should be emphasized that the strategic directions of the state’s cultur-
al policy cannot be determined if they are based on the current market sit-
uation or “from general considerations.” As a definite reflection of the soci-
ety’s interests, they are formed in the process of political discourse. Depending
on the society’s level of development and political system, these interests encom-
pass the entire range of cultural needs based on socially approved values and eth-
ical norms, the ideas of justice and good sense, and other social attitudes. in
latent form, current and long-term cultural development goals exist as expert
knowledge possessed by a certain part of society. This refers to those who can
understand these interests and whom plato called “philosophers,”11 r. A. Mus-
grave described them as an “informed group” of people,12 and k. schmidt called
them “politicians,”13 including those whom the rest of the population has
“entrusted” with its votes and empowered to care for the common well-being.

The main purpose of a comprehensive study entitled Goals and Priorities of
Cultural Policy in Modern Russia: Expert Opinion, carried out by the institute
of sociology, rAs, the institute of economics, rAs, and the state institute of
Art studies of the russian Ministry of culture in late 2013, was to identify this
“expert knowledge” and formulate the strategic directions for the development
of culture on its basis. This was a survey of experts which has made it possible
to integrate the opinions of individual respondents into a representative body of
expert knowledge about how russian culture should develop, and in which
strategic directions.

The survey was conducted with the participation of many prominent figures
in the arts and culture: members of the presidential council for the Arts and cul-
ture, experts of the interagency commission in the area of modern cultural pol-
icy and support for creative initiatives; representatives of Federal executive
agencies and heads of rF subjects; heads of regional ministries and departments
of culture, heads of cultural institutions, leading researchers in the sphere of cul-
ture and cultural policy, rectors of cultural colleges and universities, media exec-
utives, members of nongovernmental organizations and the rF public chamber.
A total of 125 experts representing 8 Federal districts and 21 regions of russia
took part in the survey.
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Expert Survey Results

Let us note that the processing of the survey data has not yet been complet-
ed. That is why for the purposes of this article we have used only the preliminary
results based on an assessment of linear distributions of expert responses to the
questionnaire.

What do the experts see as the main problem preventing the development of
modern russian culture? The first place in the survey went to the “underesti-
mation by the ruling elites of the strategic importance of culture for the suc-
cessful modernization of society and economic growth.” More than 80% of
respondents recognize the need for a fundamental review of the attitude to cul-
ture on the part of the state, primarily its economic agencies, at the federal and
regional levels. As it turns out, the devaluation of value attitudes to culture is
often associated with a decline in the general level of the political and econom-
ic elite.

Another complaint of the expert community is a lack of coordination
between the Ministry of Culture and those ministries and departments that
influence, in one way or another, the country’s cultural life. This is such a hot
topic that more than 60% of respondents think it necessary to reform the cultur-
al administration and management structure so as to concentrate all the necessary
functions in a single department while ensuring the “protection” of culture from
the excessive influence of economic departments. About 55% of respondents
point to the need to coordinate the efforts of government agencies and depart-
ments, the business community and civil society institutions. Almost half of
those polled favor an enlargement of the powers of civil society institutions,
including public councils for coordinating administrative efforts in the sphere of
culture.

The respondents strongly disapprove of the legal framework for culture.
Most of them support the immediate adoption of a new law on culture. Accord-
ing to one of the regional executives, such a law should “clearly regulate the atti-
tude of all government bodies to cultural institutions and organizations and guar-
antee the state’s obligations to its citizens in providing cultural services, with a
clearly defined mechanism to make public officials accountable for noncompli-
ance with the new law on culture.”

one of the biggest social concerns today is the rejection of traditional
Russian culture and culture in general by a significant part of young people.
According to the experts, this problem is the first in importance on the list of the
most urgent problems of cultural development. Targeted work to address this
problem should become a productive “growth area” in which government, busi-
ness and society should concentrate their efforts. About 90% of respondents are
in favor of introducing a system of free cultural services for children and young
people, primarily in the regions; more than 70% favor the development of spe-
cial programs for teenagers and young people enabling them to participate in the
work of cultural institutions and in implementing significant cultural projects,
including their own; about 80% point to the need to include a cultural compo-



nent in educational programs at all levels, and every tenth respondent thinks it
advisable to include a discipline called “Fundamentals of culture” among the
entrance examinations for higher education institutions; almost all respondents
think it advisable to re-establish the system of houses of culture and palaces of
children’s creativity.

A special role in the day-to-day existence of culture, in the opinion of the
experts, is played by the mass media, which can ensure the transmission of cul-
tural values and behavior patterns, foster the cultural needs and artistic tastes of
the population, promote the development of civil society, and help to maintain
the country’s unity. At the same time, the survey showed the experts’ obvious
concern as manifested in a critical assessment of the direction and mecha-
nisms of the state’s influence on the current information environment. Most
of them—more than 60%—point to the negative trend of the last 20-25 years
towards the spread of low-quality cultural substitutes distorting the tastes and
preferences of our compatriots.

An absolute majority of respondents, while noting the key role of the inter-
net and its powerful positive potential based on virtually unlimited information
resources and effective digital technologies, point to the obvious pollution of
the blogosphere, which distorts the cultural environment. More than 80% of
respondents emphasize the need to find effective forms and means of improving
content quality in the media-information environment and the internet while
eliminating the persistent practice of administrative bans; 95% favor an expan-
sion of the system of government contracts for socially significant cultural-infor-
mation programs; and 86% want to see the adoption of a special government pro-
gram to create internet resources providing free access to the cultural heritage
and the achievements of modern art.

The existing regional disparities and inequality in the supply of cultural
goods, which violate the constitutional right of citizens to equal access to cul-
tural values, are a special concern for the expert community. This problem is
particularly acute and is high on the list of problems preventing the development
of russian culture: 88% of respondents are in favor of its immediate solution.
Almost all of them associate the solution of this problem (one of the most urgent
ones) with changes in funding mechanisms of cultural activities.

The cultural policy of the state, in the opinion of the experts, cannot be con-
sidered without its economic component. Most respondents agree that it is nec-
essary to formulate government guarantees of financial support for cultural
activity, with various forms of obligations and covering three types of its
participants. it is necessary to establish government obligations to: 

(1) consumers of cultural goods; 

(2) employees of the state and municipal cultural institutions; and 

(3) these institutions themselves.

More than 80% of respondents favor a return to statutory budget ratios for
cultural funding, while 60% think that the share of expenditures on the arts and
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culture in the federal budget should be in the range of 2% to 5%. As for regional
and local budgets, virtually all respondents want to see a level of more than 5%.

in answer to the question about the advisability of introducing in russia an
institution that could be called “individual budget designations” (part of which
is percentage philanthropy) providing for the right of each taxpayer to per-
sonally administer a small part of budget funds (in the amount of, say, 2%
of the tax they have paid) and to direct these funds in support of a particu-
lar cultural activity, almost all respondents—more than 80%—said that this
was advisable. it is interesting to note that only just over 15% said they would
not exercise this right. The respondents also supported the formula “to spend
without dissipating, to accumulate,” which provides for a combination of indi-
vidual budget earmarks with another civil society institution: endowment funds
(funds containing special-purpose capital). This means creating endowment
funds to support various cultural activities (theaters, philharmonic music, circus,
museums, libraries, cinema, preservation of the tangible and intangible cultural
heritage, cultural education, etc.) and directing revenues from individual budget
earmarks into these funds. such annual contributions will be kept and accumu-
lated in the respective endowments so as to ensure a growing stream of current
income from special-purpose capital in support of cultural activities.

naturally, the final processing of the experts’ responses may somewhat alter
the preliminary results and, most importantly, reveal explicit and implicit corre-
lations between their opinions that will make it possible to analyze the results of
the expert survey in greater depth. nor should one think that the survey has
revealed the ultimate truth. Like any expert knowledge, it has only outlined the
possible directions of our state’s cultural policy in the current situation. Their
discussion and exploration will help to find a balanced decision and a socially
approved definition of long-term goals for the development of culture, to esti-
mate the resources required to achieve these goals, and to assess the conse-
quences of their achievement.

* * *

The inability of cultural organizations to support themselves and the objec-
tive need for outside financial assistance have unfortunately become the weak
point in the social organism where the “pathogenic viruses” that accompany cul-
tural activity have found a comfortable home. it is these viruses that cause both
the “free-rider syndrome” (a slackening of the market activity of cultural orga-
nizations themselves) and the “Zverev—kudrin reaction”14 (a kind of “budget
spasm” accompanied by a build-up of pressure from economic agencies and
departments demanding cuts in government support). one should not think that
this can be avoided or that another government will be better. Due to their depen-
dence on budget funds, cultural organizations will always belong to a risk group
exposed to pathogens that may cause such an unhealthy reaction.
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Let us take another look at history. As already noted, two resolutions of the
Ussr council of Ministers—no. 537 of 4 March, 1948, and no. 560 of 6 Feb-
ruary, 1949,—led to a drop in the number of theaters. Thirty-three years later, the
then Minister of Finance of the Ussr, vasily Garbuzov, addressed a memoran-
dum (no. 05/142-5 of 20 December, 1982) to the Ussr council of Ministers, in
which he returned to “a set of measures aimed at eliminating, in the next two or
three years, the unprofitability of theatrical and entertainment enterprises and
concert organizations.”

Another 20 years later, Aleksey kudrin, Minister of Finance of democratic
russia, and Treasury head Tatyana nesterenko set out their version of reducing
the public expenditures on the arts and culture: “institutions that do not want
their extra-budgetary funds to be controlled can switch to contracts. in this case,
they cease to be purely budget-funded entities”;15 “...after a sharp reduction in
the number of institutions that create secondary liability for the obligations they
assume, it is necessary to introduce goal-oriented budgeting for the rest of
them.”16

Ten years later, the same “Zverev—kudrin reaction” and the now almost
regular “budget spasm,” this time manifested in the implementation of russian
president’s Decree no. 597 (paragraphs 1e, 2a and 1k) of 7 May, 2012, On Mea-
sures to Implement the State’s Social Policy, gave rise to “optimization”17 and an
“independent assessment of the quality of cultural services,”18 which may lead
to a loss of creative resources, depersonalization of already existing presidential
and Government grants with a resultant decline in the salaries of creative work-
ers, the establishment of ratings for cultural organizations, and their funding
based on these ratings. This is not the first time that economic agencies are try-
ing to equate cultural organizations to dry cleaners and laundries, taking no
account of the specific features of cultural activity: the impossibility of a quanti-
tative assessment of the results of creative work.

Let us note that leading cultural figures have been trying, fully in accordance
with russian traditions, to resist such attempts and have been doing their utmost
to protect culture from harmful government decisions. At the same time, both
culture and our entire society need not only and not so much sporadic action on
the part of its best representatives (although this practice has protected culture on
many occasions) as legal norms that would protect this area of activity and cre-
ate conditions for its normal development. We see the way out in forming insti-
tutions that would limit the unfriendly behavior of economic agencies and
departments while “pushing” the executive authorities at all levels towards deci-
sions that would ensure the necessary conditions for the creation, dissemination,
preservation and consumption of cultural goods.

We hope that the year of culture will see the adoption of the Basic Princi-
ples of the State Cultural Policy and the Law on Culture and Cultural Activities,
which are really capable of changing the situation and reversing the current neg-
ative trends in cultural dynamics. This will be an absolute breakthrough in the
life of culture and society as a whole and raise hopes that every year can become
a year of culture.
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Solzhenitsyn and 
the February 1917 Revolution

Viktor MASLOV

it will soon be 100 years since the revolution of February 1917. enough
time has passed to attempt to look at our history and the people who made it
without prejudice and not from the viewpoint of present-day mentality. We do
not intend, reading the polemics between cicero and Marcus Antonius, to judge
from the vantage point of modern ideology what is better, dictatorship or democ-
racy. And of course one should not lay blame on historical figures of the past
from the positions of modern morality or politics.

And yet this is precisely what vyacheslav nikonov, a thoughtful political
scientist, is doing. in discussing the issue of appointment of governors in pre-
sent-day russia nikonov condemns prince Georgy Lvov, the last chairman of
the council of Ministers of the russian empire and chairman of the provision-
al Government, for saying that governors should be elected; nikonov claims that
this was the root of all the misfortunes that befell russia since. incidentally,
Lvov merely said it, but in reality he appointed all governors. so, what he said
had no real impact on the course of subsequent events.

solzhenitsyn also quotes these words of prince Lvov. but he “delves still
deeper into our history.” he begins his search for the culprits who triggered the
February revolution from afar and, like pushkin’s yevgeny in The Bronze
Horseman, blames everything on peter the Great. According to solzhenitsyn,
Tsar peter i “trampled under, foot the soul of the people” and “erected his somber
creation in the north-western corner of our land.”1 And what about the people
“created” by this “somber creation,” the wonderful people of petersburg and
Leningrad? i know how Muscovites evacuated during the war were harassed.
Awakening such instincts and setting people against petersburg is like letting the
genie out of the bottle. it should on no account be done.

To go back to the revolution. i read the minutes of the deliberations of the
2nd, 3rd and 4th state Dumas with the same relish as i once read cicero. so
much intelligence and eloquence were displayed by the advocates of opposing
sides. The cream of russian oratorical skill, intellectual brilliance, quick repar-
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tee, precise arguments. And i read solzhenitsyn’s essay Reflections on the Feb-
ruary Revolution that are full of hatred of all the Duma members stumbling at
every sentence and laboring to see the meaning behind the words.

so, let us begin with the last Minister of the interior of the russian empire,
Aleksandr protopopov, “a psychopathic windbag, a liar, a hysterical coward,”2

according to solzhenitsyn. protopopov was deputy chairman of the Duma and
spoke well during the sessions. but when he met Grigory rasputin, the latter cast
a spell on him as it were. The Tsar also had charm augmented by his exalted posi-
tion. The fact that protopopov fell under the influence of that whining team sig-
naled a major change in his ideology, and we cannot blame people for changing
their views.

people change and their worldview changes, especially during revolutions
and wars. For example, Lev Tikhomirov (1852-1923), the “knight of the monar-
chy,”3 as solzhenitsyn called him, and the only one of whom, it seems, he had a
kind word to say, initially was the main proponent of terrorism in the people’s
Will group (Narodnaya Volya) which assassinated Tsar Alexander ii. The mas-
termind of all the evil deeds of the revolutionaries (as he was described in police
circles) emigrated and 7 years later wrote to Alexander iii asking him to pardon
him. Upon his return he became a dedicated advocate of monarchism. subse-
quently, in a new letter of repentance of 8 March, 1917, he thus characterized
these activities: “i have accomplished nothing and have been defeated on all
points.”4 in the soviet times he was, as a veteran revolutionary, admitted to a
hospital run by the central commission for improving the Welfare of scientists
under the council of people’s commissars of the rsFsr (1921-1931) and lived
until old age. he was a typical representative of the wishy-washy russian intel-
ligentsia so brilliantly divined by Dostoyevsky.

Aleksandr solzhenitsyn himself initially conceived his novel about the rev-
olution from the Marxist-Leninist point of view and, as we know, later changed
his position drastically.

Let us look at some other personalities. General sergey khabalov (1858-
1924), described by solzhenitsyn as “a lethargic blockhead, mediocre, spineless
and stupid,”5 was in reality one of the most reasonable appointed atamans6 of the
Urals cossack Army who commanded great authority. The cossacks called him
“our circassian.” he was later appointed commander of the petrograd Military
Garrison. The Tsar gave him one day to put an end to the disturbances, but by
that time the cossacks were refusing to shoot civilians. solzhenitsyn laments the
fact that the military cadets were not called in. yes, khabalov did not order the
pupils at military schools to join the fray (i have a debt of gratitude to him
because my uncle finished the Mikhaylovsky Artillery cadet corp).

solzhenitsyn shames the cadets, holding up the spaniards as an example to
be emulated.

it is an odd current tendency to always look up to the West. After all, the
russian officer cadets joined the battle in late october and were killed. in his
well-known song the popular singer Aleksandr vertinsky asks: “Who sent them,
with a hand that never trembled to die?” solzhnitsyn’s hand did not tremble
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when he wrote about it. on the contrary, it is the most emotional paragraph in his
essay that is worth quoting:

“youths from military schools? They were not called to the rescue... but let
us note that the military schools did not rush into battle themselves like the
immortal Alcazar of Toledo did in 1936. in February 1917 no one here tried to
stage a russian Alcazar... not a single military school. There was some move-
ment at the nikolayevskoye military school, but it petered out.”7

To whom is this call addressed? Does anybody know what “Alcazar of Tole-
do” means? yes, the people who last year celebrated the 70th anniversary of
Alcazar, a jubilee of the uprising at the Alcazar Military school when youths
came out against the spanish Government on the side of the national-patriot
General Franco, who staged a rebellion with the support of hitler and Mussoli-
ni, and were killed. no need to explain who can respond to a call “to stage a
russian Alcazar.”

They may “stage” it, and then solzhenitsyn or his descendants would bitter-
ly regret it, as often happens.

solzhenitsyn continues: “...agitators, by throwing stones and threatening,
forced the munitions factory workers to go on strike... but not a single one of
them was shot.”8 The reproach misses the point: if there had been “stone-throw-
ing agitators” the guards at the munitions factories would surely have opened fire
on them.

Let us now look at the case of prince Golitsyn, the last Tsarist prime Minis-
ter (January 1917—February 1917). solzhenitsyn describes prince nikolay
Golitsyn as inept and passive: “Why was it that during these trying weeks for
russia they appointed as prime minister—by force and against his will—the
inept and passive prince Golitsyn, who shied away from power?”9 in reality the
prince was a remarkable man and a talented administrator. As the governor of
Archangelsk he improved the living conditions there so much that the population
of the guberniya increased sharply. All his children (with the exception of niko-
lay, a seaman) emigrated after the revolution. nikolay refused to leave as a mat-
ter of principle and since he had nothing stashed away and being stripped of civil
rights, he worked as a shoemaker.

now about nicholas ii. A person’s character is thrown into high relief in dif-
ficult situations. My image of Tsar nicholas ii was formed by the stories of a
family friend, Uncle sasha, the son of the court doctor Lev popov. he had spent
a whole month by nicholas’ bedside in the crimea when he was down with
pneumonia and nursed him to recovery. The same image emerged from the sto-
ries of Aleksandr kerensky about the Tsar and his family after their arrest.
kerensky was simply charmed by the Tsar.

“A weak Tsar, he betrayed us,”10 solzhenitsyn claims. one wonders whom he
means by “us.” And it is not true that he was weak. he did not obey the empress
and rasputin, and firmly adhered to the behest of his father to be an autocrat, while
the empress, like any wife, only sought to reinforce his conviction.

Against the objections of all the officials he rightly supported vitte and
introduced the gold chervonets—a great act.
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he did not heed rasputin who sent a wire to him urging him not to declare
war on any account. he entered the war although for once rasputin may have
been right, but that would have run counter to nicholas’ ideology and principles.

however, among the people who surrounded him there was absolutely no
one (except the empress, vyrubova, Frederics and, among the generals, count
keller) who shared his ideology. Lady-in-waiting vyrubova remembered: “i was
deeply aware of and sensed in all the surrounding people a bitterness against
those i idolized and i felt that the anger was assuming a horrifying scale... ”11

how does one account for it? The reason is that the antiquated ideology was a
brake on the spontaneous and rapidly developing market economy.12

Truly, “All the company except Lieutenant n. is marching with the wrong
foot! (A. kuprin. The Duel, translated by Allen & Unwin]. Apart from a small
company of officers of the Moscow regiment of the court Guards, the “bicycle
battalion,” “no one in petrograd distinguished himself by defending the
throne.”13 (it should be added that these people seized the Winter palace, but the
palace commandant turned them away. Then they headed for the Admiralty,
their ranks thinning along the way. The naval Minister ivan Grigorovich also
turned them away, so they returned to their barracks). so there was nothing the
Tsar could do and it is wrong to say that he had betrayed “us.”

so, if “All the company except Lieutenant n. is marching with the wrong
foot” are we supposed to take to task every private for marching out of step?
“The cossacks betrayed the Government,”14 fumes solzhenitsyn whereas it was
the Government that had betrayed the cossacks. because solzhenitsyn had writ-
ten an essay on Mikhail sholokhov’s novel And Quiet Flows the Don he ought
to be aware of this. however, that essay too turns everything upside down and
rigorous proof has come to hand that everything in it is wrong and misleading.

next. of the commander-in-chief the Grand prince nikolay nikolayevich
solzhenitsyn writes that he had acquitted himself as being “as fatuous a fool as
rodzyanko.”15 nikolay nikolayevich commanded great authority with the gen-
erals and the soldiers. The latter affectionately called him”Mikola.” Among
russian émigrés some monarchists (the so-called White rus) made common
cause with him preferring him to the legitimate heir to the throne, kirill
vladimirovich. Among the adherents of nikolay nikolayevich was General
Aleksandr kutepov about whom solzhenitsyn writes in very positive terms.

Mikhail rodzyanko, the speaker of the 3d and 4th state Dumas, a monar-
chist and an ardent supporter of the reforms of stolypin whom solzhenitsyn also
praises to the skies. rodzyanko understood the situation and accurately predict-
ed the imminent disaster. For a brief space of time he brilliantly reined in a rear-
ing horse. but for him, amid the ensuing chaos power would have been seized
by people embracing the ideology of the outstanding anarchists Mikhail
bakunin, pyotr kropotkin and nestor Makhno. he was not responsible for the
disarray that followed because prime Minister G. Lvov was out of his control.

next. solzhenitsyn lectures us in hindsight what should have been done: for
example, Alekseyev should have “telegraphed an ultimatum to petrograd—and
then even a minor feud would have been avoided, the census circles would
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immediately have calmed down, perhaps the council of Deputies might have put
up some token resistance before disbanding.”16

he seems to be prying into everybody’s soul. kerensky “went to Moscow
and said fine words about mercy, while fiery revolutionary impatience was eat-
ing through him like a worm: to prove the Tsar’s treason by an investigation and
then put him on trial—what a splendid analogy with the Great French revolu-
tion!”17

in reality kerensky did not intend to put the Tsar on trial. he was trying to
save everyone he could from the raging mob, and he tried to send the Tsar’s fam-
ily to england to his reigning close relatives, who at the last moment refused to
receive him fearing the wrath of their own people.

To continue the gallery of Duma members and ministers provided by
solzhenitsyn: professor Milyukov, a historian, is “a dry-as-dust petrified dogma-
tist, incapable of turning in the political stream”; the financier Guchkov is “tired
and confused”; the lawyer kerensky is “a harlequin, not our man”; professor
nekrasov is “a demagogue and a mediocrity, a petty conman”; the financier
Tereshchenko is “a foppish high-society womanizer”; the financier konovalov is
“a dark horse of murky circles”; the journalist vladimir Lvov is “a madman and
an epileptic”; associate professor Godnev is “a shadow of a man”; professor
Manuylov, rector of Moscow University, an agrarian scientist, is “a hat unfit for
purpose”; “only shingarev deserves respect, ... but he too is a total dilettante.”18

A veritable Gogol! excellent labels for ministers and Duma members in a
government newspaper. Will anyone use them some day?

The majority of the members of the russian Academy of sciences’ com-
mission for combating pseudoscience and Falsification of scientific research
expressed the view, orally and in writing, that solzhenitsyn’s work is not a sci-
entific work. As i wrote in Rossiyskaya gazeta,19 it has nothing to do with his-
torical science and expresses the subjective opinion of an impressionable man.

To advance mathematical modeling of historical processes scientists must
study the statistics of rebellions and mutinies, the emergence of pockets of dis-
content as well as the statistics of economic trends during revolutionary peri-
ods.20
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Soviet-Polish Non-Aggression Pact of 1932 
in the Light of New Sources

Dmitry OFITSEROV-BELSKY

in the late 1920s the polish foreign policy was increasingly geared to hold-
ing on to its positions and preserving the status quo. The Locarno Treaties
demonstrated that France and Great britain were not prepared to guarantee the
stability of borders in eastern europe. poland’s biggest problems arose with its
traditional ally, France, largely due to its briandism policy which was aimed at
bringing about a rapprochement between France and Germany. The French
press mounted massive anti-polish campaigns which were often financed by
berlin.

poland’s relations with its neighbors under the Sanacja (sanation) regime
under Józef pilsudski (1926-1939) were rapidly deteriorating. Germany official-
ly announced its wish to revise its borders with poland as early as 1925. state-
ments by German leaders and diplomats on the issue were becoming more
aggressive with every passing year. A temporary ray of hope in the relations with
the Ussr on the eve of the May 1926 coup was followed by a prolonged period
of diplomatic stagnation. The relations with czechoslovakia were never mend-
ed, and as regards the relations with Lithuania, there was no question of any pos-
itive shifts without resolving the issue of the polish-occupied vilno area. both
countries readily gave shelter to Ukrainian terrorists, which also complicated
their relations. Among all its neighbors, poland had good relations only with
romania. but they were complicated by the unresolved bessarabia issue in the
relations between Moscow and bucharest.

polish and soviet diplomats discussed the possibility of signing a non-
aggression pact even before the May 1926 coup. The negotiations stalled after
Józef pilsudski came to power. poland insisted on a collective agreement of
east-european countries with the Ussr. Warsaw was aware that a collective
treaty would help to build a more stable security system and consolidate poland’s
leading role in the region. The Ussr was committed to forming a body of bilat-
eral agreements which would facilitate for the soviet diplomats the task of pro-
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moting their interests and give room for maneuver after the treaties were signed.
The national isolation of the Ussr practically ended by the late 1920s. The

country embarked on industrialization. it was clear that eventually the Ussr
would achieve full international recognition, join the League of nations and
probably increase its military and economic might. This would make it still more
difficult for Warsaw to strike a political bargain with Moscow. Therefore the pol-
ish diplomats were going out of their way to conclude an agreement with the
Ussr.

The polish scholar Michał Zacharias believes that the new stage of polish-
soviet rapprochement began in september, 1930. in his opinion, the rapproche-
ment between the countries was stimulated by a dramatic increase of the revi-
sionist propaganda in Germany that began in March 1930. As early as the late
1930 soviet Ambassador vladimir Antonov-ovseyenko was insisting on the
resumption of negotiations on a non-aggression pact.1 practically all the polish
and the majority of soviet scholars agreed that the initiative of resuming the talks
came from the soviet side. For many years soviet historians cited this initiative
as proof of the peaceful intentions of the Ussr. Modern russian scholar oleg
ken suggested that vladimir Antonov-ovseyenko enjoyed considerable autono-
my from Moscow in building up soviet-polish relations and did not always fol-
low the recommendations of the people’s commissariat for Foreign Affairs. he
is convinced that the appointment of Antonov-ovseyenko as Ambassador to
poland stimulated the resumption of the soviet-polish talks on a non-aggression
pact in late 1930. citing polish sources he claimed that the soviet leadership was
not against the settlement of relations and was ready to sign the pact.

The diaries of the soviet Foreign Minister Maksim Litvinov kept at the
Archive of the Foreign policy of the russian Federation (AVP RF) enable schol-
ars to correct the history of the signing of the 1932 soviet-polish pact. Taking the
cue from the polish Foreign Ministry the polish press and news agencies claimed
that the initiative to resume talks was put forward by the Ussr. on January 5,
1931, Maksim Litvinov wrote in his diary about his meeting with the polish
envoy: “i drew the attention of stanislaw patek to the rumors in the press about
alleged soviet-polish talks on a non-aggression pact and a trade treaty, but we
have not recently made any proposals to poland and have not received any from
poland. patek was embarrassed and noted that he had long been telling me,
comrades stomonyakov and krestinsky about the need to sign some kind of
conventions and launch a conciliation procedure... To my remark that as far as i
remembered he was making his proposals on his own behalf, and not officially,
patek replied that he was speaking with the knowledge of Warsaw and pilsudski
himself. i said that the conversations had taken place many months earlier, that
we had not reported them and apparently patek also had not disclosed them to
the press, that there was a long way from a conciliatory procedure to a non-
aggression pact and this did not seem to explain the rumors that had recently
appeared in the press.”2

The above passage from Litvinov’s diary shows that there had previously
been no negotiations on the pact, that the polish authorities were merely sound-
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ing out the soviet position and tried to influence third countries by spreading
false information. Later precisely that false information would be recognized by
historians as a fact. it would also be reasonable to assume that stanislaw patek,
who acted unofficially, was fulfilling the instructions of pilsudski of which the
polish Foreign Ministry had no full knowledge. keeping up the appearance that
a soviet proposal had been made, the polish Foreign Minister August Zaleski
said in a conversation with the italian Ambassador to Warsaw in January 1931
that a new non-aggression pact would be merely a replica and to some extent a
weakening of the kellogg-briand pact.3 According to Zaleski, the polish gov-
ernment was prepared to study the pact on a conciliation commission without
the arbitration, which the soviet side sought to avoid. The agreement had to con-
tain a clause ruling out the participation of one country in agreements directed
against the other country. because that clause would refer to defense allies as
well, the polish side insisted that the treaty should mention the polish-romanian
defense alliance and should be disclosed to the baltic states before the pact was
signed. The italian Ambassador to Moscow, bernardo Attolico, told Litvinov
about Zaleski’s talk with the italian Ambassador in Warsaw with apparent
knowledge of the provocative nature of his mission and at the same time trying
to get as much information as possible about the true character of soviet-polish
relations. Maksim Litvinov assured the italian Ambassador to Moscow that the
soviet-polish non-aggression pact was a mystification. bernardo Attolico replied
that it was a very clever move on poland’s part that speeded up the signing of the
polish-romanian Treaty.

in 1931, soviet and French diplomats were conducting negotiations on a
non-aggression treaty. The agreement was expected to attract external reaction
and provide the basis for further cooperation. it could have made irrelevant the
soviet component of the Franco-polish Military convention of 1921. The sovi-
et-French Agreement sealed a change of the French political course. Warsaw was
alarmed. The non-aggression pact between the Ussr and France, initialed on
August 10, 1931, had an impact on the course of soviet-polish negotiations. The
Ussr used France as a go-between because France was again interested in a
soviet-polish agreement. The secretary-General of the French Foreign Ministry
philippe berthelot reported on october 5, 1931, that Zaleski when shown the text
of the initialed soviet-French pact said it was also acceptable for the soviet-pol-
ish pact.4 some time later the soviet representative valerian Dovgalevsky said
in a conversation with berthelot that his government was ready to sign with
poland a pact similar to the one recently initialed with France.5 The polish diplo-
macy was apprised of the conversation between Dovgalevsky and berthelot in
order to elicit an official response from Zaleski on the readiness to sign the pact.
Another talk between Litvinov and patek took place on november 14, 1931. it
widened the gap of misunderstanding between the parties. “Mr. patek, Litvinov
wrote in his diary, had this to say on the matter: the text of the initialed soviet-
French pact had been read to Mr. Zaleski by Laroche in Warsaw. The text was
not handed over to the polish government either in paris or in Warsaw. When
asked by Mr. berthelot, Mr. Zaleski in paris replied that he saw nothing in the
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soviet-French pact that contradicted poland’s interests. There was no conversa-
tion between berthelot and Zaleski about the soviet-polish pact.”6 Further
attempts to clear up the circumstances of the conversation between berthelot and
Zaleski made by the soviet diplomacy suggested that the French diplomat prob-
ably sought to mislead the soviet side in order to give a push to the talks.

Modern polish and russian historians usually stress that France was inter-
ested in the signing of a soviet-polish pact at all the stages of the negotiations.
in the opinion of polish historian M. Wolos,7 French diplomacy showed an
interest in a polish-soviet pact and even tried to link it to the signing of a Fran-
co-soviet non-aggression agreement. Most probably this was just part of the
diplomatic game. The true aim of the French policy was to loosen its obligations
with regard to poland. This theory, proposed by Maksim Litvinov, is backed by
o. ken.8

The polish side rejected the soviet proposal on the grounds that the soviet-
French pact was not good for poland because it had much that was irrelevant for
poland and lacked what interested poland most. stanislaw patek proposed to
soviet diplomats to revert to the draft pact of 1926 with additions that he made
in the document handed in to Lev karakhan on August 23, 1931. in patek’s opin-
ion, this document, apart from some additions made by himself and not by the
Foreign Minister, differed from the soviet draft only in that it mentioned the kel-
log pact and the Moscow protocol.9 Maksim Litvinov remarked that since the
previous soviet draft gave rise to differences that could not be resolved during a
period of five years, the text of the Franco-soviet Agreement was proposed. The
Ussr was not insisting on it but believed that the document contained nothing
that was irrelevant to poland.10 in particular, it would help to have also in the
soviet-polish pact clause 4 of the pact, and especially its second part—on inad-
missibility of military organizations and representatives of pseudo-governments.
Litvinov assured that the soviet side would not object to the kellog pact and the
Moscow protocol being mentioned in the new agreement. For the polish side, the
mention in the non-aggression pact of adherence to the kellog pact principles
probably meant that in the event of non-compliance with these principles the
pact would become null and void.

in the same conversation stanislaw patek noted that the riga Treaty, the
kellog pact and the Moscow protocol were enough to guarantee peace between
the countries and there was no fundamental need for another agreement that
would deal with the same topic.11 nevertheless the polish envoy expressed the
opinion that a pact would be useful, especially if it included new elements: the
polish government was interested in the Ussr signing the pact with all the coun-
tries from Finland to romania inclusive. if the Ussr, patek argued, wanted to
avoid, in the negotiations on this topic, the possibility of poland’s establishing of
a protectorate over third countries, the polish government would respect that
without insisting on a specific form. Thus, the indifference of the polish diplo-
macy to the form in which the Ussr might conclude non-aggression agreements
with its Western neighbors attests that in 1931 poland was indeed interested in
signing a non-aggression pact with the Ussr.
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The soviet diplomats took a tough stand. Maksim Litvinov sent this reply to
stanislaw patek: “negotiations with poland on our mutual relations with third
states, let alone mentioning these relations in the polish-soviet document, are
indeed unacceptable for us... if the polish government is interested to see a pact
between us and these countries, during the past five years it undoubtedly exert-
ed considerable efforts to induce the governments of these baltic countries to
accept our proposal. if even that did not help, then obviously the problems do not
lie with our side.”12 Maksim Litvinov told the polish envoy that the soviet pro-
posal to the baltic countries remained standing and that pacts with these coun-
tries could be signed at any moment. And he added: “We would be glad if a pact
were also signed with poland the day after tomorrow” thus indicating that
patek’s demands would weaken poland’s positions if the neighboring countries
signed a pact with the Ussr earlier. in that case poland would have to make seri-
ous concessions to the Ussr or else find itself in isolation if it refused to sign
the pact.

on the soviet-romanian relations stanislaw patek suggested that a pact
could perhaps be signed with romania leaving the bessarabia issue open, that is,
poland unofficially agreed to the existence of soviet claims, something that
could hardly be expected if poland was less interested in an agreement with the
Ussr. in reply Litvinov noted that if romania approached the Ussr with a pro-
posal of the kind mentioned by patek, that proposal would have been considered
favorably, but that such negotiations do not require the participation of third
countries.13 Apparently expecting that the romanian side would be briefed on
the content of this talk Maksim Litvinov added that even in the absence of nor-
mal relations with the Ussr romania had enough opportunities to engage with
Moscow. Later the problems in soviet-romanian relations became the main fac-
tor that caused poland to procrastinate in the talks with the Ussr and success-
ful signing of the non-aggression agreements between the Ussr and the baltic
countries gave a push to an early signing of the polish-soviet pact without look-
ing back on romania.

The soviet diplomats disclosed detailed information on the course of nego-
tiations to France and reminded the polish side of this fact whenever the nego-
tiations stalled. in his conversation with German Ambassador herbert von Dirk-
sen on november 24, 1931, Litvinov said: “either poland retracts its demands
or changes them and then it would be possible to sign the pact or we will rec-
ognize the fact of differences and report them to France.”14 in doing so he prob-
ably did not just report the true state of affairs but sought to make Germany still
more nervous over the very fact that the negotiations were under way. As early
as november 16, 1931, herbert von Dirksen told Maksim Litvinov that the act
was bound to have resonance with the German public opinion, especially since
everybody knows that the Ussr has resumed talks with poland under pressure
from France which allegedly limited the room for maneuver for the Ussr.15

Dirksen said that Germany was particularly worried by the possibility that the
pact would refer to the territorial integrity of poland: if there could be no objec-
tions to such a reference in the soviet-French pact, the mention of this in the
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soviet-polish pact would produce a different impression. berlin feared that this
clause in the agreement could impede a future reconsideration of the territorial
articles of the Treaty of versailles that did not preclude their peaceful revision.
This confers added importance on Litvinov’s reply to Dirksen’s remark: “As
regards territorial integrity we are talking only about not infringing upon it by
violent acts, and not about recognizing the legitimacy or justice of this or that
border.”16

German Ambassador Dirksen visited Litvinov on December 5, 1931, carry-
ing notes on the draft polish-soviet pact with which he was thoroughly conver-
sant. The following were the main remarks prepared by the German Foreign
Ministry lawyers:

1. poland cannot be entirely bound by neutrality owing to Article 16 of the
League of nations covenant and thus the soviet obligations would
exceed those of poland.

2. The soviet government should reserve the right to renounce neutrality if
poland attacked a third state.

3. The reference to territorial integrity is superfluous, especially since it is
close to the content of Article 10 of the League of nations covenant.

4. The reservation on earlier agreements remaining in force was undesirable
because that would imply also poland’s obligations to the League of
nations and because poland could have unpublished obligations.17

in reply Maksim Litvinov made some remarks detailing the soviet position
on the pact with poland.18 he said that the reference to neutrality was a soviet
requirement which poland wanted to avoid implementing. Maksim Litvinov said
he would be ready to think whether or not to insist on including the word “neu-
trality.” in any case the article would be couched in such a way as not to cover
the cases of poland’s attack on Germany or any other state.

Maksim Litvinov saw no problems with poland’s obligations to the League
of nations although in the negotiations with the polish representatives he
strongly objected to mentioning them in the pact. he presented Dirksen with his
arguments based on the thesis that the League of nations could not force its
members to render assistance to the targets of aggression or impose sanctions
on the aggressor. “in practice, Maksim Litvinov said, the League of nations can
of course declare the defending side to be the offending side, but we too have
this practical possibility because a precise definition of aggression does not
exist.”19 poland retains, of course, some advantages because in such cases it
would invoke not its own definition of aggression but the League of nations
resolution; however the Ussr could not propose to its negotiating partner to
withdraw from the organization or make a proviso that would allow sanctions
to be ignored.

on the mention of territorial integrity Maksim Litvinov reiterated to Dirksen
all the earlier assurances, adding that the pact did not determine the borders of
the territory, but that in general the mention could not be avoided because it had
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been proposed by poland and was also contained in the French pact. “one could
for example imagine a situation when such a pact is signed between Lithuania
and poland,” Litvinov argued, “if it did not imply the recognition of Wilen-
szczyzna as polish because Lithuania could consider that Wilenszczyzna was not
part of polish territory.”20 by analogy one may claim that the soviet agreement
to include in the pact articles on territorial integrity did not signify a refusal, in
principle, to change the soviet-polish border in the future.

by the early 1932 it became evident that the signing of the non-aggression
pact between the Ussr and poland was only a matter of time but, as the previ-
ous history of the talks showed, finalizing the agreement could take a lot of time.
The decisive role in speeding up the process was played by factors outside the
realm of bilateral relations.

in the summer of 1932 poland made an unsuccessful attempt to influence the
romanian-soviet negotiations on a non-aggression pact advising romania to
take advantage of the situation when the soviet Union faced a threat in the Far
east and would therefore be more amenable. The problems in the Far east did
indeed play a substantial role in speeding up the negotiating process with the
Western neighbors. however, poland tended to exaggerate the significance of
that factor: the April 20, 1932 issue of the newspaper ABC carried an article enti-
tled “The Last Days of vladivostok, with War about to break out,” and the
newspaper Czas carried this comment on the soviet-Japanese conflict: “it
relieves europe of the danger of Japanese competition in the pacific.”21 The
French diplomacy also saw the events in the Far east as a stimulus for the sovi-
et leadership to step up its efforts to ensure the security of its Western borders.
some modern polish historians also believe that the events in the Far east speed-
ed up the negotiations on the soviet-polish non-aggression pact.22 however, this
position is wrong for two reasons. First, an agreement with poland at that junc-
ture was much more important for the soviet leadership than the change of the
balance of forces in the pacific; second, in spite of the tough anti-Japanese
rhetoric in the soviet press, which created an impression that the soviet Union
was ready for a showdown, neither the Ussr nor Japan were going to enter into
a conflict, as witnessed by the preparation and speedy signing of the soviet-
Japanese fishing agreement on August 13, 1932.

There were other explanations of the haste both poland and the Ussr exhib-
ited on the issue of signing the pact. For example the French diplomat François
Dejean suggested that the haste was prompted by the imminent opening of the
Geneva Disarmament conference at which each side wanted to avoid being crit-
icized on suspicion of harboring aggressive plans against its neighbor. This inter-
pretation holds no water because it obviously exaggerates the ideal motives in
the actual policies pursued by pilsudski and stalin. however, the polish scholar
M. Wolos supports the view that it was partly motivating the leaders.23

The russian historian M. Meltyukhov points out that the negotiating process
was substantially speeded up by French pressure, especially on the soviet diplo-
macy, most notably the fact that on september 23, 1931, France declared that it
was ready to link the signing of the soviet-polish agreement with the signing of
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the Franco-soviet Treaty.24 both sides were indeed weary of the French pressure
and claims to perform patronizing functions with regard to the negotiating part-
ners so that the speeding up of the negotiating process was clearly connected
with the wish of the Ussr and poland to secure the process against French inter-
ference. however, if this theory is adopted, it is unclear why the French diplo-
mats were so worried about the haste displayed by the soviet leadership.

poland was led to speed up the negotiations by the signing of non-aggres-
sion agreements between the baltic countries and the Ussr. Less than a month
before the signing of the treaty, on June 15, 1932, polish Foreign Minister Józef
beck sent a cable to Zaleski in Geneva to the effect that “pilsudski does not
intend to heed romania’s blandishments about a delay so that it would not pro-
duce too wide a gap between the actions of poland and the baltic countries.”25

on the whole, speaking about the reasons for the speeding up of the negoti-
ating process, one has to note that the haste was caused in many ways by mutu-
al pressure and the increased diplomatic activity in europe as a whole, which
was fraught with an overall change in the terms acceptable for both sides.

in mid-1932 France and Great britain signedl’entente cordiale in Lausanne.
The French diplomacy regarded it to be broadly anti-German and the british
diplomacy as a way to settle account with America whose hoover plan serious-
ly soured the relations with britain. commenting on the possible accession of
poland to the pact the director of the German Foreign Ministry’s political
Department, Gerhard köpke, declared that “Germany will not agree to czecho-
slovakia or poland being present or having a voice in the discussions of German
affairs.”26 poland declared its readiness to join the pact on July 20, 1932, and
five days later a similar proposal came from Germany which hoped that in this
way it would remove the anti-German thrust of the pact. poland and the Ussr
signed the non-aggression treaty on July 25, 1932.

The Treaty was more the result of the changing political situation in the
world than simply an expression of the goodwill of the two sides; it was made
possible by the weakened positions of poland in europe. polish and soviet lead-
ers and politicians were equally not inclined to see the pact as containing real
guarantees and obligations, but they saw it as a possibility to normalize the rela-
tions and to send a message to third countries.27

The signing of the non-aggression pact with the Ussr was welcomed by all
the parties and political forces in poland, especially, of course, by the members
of the Narodowa Demokracja party, which was constantly criticizing pilsudski’s
foreign policy.

even the most conservative assessments of the pact’s significance looked
like praise of the sanation government. This was the comment in the newspaper
Państwo Pracy: “We are not deceiving ourselves that the signing of the pact...
will make war impossible. however, economic cooperation... which will cer-
tainly follow ratification will prevent an armed conflict flaring up between the
contracting parties.”28

True, the excessive strain in the negotiations, unwarranted by the signifi-
cance of the problems discussed, and the atmosphere of innuendo surrounding
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the pact created some absurd situations, such as the outburst by stanisław Mac-
kiewicz in his newspaper Słowo against the signing of a soviet-polish military
alliance.29

shortly after the signing of the pact rumors began circulating that the non-
aggression agreement was a stepping stone to a more important goal of polish
diplomacy, i.e., future rapprochement with Germany on more favorable terms.30

The wish to use the agreement and rapprochement with the Ussr as a trump
card bolstering poland’s position in the relations with Germany probably
appeared shortly before the ratification of the pact, that is, several months after
it was signed. however, even if that intention originated earlier, during the
course of the talks with the Ussr, it is not open to question that it was not the
motive for the signing of the pact.

The six months between the signing and the ratification of the pact is a long
enough period for the final procedure. The reason was, as before, the romanian
factor. it has been suggested that France demanded that poland should not ratify
the pact with Moscow until the latter reached an accord with romania, but
poland allegedly brushed this demand aside.31 considering the serious crisis in
the polish-French relations in the autumn of 1932 this point of view looks more
convincing than the information put about by the polish press shortly after the
ratification to the effect that the timeframe for the signing of the Franco-soviet
non-aggression pact (november 29, 1932) and the ratification of the pact with
poland (november 27, 1932) had been agreed in advance between paris and
Warsaw.32

Along with the ratification of the agreement major changes in the polish for-
eign policy were expected in connection with the appointment of colonel Józef
beck as the Foreign Minister because in France he was thought to be the real
architect of the polish-soviet pact. The krakow periodical of the polish social-
ists (PPS)—(Polska Partia Socjalistyczna) Naprzód (Forward!) thus assessed the
implications of beck’s appointment: “it is nothing less than a shift of the center
of gravity in our foreign policy from the West to the south and east, in other
words, a rapprochement with italy and russia and still greater distancing from
France.”33

over the next two years, until the start of the argument on the draft eastern
pact, the soviet-polish relations were extremely friendly, with the diplomats of
the two countries constantly stressing their common positions on various inter-
national issues. however, the fate of the relations between the two countries
could be predicted shortly after the ratification of the soviet-polish pact. on
December 12, 1932, the day following the resolution on German parity in arms,
pilsudski called an emergency meeting which had only one issue on the agenda:
was it possible to count on an alliance with France and to what extent? The con-
clusion arrived at was: “no, it is necessary to try to change our policy as quick-
ly as possible in favor of a rapprochement with Germany.”34 Thus the long story
of the soviet-polish rapprochement and the search for a modus vivendi had no
follow-up, and the agreement failed to become an important part of the new
structure of polish-soviet relations.
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Playwright Aleksandr Volodin: 
Reflections on the Occasion of His Birthday

Yelena GUSHANSKAYA

in February 2014 Aleksandr volodin (10 February 1919—17 December
2001) would have been 95.

Aleksandr volodin entered literature in the mid-1950s as “a harbinger of the
Thaw” in the art of drama and theater. An obscure dramatist, he gently but firm-
ly renounced cardboard cutout characters, clichés and wooden intonations, the
well-meaning but futile fight of the good against the best. he introduced new
characters—young, “unorthodox” and informal, created a new idiom, new plots,
and identified new sore topics.

soviet drama, because it has always been taken seriously by the public, is
the most conservative art form in this country. And yet Aleksandr volodin, with-
out giving a thought to “the artist’s duty to his people,” from the outset wrote not
what he should have been writing but what tormented him personally as a sad,
thinking and perceptive intellectual, a phenomenon that was rare in the dramat-
ic art of the time. The author assumed with ease the guise of a working girl, a
failed actress, a woman working at a factory that produces galoshes... it did not
matter what guise he assumed because he was still writing about what he knew
best, his own human suffering.

in fact he worked as a genuine artist only until the early 1960s. his later bril-
liant professional pieces (scripts, renderings, parodies) were a kind of “mean-
ingful absence.”

in some ways he reminds one of the American authors Jerome David
salinger. one gets a feeling that someone launched two versions, two incarna-
tions of one and the same artist (something like karmic twin soul mates) to have
the second version as if in store, so that if something untoward happened at least
one of them could fulfill the mission ordained from above.

both writers made a revolution in the art of the 1950s and 1960s and both,
each in his own way, fell practically silent in the subsequent years. volodin had
to earn a living by literary work.
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both were born in 1919: salinger in January and volodin in February. both
were born into families that were remote from art. in 1919 it was more danger-
ous in russia to be wealthy than to be poor. poverty saved him. volodin’s life
was tragic from infancy. his mother died early, his father, adjusting himself to
the laws of class struggle, became a self-employed artisan making cheap buttons.
he farmed out his son to his brother’s family, a successful Moscow venereolo-
gist: loneliness and “a long time spent as an unloved child in the house of rela-
tives” left an imprint on all his life and work.

both began their careers as soldiers. salinger did not want to join his father’s
business of producing kosher foods and entered a military school. volodin was
drafted into the army as early as 1939 after being successively an Aviation insti-
tute student, a rural school teacher and a student at the country’s top theater insti-
tute GITIS (state institute of Theater Art).

salinger lived till he was 91. That volodin lived till 82 attests to the standard
of health service and the quality of life. it is one thing to live in seclusion in one’s
own home without any financial constraints and it is another thing to live in the
soviet Union and russia in-between the civil War and perestroika, the period
that took in the second World War, the postwar hounding of “cosmopolitans,”
the dreary 1970s, the rotten 1980s, and the “wild 1990s,” to experience abject
poverty from early on in life until literary recognition and a sense of creative
impotence at the end of the road. vodka, to which he became attached due to the
mandatory 100 ml shots at the front (one shot multiplied many times at the
expense of those who did not return from battle), was as much a refuge for
volodin as seclusion was for salinger.

both survived the second World War and returned home. both discovered
for the world the young post-war generation that seemed to begin human histo-
ry with a clean slate, with the sacred teenage rebellion against a world of crass
materialism, the world of narrow-minded philistines. both quickly shed their
illusions. ... neither referred to the war directly, only in passing. volodin’s front-
line experience was probably more harrowing, if a comparison is at all appro-
priate. he recalled an episode: during a charge a soldier who was running behind
shura Livshits (volodin’s real name), hits him in the side with his rifle butt (or
so he thought) and shura falls down, panting. As it turned out the soldier was
mortally wounded and in falling, covered shura with his body. What he took for
a rifle butt was a shell fragment that hit his lung, so that shura was only wound-
ed, not killed.

Granted, volodin is much less well known in the West than salinger is in
russia, but he contributed at least as much, and even more to his native coun-
try’s culture.

For me there are three volodins, three different persons, or hypostases.

n The first one is volodin the author of his early and best plays: Factory
Girl, Five Evenings, My Elder Sister and The New Appointment (1956-
1961). The main protagonist in these plays is always the author himself,
his alter ego, whether in the guise of a man or a woman (a woman in
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some ways was even better, being more precise and sensitive) no matter
whether the name is Zhenka shulzhenko or nadya rezayeva, sasha ilyin
or Lyosha Lyamin. The first four plays are volodin’s confession. They
were about what tormented him most. he was revolting against
hypocrisy, bureaucracy and tokenism that destroyed normal human life
(Zhenka shulzhenko), he was distressed by the conflict of a creative indi-
vidual and his close ones (nadya rezayeva), he was trying to turn the
clock back (ilyin) and finally, he presented his own vision of the social
and moral principles of soviet life (Lyamin).

n The second volodin is a consummate professional, a writer at a time when
the potential of lyrical confessions seemed to have spent itself, the author
of charming tragedies about love (Do not Part with Those you Love), dra-
matic parodies, parables, renderings and sequels (Two Arrows, Lizard,
Mother of Jesus, Dulcinea del Toboso), some of the best film scripts of
those years (Adventures of a Dentist, The Magician, Daughters and
Mothers), some of which became cult movies (The Autumn Marathon).

n The third volodin is a myth, a man who wrote prose, poetry and notes of
an indeterminate genre that were published but were not widely known.
They formed the essence of his work in his last years. he began to artic-
ulate them himself in the 1990s. volodin’s image at the time was associ-
ated with the diverse and numerous published interviews (they have never
been collected or reissued and are practically unknown to the readers
unless they were his contemporaries), video interviews, biographical
made-for-Tv films and his own physical and consciously cultivated pres-
ence in culture. That was an attempt to preserve and record his times with
his own flesh and blood.

The first and third periods are the most interesting.
The first phase spans roughly the period between 1954 and 1961, from Fac-

tory Girl (1956) to The New Appointment (1961). but it is worth taking a look at
the earlier period.

volodin started as a prose writer. his first 170-page book under an uninfor-
mative title Short Stories was published in 1954.

volodin attended the literary group of young prose writers at the sovetsky
pisatel publishing house. The group’s leaders were Leonid rakhmanov and
Mikhail slonimsky and the publishing manager was Margarita (Mara) Dovlatova.

in addition to professional matters, when the members read and discussed
what they had written, they had a wafer-thin advantage over other “unorganized”
budding authors: sovetsky pisatel published an almanach called Molodoy
Leningrad (Young Leningrad) supervised by M. Dovlatova. it brought out first
books by the members of the literary group. Short Stories was volodin’s first
published book.

he himself never recalled Short Stories and one can understand why: they
do not reveal the hand, the poetic gift or the personality of the author. even so,
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it is an important book. “i knew i could not create plots and my composition
was helpless,” he would later say about this work. but the main characters of
his plays were already there, they were stirring and gradually assuming a life of
their own.

practically every story would be echoed—if only in small ways, in little
traits and notes—in later works. The same images and themes run through
volodin’s writings throughout his career. several stories would be echoed in
terms of their plots and characters in later plays: Engineer Volodya Novikov in
The New Appointment, Strong Character in My Elder Sister and the screenplay
for the film Daughters and Mothers, Friends in An Incident that Nobody
Noticed. The heroine of the short story Anechka, a silly, narrow-minded young
woman, would appear as Zoya in Five Evenings.

The longest of the nine stories, Fifteen Years of a Life,1 is simply the mate-
rial for Five Evenings.2 The period of time stated in the title is the first thing
that strikes one. Fifteen Years of a Life is not a sketch, but material that would
later unfold into the play Five Evenings and form what is perhaps volodin’s
main theme. The story is long-drawn-out, somewhat loose in structure and over-
loaded with details, but it contains the essence of the author’s perception of the
world and his suffering. The theme of the story is war and life after the war, odd
though it may sound considering that the writer never addressed the war theme
upfront.

The main character is a man of about 35, sasha ilyin (volodin himself was
35 when he wrote the story). it is a story of his life, especially the latest ten mis-
spent years. he used to work as a teacher at a rural school before being called up
to the front. After the war he studied chemistry at a Technological institute. he
was in love with his classmate Mara, so much so that he flunked his exams... As
a result he first became a conductor on a long-distance train, then signed a con-
tract to work in the north and ended up working as a janitor at the Technologi-
cal institute where he once studied. he meets a former classmate, Timofeyev,
who is by now a respectable associate professor, and a bloated aging woman
Mara has become. The text mentions another girl, nadya, one of his former
pupils...

Life in a students’ boarding house, loneliness, illness...
This shiftless, misdirected type has the physical traits and the destiny of its

author (the author too has a shell fragment lodged in his lung and in the early
1950s he thought of himself as an all-round loser): “The mine fragment hit him
in the side, pierced his chest without touching the ribs and got stuck in his lung.
The wounded were taken to the medical battalion in the body of a truck. ilyin
was sitting in an unnatural pose, leaning backwards. he felt like a vessel filled
with blood to the brim: he felt that if he leaned forward blood would flow
through his throat. he could only breathe in shallow little gasps: slightly up to
inhale and slightly down to exhale. not a millimeter more. A man cannot breathe
like this for long. so, this was the end. he was thinking: if only he was given to
live one more year... Just one year. A huge year consisting of tens of thousands
of endless minutes. he thought of all the things he could do within a year. he
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would work in the lab for sixteen or twenty hours a day. perhaps he could make
a chemical discovery of some sort...”

And in Five Evenings we read:
“i remember how i was wounded. A bumpy ride in the body of a medical

vehicle, squeezed against the side. A shell fragment hit my lung. i feel that if i
lean forward, blood will flow from my throat. i can’t last long like this. That’s it.
i had only one thought in my head: if only they had let me live another year. A
million endless minutes. how much i could accomplish during one year. i would
work for sixteen or twenty hours a day. Who knows, perhaps i could have done
something worthwhile...”

volodin would later repeat like a litany: “At the front i had an ambitious
dream: if i were allowed—later, after the war was over... to live a little longer
and be Down There and just have a glimpse... And i was allowed... i had to be
happy. it is shameful to be unhappy.”

before passing on to Five Evenings a short digression is in order.
none of volodin’s four main plays passed unnoticed. each of them provid-

ed a starting point, an inspiration and an impulse for works written in the 1960s,
1970s and 1980s. Thus, Factory Girl was rewritten and expanded by valentin
chernykh in Moscow Doesn’t Believe in Tears, explaining with the benefit of
more recent experience how the young generation (young women working in
industry) entered life in the 1950s and how it should have been in accordance
with socialist realism.

A straightforward interpretation of The New Appointment gave a new focus
and a new twist to the “industrial” prose. Anatoly Grebnev in The Last Screen-
writer’s Diary quoted film director Lev kulidzhanov, who said he had accepted
his post of the head of the Film Makers’ Union after seeing the Sovremennik The-
ater’s production of The New Appointment.

it was thanks to volodin (though he was not the first to invent the plot) that
the test of time, a meeting of characters many years later became a favorite sub-
ject in the soviet theater. plays in which the protagonists look back on and ana-
lyze past conflicts include: The Fourth One by konstantin simonov, Traditional
Reunion of Former Classmates by viktor rozov, Climbing Mount Fuji by
chinghiz Aytmatov, to mention but a few... indeed, vampilov’s Duck Hunt is
structured like a look back. The method gives some important insights.

Five Evenings has inspired viktor rozov’s Traditional Reunion... The play
shows a reunion of the alumni of a famous old Moscow school, a trip down
memory lane, recollection of youth and half-forgotten loves.

on the face of it, the differences between Traditional Reunion and Five
Evenings are obvious. volodin’s play tells a poignant, very personal and lyrical
story of just two people. speaking (somewhat coyly) about Five Evenings
volodin said it had become so widely popular because stage director Tovstono-
gov had chosen to portray “the people whose lives had not turned out well with
the amount of detail these miserable characters did not deserve.”

rozov’s play about the meeting of former classmates looks back on their
common history, the history of a generation. it is at once a collective snapshot



and an epic canvas. each of rozov’s characters is portrayed with gusto, each in
his or her social role belongs to a different social stratum and each of them
strikes a perfect balance between the typical and individual traits. rozov has his
own concept of the individual. The innate personality of a child relates to that
person’s present social status as the numerator and the denominator of a fraction,
the social role being the denominator and the human personality the numerator.
The bigger the denominator the less the value of the fraction and the more puny
the personality.

The play seeks to answer the question: who is a worthier character, he who
has put the stake on success suppressing his natural instincts for the sake of a
career or he who chose to live a simple, obscure and honest life without striving
to gain social status, but without betraying anyone (it was tacitly assumed that
career growth inevitably involved betrayal).

The question is answered through the portrayal of sergey Usov, who used to
be the darling of the class, the leader of the boys and the idol of the girls... When
he entered the room everyone perked up, turned to look at him, but nothing hap-
pened. The charisma was still there (at least the actor had to portray it), but the
social role was not. What was behind his inner freedom, or rather uninhibited
behavior, remained a secret. sergey turned out to be a character not anchored in
real life, an absolutely free man, free from any social role or mask, with no past
and no present. Whether or not an individual is free becomes clear from the cir-
cumstances of his life. but there were no circumstances at all. An attempt to cre-
ate an absolutely free individual in a test-tube was doomed to fail.

not so in volodin’s play.
Five Evenings was his second play.
The plot is as old as the world and could well make the short list of the most

popular plots in world drama. The main character returns to his native town and
meets the woman who was his first love. he finds an ossified, moth-eaten spinster.

Five Evenings (unlike any other of his works) reveals the author’s skill in
portraying the tragedy of life in general and do it in a way that “when people
dine, just dine, their happiness is formed and their lives are ruined” (Anton
chekhov). volodin paraphrases it as follows: “his characters were having tea and
were slowly perishing, while our heroes were having tea and slowly blossom-
ing”). it was like in chekhov’s Cherry Orchard: people were yearning, dream-
ing, making a fuss, trading, counting their money, matchmaking, marrying, quar-
reling and making it up, and all the while the world around them—charming,
inept and sad—was crumbling. ... indeed it was the passing of an age. in
chekhov’s play this was presented with vivid physicality: the pace of events was
accelerating, time was contracting and shrinking, space shriveling: time and
space were pushing out their characters.

something similar happened in volodin’s play (perhaps the only such
instance in soviet drama art). Two people met again after many years, while on
the stage the events that had set them apart were unfolding, what had made the
“star” Tamara a foreman at a galoshes factory and the former talented student
sasha ilyin a driver of a truck whose “tires cracked and broke like cardboard.” it
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was as if the sound of the axes cutting down the cherry orchard was echoed by
the historical steamroller that crushed people’s lives. This was a fantasy... a play
that broke new ground.

When the stage director Tovstonogov announced that he would “produce a
play with ‘magic’ (as quoted by volodin),” he hardly knew what the “magic”
would consist in. The dramatist would later attribute the magic to “compassion,”
attention to the people and events “that at the time were not accepted to be shown
and pronounced from on stage.” in the play, though, the magic was created not
by psychological nuances, but resorting to poetics and its techniques that gave
insights into social and historical layers of tragedy.

people were drinking tea or wine, quarreling and making peace, fretting
about the young generation, laying the table, tossing the plates off the table by
pulling the tablecloth from underneath, putting flowers in jugs, throwing flowers
out of the jugs (the jugs were too dear to be thrown out) as history was unfold-
ing before our eyes. With chekhov tragedy emerged from time and space. With
volodin, it was engendered by the war and memory, just a mere human memory
which alone perhaps, turns an ape into a human and, more importantly, forms
culture and the socium.

volodin once noted in a Tv interview that when Five Evenings was being
filmed, nikita Mikhalkov was urging him to remove the final sentence in Tama-
ra’s concluding monologue, the key words that distilled the film’s message: “all
i want is that there be no more war.” Mikhalkov argued that this was a hangover
of soviet mentality... The author left that sentence in. still, the director shot the
film as though that sentence was not there, a film about the odd folks of bygone
days, in some ways pitiful, in some ways funny, charming in an odd sort of way,
slow moving and slow speaking.

volodin in Notes of a Man Who Is Not Sober3 relates a minor episode con-
nected with the film. “At the head office they asked me, ‘Was the film made for
foreign consumption?’ ‘no, why?’ ‘They’ll think that all our people still live in
communal flats.’” The censors had a point (only, their conclusion was monu-
mentally hypocritical). The communal flat depicted in Five Evenings is unusual-
ly beautiful, impressive, cozy and poetic. nikita Mikhalkov almost made the
interior the main protagonist in the film. The visual part turned out to be the
film’s dominant feature.

elsewhere in his notes volodin writes: “There was a small country in europe
where the film was strangely successful. people there took it for a film of the
absurd. They thought that the heroine lived in a haunted apartment peopled by
ghosts who apparently reminded her of her past sins. There was an Armenian
woman (a hint at the ethnic issue), a boy riding a bicycle in the hallway (refer-
ence to some secret guilt?)”—also a sharp observation. such an apartment must
be haunted by ghosts. Unfortunately, only the art director did justice to the main
theme of the play, but memories merely added some extra colors to the narrative
without becoming the film’s core.

The main message of the film is that Tamara, a stern woman, took ilyin at
face value when he posed as a “big cheese,” a big boss, and felt that she was
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beneath him in her social status and as a personality. Their problem seemed to
be their unequal social status. however, when the heroine learned that he was
in reality a humble working man like herself there were no more barriers. Tama-
ra’s final sentence in the film takes on a banal “feminine” meaning, especially
since she makes a subtle change in volodin’s sentence to make it sound like a
folklore ditty.

volodin does not portray types. ilyin as played by yefim kopelyan in Geor-
gy Tovstonogov’s 1958 stage production and ilyin as played by stanislav Lyub-
shin in nikita Mikhalkov’s 1981 film would not have recognized each other,
although the director diligently tries to reproduce the period atmosphere of the
1950s. The dazzling Zinayida sharko in Tovstonogov’s production of Five
Evenings has as little resemblance to a worker in a hazardous workshop as the
regal Doronina has to a harassed tally-clerk in a factory (the film Elder Sister).

The conflict here is not between sasha ilyin and Tamara, but between what
people were like and what the war/time had done to them—this is the message
of the historical canvas.

“There is no social criticism in Five Evenings,” volodin recalls. True, there
were no party bosses who handed down punishment and rewards.” Fair enough.
but there was history, the atmosphere of the time, the things that shaped human
destinies and would go on shaping them, robbing them of their smiles, light-
heartedness, naivety, openness and charm, and the things that enabled people to
preserve these qualities even as they matured, grew coarse and embittered... This
is chekhovian writing, when ‘people dine, just dine, while their lives are being
ruined.”’

Throughout the play the hero awakens the heroine by reminiscences. his
background, his personality—not masculinity (this depends on the attitude and
skill of the actor), but memories. Memories of the past are the unnamed hero
of the play, the third protagonist in the narrative. Five Evenings is a play of
memory.

it has no list of dramatis personae (at least in the initial early publications).
The play opens not with the dramatist’s remark, but with a lyrical introduction:
“It happened in Leningrad, in one of its streets, one of its houses. Winter, it
snows in the evening. The snow evokes memories of school vacations, dates in
house entrances, past winters...” (in Leningrad’s Grand Drama Theater, or BDT,
the text was read by Tovstonogov himself).

The dramatic action is provided by the juxtaposition of the here-and-now,
which is casual and fickle, and the past, which is eternal and genuine. even
before we know anything about the characters the theme has been declared
before anything happens. in the first scene we see a conversation between a man
and a woman, Zoya, a salesgirl, and ilyin, who meet by chance. Zoya, the hero’s
new girlfriend, is flushed with her little feminine victory: “it happened so quick-
ly between us. We had known each other for less than a week.” ilyin replies out
of sync, reacting not to her words, but to what he sees outside the window: “this
was our very own by-street (vilensky pereulok is a by-street linking vosstaniya
street and radishchev street.—Ye.G.) And our own cinema (called Luch, or
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“ray”—Ye.G.). And our own sky. Winter. night, and it’s blue in spite of all. it’s
dangerous to come back to the places where you were happy at nineteen.”

Five Evenings lacks what may be called a dramatic conflict. There is a
vignette, the story of young love (slava and katya), a favorite of many actors,
there is a sketch about ilyin and Timofeyev and there is a casual love affair
between ilyin and Zoya, but there is no conflict between Tamara and ilyin
because it is clear from the start that they are still in love with each other. The
action in Five Evenings is structured by memories.

The play persistently and somewhat ingenuously contrasts the romantic view
of the past represented by cosmic phenomena and categories (“winter, night, but
the sky is blue in spite of all”) and the daily, humdrum, material world. This
world seems to be distorted by an evil witch’s little piece of glass: everything
becomes prosaic. A cover girl turns out to be a bitch (“this one stopped appear-
ing on the front covers, must have quarreled...” “or maybe she married a rich
man”), a peaceful conversation explodes into a row that ends up with curses and
threats (“oh, hell, sasha, you are abusing my kindness... i’ll never come back.
i’ll push you down the stairs... Just don’t you come back.”)

Tamara, a former beauty (“she was a beauty, they don’t make them so beau-
tiful these days. A star. her friends called her ‘the star”’), also leads a dreary life,
only of a different kind. she has nothing to remind her of the past, neither “her
own” sky or the place she remembers, or museums (“we may go to Lake krasav-
itsa. i haven’t been there but they say... pavlovsk is also very beautiful... i haven’t
been there but they say...”) she has nothing left except what forms the day-to-
day values and the values of the socialist community. “My life is not bad. I don’t
grumble.” i am a foreman at the red Triangle plant. i have an interesting and
responsible job.” it is all highly revealing: she does not say “i live well,” but “my
life is not bad,” she does not say “i am happy,” but “I don’t grumble.” she lists
her blessings twice during the course of one scene, she has nothing to add.

What Tamara has left is a register of party dues payments, spick and span
order in her room , the tram in which she wants to “ride, ride and never arrive
anywhere” and in which everyone addresses her as mamasha (a common way of
addressing women past their prime), and Marx’s letters... it is not so much the
fact of reading the founder of Marxism as a symbol of an established authority.

The plot of Five Evenings is “the story of how people’s feelings are awak-
ened.” This has become a commonplace in reviews of the productions of the
play. but few people gave thought to how the revival of emotional and physical
sensitivity and emotionality is reflected in the fabric of the text. During the
course of the play Tamara’s speech changes from stilted soviet clichés—“he is
active in the community,” “a communist can demand more from the party
bureau,” “how are you doing, have you achieved your goals?” to sincere human
language: “you ’re so honest. so clever. so good. remember that you offered me
to go move somewhere? Well, i’ll go if you haven’t changed your mind.”

As a counterpoint to the reminiscences of Tamara and ilyin and their spiri-
tual recovery, Zoya’s memories are all about undeserved losses, wastage and
attrition. “i used to be better than you, take my word for it. Look what i was
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like”; “i myself introduced my friend to him. i met her recently. she’s all dressed
up. And it could have been me”; “she wants to live all her life with him and he
up and walks out on her. Then she meet another man. not quite her type. but she
got used to him. And he too jilted her...”

The dialogue between ilyin and Tamara is woven from reminiscences. The
words “do you remember” are a constant refrain: “do you remember that house
entrance?” “do you remember the first time you kissed me?” The action is per-
meated with two poetic refrains: sergey yesenin’s “Life of mine? Did you come
in dreams to me?” and pushkin’s “where i suffered, where i loved and where i
buried my heart.” And also by the refrain of a popular song: “sweetheart, take
me along with you.” The farewell song (an anonymous girl tries to hold on to the
past) is a multiplied remembrance, the characters’ past, their secret love talk
which in the end erupts into an undisguised plea: “take me along with you.”

sending Tamara’s nephew, slava, to study chemistry at university is also a
tribute to the past. every meaningful action is bolstered by the authority of the
past. “When there is a white tablecloth with flowers on the table it is somehow
not right to be petty, rude and angry. A tablecloth should have creases from iron-
ing, it evokes childhood memories.”

in the culmination scene ilyin and Tamara recall, in parallel, how new con-
scripts were being dispatched to the front: “...all the women around me are weep-
ing, and she looks up at me and says: ‘you see what an insensitive wife you are
going to have.’ Why “insensitive” and why, judging from the context, this qual-
ity is supposed to make her superior to other women? As soon as the vehicle dri-
ves off Tamara falls into a state of anabiosis as if she were under an anesthetic
that enables her to survive. Throughout the play the anesthetic wears off and it
hurts. everybody knows what a painful and excruciating process it is. And what
is more, this is the historical period of the Thaw.

The ability to “drop out of reality” to overcome extreme stress or grief or
pain is an autobiographical trait:

“in a field hospital near rzhev a young woman surgeon was removing a
fragment from my lung. For some reason they did not have what was needed for
general anesthesia. The young woman said, almost apologetically, ‘you can
scream, and groan, it’s alright, it’ll help you to bear the pain.’

but i never moaned. When the ordeal was over, she said, ‘you are something
phenomenal, you didn’t even moan.’

i muttered: ‘i was looking at your hands.’ The sleeves of her (blood-bespat-
tered) operating gown were rolled up to her elbows. Then there were the rubber
gloves, but her arms, her beautiful white arms. she was a beginner, though, and
the fragment is still in my lung.”

so great is the anesthetic power of volodin’s text that nobody seems to have
noticed that the surgeon’s rubber gloves reach, judging from the description,
above the elbows and that the patient cannot see the surgeon’s hands because
they are inside the wound. (come to think of it, he may be describing a critical
situation when the patient sees everything that happens from above as it were,
and then the picture is authentic).
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Another abiding theme in the play is the cold. The characters recall winter,
the action takes place in winter, it is cold on the stairway and cold in the house
entrance, it is cold in Timofeyev’s apartment. And ilyin comes from a place
where there is permafrost and “tires break like cardboard...” cold is the natural
temperature of life.

Throughout the play the heroine gradually sheds the icy crust moving from
“i don’t grumble” to “Lyusya died during the siege, and slava survived,” from
“i have an interesting and responsible job, i am canvassing on all the social
issues” to “oh, don’t kiss my hands, they’re dirty, don’t kiss my blouse... Don’t
worry about me, i lived well here. i had a lot of happiness in my life, more than
most...” she concludes her final monologue about their future and impossible
bliss with ilyin (impossible because the past cannot be repeated and brought
back) with the words that distil the motif of the play: “all i want is that there
should never be another war.” This makes Five Evenings a historical canvas and
fills it with ontological suffering: for 20th-century russia the Great patriotic War
was the defining event in its history.

Twenty years later volodin came up with an unexpected sequel, or rather a
rhyme, to Five Evenings in the shape of the 1979 film The Autumn Marathon.
(Unlike Mikhalkov’s film of Five Evenings which only used the scenario, this
later film warrants a discussion not only of the script, but also of the film direct-
ed by Georgy Daneliya). The script of The Autumn Marathon, like in earlier
years, reflects the author’s own suffering. it is confessional from beginning to
end. volodin here does not disguise himself as a factory girl or a driver released
from a labor camp.

The events in The Autumn Marathon are lifted out of the author’s own life,
except that [real] “Allochka” bore a son to [real] buzykin and then suddenly died
several years later leaving him to sort out the mess. The children (the son in real
life) left not for the north but for the south, “more to the south than before,” to
America, which spelled a lot of trouble for his kin who stayed behind. but the
events are secondary. Translator buzykin, like the playwright volodin, is a char-
acter all of a piece. he is only happy at his writing desk where he is his own man,
managing all his credits, while all the rest breeds a sense of guilt, weariness, and
resentment of the rude dailiness of life.

The physiognomy of actor basilashvili who plays the part of buzykin looks
grey even on color film. he has a harassed look, his pants are too short for him
and his shirts are shabby with ill-matching buttons (Allochka is anxious to
smarten up her hero). he has a writer’s stoop, a timid manner, an unmanly gait
that brings to mind Gogol’s character Akaky Akakiyevich, and even his name
buzykin4 somehow does not suit him. in short, he is an unlikeliest character for
romantic escapades: basilashvili conveys this sense in a very credible and artic-
ulate manner.

A very penetrating portrayal of a historical type, a genuine, sincere and utter-
ly unpractical man... Unable to grab even what is coming his way (a young mis-
tress, a chance of having links with abroad), not “pushy,” forever mutely resent-
ing his bosses, buzykin was the last hero of the soviet era. The hero that first had
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the guise of vasily Aksyonov’s “stellar” boys of the 1960s, then imperceptibly
morphed into the characters of yury Trifonov who looked as if they had been
born already battered by life, buzykin defies strict social pigeonholing: he is not
a university professor, nor a writer and translator, nor a personality in culture, nor
a husband nor a lover. That is why he evokes a reaction of mixed puzzlement and
hatred on the part of Allochka’s next-door neighbor, a “normal” pensioner. The
old man cannot place him: he is a man without a face and without a labor union
membership card.

in the key scene in The Autumn Marathon the main character, after being
told by Allochka that they were through and being stunned and relieved at the
same time, narrowly misses being run over by a car. Then follows a brilliant
sequel. After the driver makes sure that the passer-by is unscathed, he goes on
the offensive and demands payment for a dent in the car body. buzykin would
be happy to see the incident closed in this way. but at that point Allochka, ever
ready to defend him, steps in and buzykin is forced to play the part of a real man
and behave like a fighting cock. A karate wrestler who is passing by is attracted
by the noise and, thinking that buzykin is the assailant, twists his arm profes-
sionally, but discovering that the culprit is the other guy, just as nonchalantly
tackles the driver. Allochka is sure she has once again saved her oafish suitor.
buzykin realizes that he is trapped again. What makes the scene remarkable is
that everyone takes everyone else for someone he/she is not: the short and unpre-
possessing passer-by turns out to be a karate master, the bumbling buzykin is
taken for a hoodlum, the arrogant driver for his victim and the busybody
Allochka for a gawker. it is always like this: Allochka takes buzykin for a lover,
his wife for a husband, his dean for a rebel, varvara for a gold fish and his stu-
dents take him for their mentor...

volodin was never one to pigeonhole his characters socially, but in this case
he shows a riot of identities, an alarming gap between reality and appearance,
between a person’s essence and his/her social role. nina and buzykin pretend to
be a happy family, a neighbor (played by yevgeny Leonov) behaves as if he were
the boss in buzykin’s apartment, buzykin, who accompanies a Danish translator
in his morning jogs, looks like God knows who...

volodin feels the fabric of life falling apart: everyone is a misfit, especially
the weak and decent, like buzykin. everything is still neatly organized and pret-
ty, but people in this reality are already scattering like roaches. The most futile
thing is doing something together: singing in a duet, split a bottle of vodka
among three people—somehow togetherness does not seem to work anymore.
There are never more than two people in a screen frame. When there are three
(nina, bill and Andrey) (Andrey-Alla-shershavnikov) they feel ill-at-ease and
an iron taste of falsehood pervades the scene. basilashvili’s character lives only
when he is alone in the frame.

The world portrayed in Factory Girl and Five Evenings could still have been
changed by drive, energy, honesty, panache, audacity of talent and brains, or,
finally, by tenderness and love. by the time of The Autumn Marathon that world
ceased to exist. The time when life could be set right (or at least one could try to



do it) by youthful revolt or by love, talent and brains is gone. The Autumn
Marathon is about the tail end of the soviet civilization. When the social slots
are so spacious that the individual no longer notices them, this is normal, but if
everyone feels like a square peg in a round hole, then the pigeonholes start break-
ing of their own accord like mirrors in a home presaging misfortune.

The film uncannily presages what life would be like in some ten or fifteen
years, in the “wild 1990s.”

While in the works of vasily Aksyonov and yury Trifonov one can easily
read the characters’ past, volodin’s hero has surprisingly, a clear future.

At best he will get hooked by a starry-eyed, silly blonde student like the one
who was holding up her hand to be allowed to read her class translation. Failing
that, an untidy, lonely old age on the brink of survival (buzykin’s relationship
with vodka never took off). buzykin’s command of foreign languages, which
could be a comfortable source of income during the Gorbachev perestroika,
would not save him. he is destined to earn the wage of a street sweeper. he is an
outsider even in relatively comfortable times, an outsider simply because he is a
decent fellow. his other qualities are not even considered.

Two of the decade’s best actresses, Marina neyelova and natalya Gundare-
va, toned down their fiery temperaments and performed as if they were appearing
in an ethnography film. The future of both is thoroughly predictable. Allochka
would learn the computer, proof reading and photo shop. in the soviet years they
produced good professionals, so the girl would become a good publishing work-
er (competition would teach her to be punctual and precise). Allochka would buy
an apartment of her own and give it a european facelift, she would buy herself a
mink coat and would spend her holidays in Turkey or egypt...

nina (who works as an interpreter with the intourist agency) would open a
small travel firm... she would visit her children in boston over christmas, go to
karlovy vary for her health in spring and to switzerland to admire the lakes in
the autumn.

yevgeny Leonov’s character would manage to grab a house basement and
privatize a couple of tool sheds. he would not change his life style because he is
allergic to change, but his sons would not miss their chance and would open fit-
ness centers in the basement after stealing some weight-lifting equipment from
the school next door and set up car tire repair shops in the tool sheds.

varvara would turn out to be a talented poet whom the soviet government
had allegedly prevented from fulfilling her talent. she would live in europe, for
example, in Germany. she would sell her apartment and the benefits of her new
position would make it easy for her to come to terms with change.

Adding to the sense of authenticity was the fact that the urban space, like in
Five Evenings, was highly concrete. The publishing house was in the Dom Knigi
(book house) (buzykin’s conversation with the director was actually filmed in
the editorial office). The characters walk on the Moyka embankment opposite
the summer Garden, they go to the Leningrad Movie house near Tavrichesky
Sad, buzykin lives on vasilyevsky island and the Dvortsovy draw bridge is
always one of the first to be lifted.
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The minutiae of daily life were also authentic.
in Allochka’s room there is a bed where she lives (sleeps, lies when she is

sick, makes love, talks on the phone, watches television, sews, knits and eats)
and under the bed stand little battered felt boots (valenki). everything is authen-
tic: it is indian summer outside, but central heating is not switched on in sep-
tember so that old buildings are dank... incidentally, Allochka’s valenki into
which she so expertly thrusts her feet while still sitting on her bed first appeared
in Tovstonogov’s production of Five Evenings where warm clothes and footwear
hinted at the place from which ilyin returned.

in the 1980s volodin became his own hero. he could not seriously write
about the rising tribe of fraudsters, underground millionaires, petty merchants
starting their businesses, wheeler-dealers and their shenanigans. (“Who am i
supposed to play? A hired killer’s mum?” actress Anastasiya vertinskaya won-
dered during the perestroika years. The films of the period were filled with peo-
ple whose souls and not only hands were unclean.

volodin took to writing poetry that “did not pretend to be poetry” (sergey
yursky), bitter and funny, simple and aphoristic. And he continued The Notes of
a Man Who Is Not Sober. he began to appear on the screen as a vestige of a
bygone era, lending authenticity to history by his physical presence which in the
1990s and 2000s was arguably the form of art that had the greatest impact.

noTes

1 A. volodin. Stories, Leningrad, 1954, pp.120-146 (in russian).

2 A. volodin. Plays. Screenplays. Stories. Notes. Verses, yekaterinburg, 1999, pp. 51-105 (in
russian).

3 ibid., pp. 404-499.

4 The name is a farewell gesture of sorts. Leningrad writer viktor kurochkin, a fellow mem-
ber of the literary group, had a character by the name of “buzykin,” who appeared in the
story Notes of People’s Judge Semyon Buzykin.

Translated by Yevgeny Filippov
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Max Weber As Anti-Tolstoy

Konstantin TROITSKY

on november 20, 1910 Lev Tolstoy was dying at a remote railway junction
of Astapovo in ryazan province ten days after stealthily leaving his famous fam-
ily estate of yasnaya polyana. This last journey, or escape, came as a surprise for
society, but not for the writer himself, who had long contemplated it. The motif
of escape is found in many of his works and is probably one of the focal ideas of
the second half of his life.1 his act was a blow to his wife sofia, but it did not
come as a surprise to her. A chase of the “fugitive,” who was accompanied only
by doctor Dushan Makovitsky, was organized quickly from different quarters:
from the public, journalists set out in search of him, from the family, his daugh-
ter Aleksandra and—after Tolstoy’s “vacillation” and “standing before the opti-
na pustyn’ hermit community”—the orthodox monastery’s hegumen varsonofy
sallied forth in search of the writer. some of them caught up with Tolstoy, but he
was not destined to return to society, family or the orthodox church.

As Tolstoy lay dying in Astapovo, in another part of the world, in Frankfurt
am Main, Germany, the first congress of the German sociological Association
(november 19-22) was being addressed by Max Weber concerning ernst
Troeltsch’s report Das stoisch-christliche Naturrecht.

This was the first time he publicly2 mentioned the concept of “unworldly
love,” (“akosmistische Liebe”) taking Lev Tolstoy’s ideas as an example. The
speech was pivotal to the theory that loomed large in Max Weber’s sociology of
religion and to the evolution of his ethical views.

The article below traces the main stages in the famous German scholar’s atti-
tude to Lev Tolstoy’s ethical thought. it identifies four stages, each linked with a
theme or problem that was important for Weber (i call them “variations”) and on
which he challenged the russian writer.

— The first stage saw the development of the ethics of persuasion and the
contrasting ethics of responsibility and coincides in time with the First
russian revolution of 1905;

— the second stage centers on the concept of “unworldly love” and begins
at the time of Tolstoy’s escape and subsequent death;
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— the third stage unfolds against the background of the First World War and
is connected with Max Weber’s criticism of pacifism and the germination
of his idea of “the struggle of the gods”;

— the fourth stage is highlighted by his programmatic report/article Science
As a Vocation and coincides with the october 1917 revolution in russia;
in it he addresses the issue of the value and meaning of life/death in the
era of “disenchantment.”

in spite of the separation which demonstrates the dialectics of the develop-
ment of Weber’s ideas in his “distance” polemics with Tolstoy’s views, all the
stages are interconnected and do not end with the beginning of the next stage,
rather they intertwine, enriching one another. indeed, in a certain sense one can
discern all the four themes in the first stage, albeit not in an articulated form. one
or the other theme comes to the fore gradually, often under the impact of histor-
ical events. The culmination is arguably Max Weber’s speech/article Politics As
a Vocation, the German thinker’s last significant work. in this work all the four
themes are present explicitly, adding up to an articulated world view of “respon-
sible ethics of persuasion.”3

Variation One
The Russian Revolution of 1905-1906 and 

“the Ethics of Persuasion.”

his 1910 speech was not the first time that Max Weber linked his ethical
ideas with Lev Tolstoy. This happened earlier in connection with a milestone
event in russian history. The events in the russian empire assumed a particular
relevance for europe after the First russian revolution. in 1905-1906 Weber
immersed himself in the study of russia’s past and present. he read scholarly
studies and periodicals and took up the study of the russian language. The result
was two major articles dated 1906: On the Situation of Constitutional Democra-
cy in Russia and The Transition of Russia to Pseudoconstitutionalism. These arti-
cles span a wide range of topics from the economic role of the russian peasant
commune (obshchina) and the significance of the Zemstvos for the development
of liberalism to the characteristics of russian politics and the worldviews of the
intelligentsia. Lev Tolstoy is mentioned in an important context in each of the
articles.

Describing russian thought in the article On the Situation of Constitutional
Democracy in Russia, Max Weber writes about the absolute rejection of the
‘ethics of consequentialism’ (Erfolgsethik) in the area of politics too.” The
“rejection of the ‘ethics of consequentialism’”4 means that “the unconditional
ethical imperative is valid as a possible lodestar of positive action... the only pos-
sibilities are either the fight for what is right or ‘holy’ self-abnegation,” this
alone is a duty and an obligation; “because all values other than ethical ones have
been excluded, when one has done what one perceives to be one’s positive
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‘duty,’ then unconsciously those words from the bible come into force again,
words which have penetrated most deeply into the soul not only of Tolstoy but
indeed of the whole russian people, namely ‘resist not evil.’” Weber wraps up
this thought in the following way: “The abrupt switch from tempestuous, ener-
getic action to resigned acceptance of the situation results from a refusal to
acknowledge that the morally indifferent exists or to accept that the morally
indifferent is a possible ‘value.’”5 Weber also mentions here vladimir solovy-
ov’s panmoralism, essentially identifying its definition with Tolstoy’s ideas.
Thus Weber posits the existence of the dominant ethical value that rules out other
values. According to Weber, the motive of “resist not evil” is deeply ingrained in
the russian people, which however, does not preclude abrupt outbursts of unbri-
dled violence. he sees Tolstoy almost as “the mirror of the russian revolution”
with its contradictions and, most importantly, with absolute conviction that
brooks no compromises. The emphasis is on renouncing, on ethical grounds, of
any political means, among which Weber considered violence to be the key
means. it is no accident that in his second article in this cycle, The Transition of
Russia to Pseudoconstitutionalism, Weber describes Tolstoy as apolitical.6

After the start of the war Weber elaborates the theme of the ethics of per-
suasion and Lev Tolstoy as one of its main proponents, insisting on the literal
interpretation of the sermon on the Mount, especially the part dealing with “non-
resistance to evil.”7 Weber links Tolstoy’s ethics of persuasion with the concept
of “unworldly love” juxtaposing it to the ethics of responsibility, which the Ger-
man thinker identifies and formulates proceeding from the russian writer’s
worldview. Weber’s attitude to Tolstoy’s pacifism will be dealt with below when
examining the second and especially the third theme.

Thus, at the first stage Tolstoy is an advocate of an absolute ethical com-
mandment, a panmoralist for whom any other “commandments” are either sub-
ordinate to the absolute or ignored. subsequently, these thoughts will be fleshed
out to form Weber’s “ethics of persuasion,” while “commandments” would come
from different value “gods” that are independent from each other. it is through
his critique of “panmoralism” as “ethical monotheism” that Weber will pursue
the central ideas of his ethical/value thought, namely, the ethics of responsibili-
ty and value “polytheism.”

Variation Two.
Lev Tolstoy’s Escape and Death. 

“Unworldly Love.”

Thus, during the final tragic events in Tolstoy’s life when he tried to break
with his former way of life and the habitual world of yasnaya polyana, Weber
for the first time formulates his idea of “unworldly love” as a “world-denying
love.”8 There is one other known detail of Weber’s attitude to Tolstoy at the time.
shortly before the abovementioned events, on november 1, 1910, Max Weber,
who suffered from insomnia for much of his life, writes to his wife Marianne that
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he reads Tolstoy at night and exclaims, ”After two hours of reading Tolstoy i fall
asleep!!” This casual remark proves that Weber’s reference to the russian writer
in his speech to the congress of the German sociological association was not for-
tuitous. shortly after the congress Weber offered the first evidence of his inten-
tion to write an article about Tolstoy which then evolved into an intention to
write a book. he was thinking about it for several years. perhaps the last time
this wish of his was mentioned goes back to 1913 when Marianne Weber wrote
in a letter to her mother-in-law: ‘“our’ Tolstoy book’s turn has still not come, but
i will not let him (Max Weber—K.T.) go—except he write it.”9 The First World
War was approaching, and we do not know whether after it began Weber still
wanted to write a book about the russian writer.

in his 1910 speech Weber enlarges upon the subject of the place of love in
the russian religious tradition, the russian sects, the “antique mysticism” still
present in the orthodox church, mentioning a propos Aleksey khomyakov,
vladimir solovyov, the novel The Brothers Karamazov, but the emphasis is still
on Lev Tolstoy. Weber says that the orthodox church retains “a special, mysti-
cal, abiding (unverlierbar) faith in the land of the east where brotherly love, love
of one’s close ones is so original and presents itself in such unfathomable human
relations that are glorified by the great religions of salvation. This faith paves the
way not only to secondary social effects, but to understanding the meaning of the
world and to a mystical relationship with God. We know all this from Tolstoy,
who turned to this mystical faith again and again.” The same ideas inform the
novels of great russian writers such as The Brothers Karamazov and War and
Peace. Weber continues: “Thus the first impression is of the utter meaningless-
ness of actions and passions (Durcheinander von Leidenschaften),” and this,
Weber elaborates, “is rooted in the sneaking suspicion that this life, formed polit-
ically, socially, ethically, by literature, the arts and the family, is indeed mean-
ingless compared with the foundation (Untergrund) stretching underneath. This
has been embodied in peculiar forms demonstrated by russian literature, which
however, we find it very hard to understand because they are based on the sim-
ple and patently antique christian thought.” Weber then passes on to the central
thought of love for one’s close ones “that would be rewarded with access to the
gates of eternity, timelessness and divinity.” All this adds up to “an artistic
wholeness that we are wont to overlook in the works of russian literature.” And
Weber concludes: ”on this acosmistic (akosmistische) foundation there rests the
entire russian religiosity and the peculiar natural right (Naturrecht), the kind
you find in russian sects and also in Tolstoy.” Weber goes on to contrast the
above ideal of russian writers to the “acting man” who acts visibly “on the
world stage.”10 The latter remark elaborates the abovementioned theme of oppo-
sition which will evolve into an opposition between the proponents of the ethics
of persuasion and the ethics of responsibility.11

What is “acosmistic love” or, as Weber would call it shortly before his death,
once again linking this line of thought with the moral aspect, “acosmistic ethics
of love” (die akosmistische Liebesethik)?12 it may be that he never planned to
give a rigorous definition of this concept, just like he never gave definitions of
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other important concepts. The American scholar robert bellah in an article about
“acosmistic love” attempts to identify its most salient features and thus gain an
insight into the concept. he singles out: 

1) rejection of this world; 

2) declaration of brotherly love and; 

3) nonviolence.13

indeed, like Tolstoy, Weber singled out three figures that most fully embod-
ied his “acosmistic love.” These are the figures of buddha, christ and Francis of
Assisi. All the three did not have a permanent abode or home, for all three love
as the principle of being was supreme, all the three came out against violence,14

and for the purpose of this article, all three exerted colossal influence on the evo-
lution of Tolstoy’s thought. it has to be added that Weber observed attempts to
“escape from the world” in order to implement Tolstoy’s social projects when, in
switzerland in 1913-1914, he visited Ascona where the russian writer’s ideas
had faithful admirers.15

Thus, love is added to persuasion. And added to an absolute and dominant
persuasion is an all-embracing, boundless “acosmistic love.” A love that
embraces the cosmos (not an accident is the reference to Antiquity), but without
being reduced to the cosmos, confers order and meaning on it while being out-
side the world. Max Weber believes that the russian religious perception of the
world is based on “acosmistic love” which he derives from russian history and
especially the ideas of Lev Tolstoy. This concept would later become one of the
principles of interpreting a special type of religious ethics.

Variation Three.
The First World War. Lev Tolstoy’s Consistent Pacifism and Weber’s

“Struggle of the Gods.”

With the start of the war Max Weber comes to perceive Lev Tolstoy above all
as a representative of convinced pacifism that seeks to carry the idea of pacifism
to its logical realization. This is borne out by the text of a comment Max Weber
made in 1916. it was made in the shape of a letter concerning the discussion
“between Two Laws” (Zwischen zwei Gesetzen) in the Austrian magazine Die
Frau. The discussion between Gertrud baumer, a friend of the Weber family, a
politician and feminist, and the swiss pacifist Gesine nordbeck, revolved around
the christian law and the law of Motherland and which law was more important
and what was the connection between them. in his short comment published in
the same magazine Weber picks up the theme of the two laws and writes: “The
Gospel can be left outside these discussions or else it can be taken seriously. in
that case there is nothing but the consistency of Tolstoy. he who pays one pen-
ning in taxes must pay other taxes,” and he who does not adhere to Tolstoy’s con-
sistency “should know that he is bound by the rules of this world that include, for
an indefinite time, the possibility of inevitable war for power.” in his comment
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Weber again refers to Tolstoy’s escape from his home, which shows that Weber
had taken note of this event. Weber writes that the russian writer first put into
practice the Gospel idea of “escape from the world” only “when he faced death.”
but before his escape Tolstoy, like the others, is “within the world,” and this is
probably where the theme of “polytheism” of values and “the struggle of the
gods” first makes its appearance. Weber writes: “in reality he who is in “the
World” (in the christian meaning) cannot but experience within himself the strug-
gle between a multitude of value sets (Wertreihen), each of which considers itself
to be obligatory. one has to choose which of the gods he will and must serve and
when to serve one or another. but he will forever be locked in the struggle against
one or several gods of this world.”16 Thus, Weber invokes the russian writer in
formulating his key theme of “polytheism of values.”

The theme of the opposition of the “otherworldly” pacifism of the ethic of
persuasion and the “worldly” heroism of the ethics of responsibility is elaborat-
ed in a later work entitled Religious Rejections of the World and Their Directions
in which he again mentions Tolstoy, this time in connection with his novel War
and Peace. Weber develops the theme of the “struggle of the gods.” he fleshes
out with more detail the main protagonists; the ancient gods of war are opposed
by the God of love and brotherhood: “The ancient god of war as well as the god
who guaranteed the legal order were functional deities who protected the
undoubted values of everyday routine. The gods of locality, tribe, and polity
were only concerned with the interests of their respective associations. They had
to fight other gods like themselves, just as their communities fought,” but barri-
ers of locality, tribe, and polity “were shattered by universalist religions, by a
religion with a unified God of the entire world. And the problem arose in full
strength only when this God was a God of ‘love.’ The problem of tensions with
the political order emerged for redemption religions out of the basic demand for
brotherliness.”

Weber transposes this historical reminiscence to modernity, linking for the
first time all of Tolstoy’s four themes: the theme of “persuasion,” the theme of
“acosmistic love” and brotherhood, the theme of pacifism and the theme of the
meaning of life. Weber opposes these themes with his own” “responsibility,”
worldly love, national togetherness, heroism in war and the meaning of death.
This is expressed in the lines that are worth quoting in full: “The mutual strange-
ness of religion and politics, when they are both completely rationalized, is all
the more the case because, in contrast to economics, politics may come into
direct competition with religious ethics at decisive points. As the consummated
threat of violence among modern polities, war creates a pathos and a sentiment
of community. War thereby makes for an unconditionally devoted and sacrificial
community among the combatants and releases an active mass compassion and
love for those who are in need. And, as a mass phenomenon, these feelings break
down all the naturally given barriers of association. in general, religions can
show comparable achievements only in heroic communities professing an ethics
of brotherliness. Moreover, war does something to the warrior which, in its con-
crete meaning, is unique: it makes him experience a consecrated meaning of
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death which is characteristic only of death in war. The community of the army
standing in the field today feels itself—as in the times of the war lords ‘follow-
ing’—to be a community unto death, and the greatest of its kind.”17 This brings
us to the fourth and final part which will address and elaborate the theme of the
meaning of life/death.

Variation Four.
The Bolshevik Revolution, the End of War. Lev Tolstoy and 

the Meaning of Life/Death

Weber delivers his famous speech Science As a Vocation in Munich in 1917,
at the height of the war, precisely on the day of the bolshevik october revolu-
tion in russia on november 7 (new style). Germany’s defeat in the war is immi-
nent, and Max Weber has less than three more years to live. The issues he
addresses in his speech are, on the one hand, topical and, on the other hand,
extratemporal, having to do with the worldview. he speaks about specialization
and progress, calculation and inspiration, the meaning of life and death and final-
ly about the value of science.

several themes run through the whole speech: the theme of choosing
between conflicting gods (from the abovequoted letter to Die Frau magazine),
the theme of the contrast between the times of Abraham when it was possible “to
be fulfilled by life” and the impossibility “to be fulfilled by life” at the age of
progress when one can merely “be weary” (from Religious Rejections of the
World and Their Directions), and the theme of polytheism and the “struggle of
the gods” from both these works. All these themes revolve around the central
theme of the meaning of life and death. The “answers” Weber provides in Sci-
ence As a Vocation also invoke Lev Tolstoy. he cites the russian writer when
raising the questions in the beginning of his work and when answering them at
the end of it. Tolstoy seems to accompany Weber’s thought.18

Formulating the key theme Weber writes: “This question is dealt with at the
level of principle in the works of Lev Tolstoy. he came to the subject in the most
curious way. The entire problem with which he was wrestling revolved around
the question: ‘is death a meaningful phenomenon or not?’”19 Thus the question
of the meaning of science feeds into the question of the meaning of death. Weber
stresses the fact that it is death, although Tolstoy’s reflections about science in
his A Confession deal with the meaning of life.20 perhaps the shift of emphasis
is not accidental.

The difference of the answer to the question about the meaning of life/death
is that for Tolstoy the world “must” have a meaning and the meaning could be
found through faith whereupon one can start implementing it in one’s own life.
it was not by chance that in his 1910 speech Weber stressed the key importance
of the meaning of the world for the russian religious intelligentsia.21 on that
issue too Weber takes a different view. Meaning is not inherent in the world but
is imputed to it by man through his actions. This brings us to Weber’s very last
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significant work, Politics As a Vocation, in which he sets forth his position
regarding the search for meaning: “The follower of the ethics of ultimate ends
cannot bear the ethical irrationality of the world. he is a cosmic-ethical ‘ratio-
nalist.’”22 because Weber did not consider himself to be a champion of the ethics
of persuasion, the world was “ethically irrational” for him, hence the question of
the meaning of the world and the meaning of life in it could not be approached
in the way in which it was approached by Tolstoy.

The meaning of death, yes, because in borderline situations23 a person is
capable of sacrificing or taking his own life and this would be a conscious act of
will even in a meaningless world. it is interesting that Weber raises some issues
that are important for current practical ethics, for example, the problem of
euthanasia. Weber links it with the problem of suicide and, more broadly, with
the place of the idea of death. For lack of space let us note just some aspects ger-
mane to the subject of the article.

Joachim radkau cites a letter in which Weber writes that it is barbaric “to
prevent sick people from committing suicide under any conditions.” And he
mentions another letter, which extols “stoical” suicide prompted by “revulsion at
the world.” on the other hand, probably challenging kant and his “thing in
itself,” Weber writes: “it is undignified (Würdelosigkeit)... to consider life to be
“a value in itself” (Wert an sich)” and proceeds to elaborate: “if only our offi-
cers—like the chinese and Japanese—had had the dignity, instead of writing
‘war memoirs,’ to draw the consequences that an honest person draws when life
has condemned them to lose a great game. The impression would be different.”24

According to Weber, the ethics of responsibility requires that one answer for the
consequences and, in his opinion, in certain situations it would be more digni-
fied for responsible persons to commit suicide than to look for excuses and
indulge in reflections. Quotations can be multiplied, but the main roadforks have
already been identified. one may argue about the scientific value of Freudian
separation of human instinctive aspirations for eros and Thanatos, but in this
particular case it could be helpful in assessing the driving instincts in the lives of
Tolstoy and Weber.

Thus, at every stage and to every idea of Lev Tolstoy Weber has an anti-idea:
the ethics of persuasion is matched by the ethics of responsibility, “unworldly
love” is contrasted with worldly camaraderie, pacifism with heroism in war and
responsibility for Machtstaat, and finally, the meaning of life with the meaning
of death. Lev Tolstoy was the element with whose help Max Weber shaped his
ethical thoughts and although for the most part he rejected the ideas which Tol-
stoy embodied, Weber’s own ethical ideas as they have come down to us would
have been impossible without them.

Conclusion

Weber also experienced “an escape” of sorts. it happened shortly before his
death. in 1919 he accepted an offer to head up the economics chair at Munich
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University where he moved in late June. he did so in spite of the fact that con-
ditions in post-war and post-revolutionary Munich were appalling. rainer Lep-
sius advances several arguments against this choice. 1. Weber could have accept-
ed an offer more attractive in financial and scientific terms (for example, uni-
versities in berlin, Frankfurt am Main and bonn). 2. As late as May armed clash-
es in Munich carried away about 600 lives. 3. Munich had problems with coal
and food supplies and the housing conditions left a lot to be desired.25

Weber “escapes” from his wife and, unlike Tolstoy, he does not leave an
explanatory note. he “escapes” while keeping up the appearance of remaining
with her. in a certain sense it was a more secret “escape” than Tolstoy’s. he never
“had it out” with Marianne with whom he had lived for many years as an ascetic
(unlike Tolstoy) and of whom ioachim radkau noted in half-jest: “if you ask me
why Weber has become a classic in the social sciences while simmel or sombart
have not, one answer is: because others did not have a wife like the one he had.”26

Max Weber “escaped” to Munich to be close to his secret mistress for whom
in his sunset years he believed he experienced real passionate “nonacosmistic”
love.

Lev Tolstoy’s escape was an escape to life according to his principles, where-
as, as Max Weber’s nephew eduard baumgarten wrote, being torn between his
wife and mistress “added a hidden wish for death” to Weber’s illness.27

Within a period of less than a year after he moved to Munich Max Weber lost
some of the people closest to him: his friend and political ally Friedrich nau-
mann died on August 24, 1919, Weber’s mother died on october 14, and his sis-
ter Lily schaefer committed suicide on April 7, 1920. Max Weber died after
being sick with pneumonia for ten days, like Tolstoy, on June 14, 1920.
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Chauvinism or Chaos: 
Russia’s Unpalatable Choice

Aleksandr LUKIN

The events of the last few months in connection with Ukraine and the
crimea, as well as certain related tendencies in russia’s domestic political life
are confronting us with a new reality. it is quite likely that the entire system of
international relations and domestic life in russia will no longer be the same as
before. The very paradigm of our life that took shape after the disintegration of
the Ussr and provided the framework for the functioning of russia and its main
partners both in the yeltsin period and afterwards is changing. This system can
be defined as post-soviet consensus. What are its principal traits? since the col-
lapse of the Ussr, russia, basically, was regarded as the West’s partner. it was
not, of course, as close an ally of the West as the members of its own economic
and political alliances, but was thought to share its main foreign policy and home
policy goals. certain differences (for example, over yugoslavia, iraq, iran, etc.)
were put down to its size or insufficiently long exposure to Western influences
and were settled rather quickly. russia’s specific home policy approaches were
also explained by the imperfection and youthfulness of russian democracy
(Moscow leaders said so themselves) and certain national peculiarities. russia’s
position could be compared to that of Turkey, Ukraine, or Mexico—big states,
which were not entirely up to the Western standards but sought to measure up
and were achieving certain progress.

The Demise of the Post-Soviet Consensus

The post-soviet consensus was based on an understanding that russia and
the West would move towards a closer cooperation, respect the interests of each
other, and make mutually acceptable compromises. in practice, it was only rus-
sia that abided by these terms. While not renouncing fully the idea of national
interests, russia demonstrated that it was ready to sacrifice some of them for the
sake of cooperation with the “civilized world” in order to become its part. but

A. Lukin, D. sc. (history), vice-rector, Diplomatic Academy, rF Ministry of Foreign
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the “civilized world” itself, despite a lot of encouraging verbiage, was thinking
in cold War terms and sincerely believed that it was the winner. Forgetting all its
promises (for example, not to expand nATo to the east), the West was seeking
to achieve whatever it had failed to during the cold War because of the Ussr’s
resistance, incorporating in its sphere of influence increasingly more countries
and territories and pushing its military facilities closer to russia’s border, includ-
ing to the territory of its traditional allies.

There are different explanations for this approach. The russian ruling circles
today believe that the West’s real foreign policy is determined exclusively by
geopolitical aims, including subjection of increasingly more countries and terri-
tories and emergence as the sole dominant force in the world (a “unipolar
world”), while all sorts of values (like democracy and human rights) are just an
ideological cover-up. This understanding is explained by the fact that the current
russian leaders mostly hail from the law enforcement agencies of the late sovi-
et period, when few people believed the official communist ideology and it was,
in fact, a cover-up for real politics.

Today’s Western society is much more ideology-driven that russian society.
in actual fact, the West is the only remaining ideological empire. (As for com-
munist countries like china or vietnam, we cannot actually see them as driven
by ideology, because their official ideology is no more than a ritual and has been
that way for rather long; even their leaders cannot clearly explain what is so com-
munist about it). in the West, practically everyone believes in its own ideology
which is imbibed since early years at kindergarten and school, university and
workplace. This ideology of “democratism” (as described, among others, by ilya
smirnov1) is rather simple: Western society, though not ideal, is more perfect
than all other societies; it is the pinnacle of social progress and everyone in the
world should strive for the Western model such as it is at this moment. in prin-
ciple, this is a variety of primitive cultural chauvinism characteristic of many
peoples, ethnic groups and countries, from small tribes to major civilizations,
which looked upon themselves as the center of the world and all others as bar-
barians. What sets the West apart in this sense is solely its scale.

The West’s foreign policy is based on this faith. The key direction of the for-
eign policy thought is determined, paradoxical though it may seem, by pragmat-
ic ideologists. For them, the best way to make the “barbarian” peoples and coun-
tries join the world of “freedom and democracy” is to subject these to political
influence by means of economic and political alliances. For this, forces con-
scious of their own benefit (that is, oriented to the West) should come to power
in these countries, something that needs to be helped in every possible way.
There is no tragedy even if these forces are not entirely up to the “democratic”
standards. Let them first submit economically and politically. Later the West will
influence them into rising up to the needed standard. it is for this reason that
europe will only mildly reprove the regimes in estonia and Latvia for withhold-
ing civil rights from the majority of local russian speakers. even though the offi-
cial reasons of this myopia are not advertised, they occasionally come to the sur-
face. A case in point is a report on the situation in estonia, published by an inde-



pendent German foundation (bertelsmann), which comes to this conclusion:
“estonia has never had any direct or indirect challenges to its democratization or
transition to a market economy... Although estonia’s ethnic cleavages remain
serious, the restrictive citizenship policy has meant that russians have much less
political power, which otherwise might have enabled them to slow the pace of
reform.”2 The implication is clear: russians in estonia are the only obstacle to
Westernization and this made the authorities restrict their rights.

This is the same reason for not seeing the radical nationalists in Ukraine:
after all, they “work for progress” and can be vindicated historically. The West
could even turn a blind eye to some of their crimes (as was the case with the
kosovo nationalists or the croatian army in serbian krajina, etc.). Another case
in point is eU high representative for Foreign Affairs and security policy
catherine Ashton, who denounced the right sector’s attempt to seize the verk-
hovna rada after the anti-russian takeover, but actually supported similar
actions, when the rada was dominated by “bad guys” not entirely oriented to the
eU. At the same time, crimes committed by the forces of “regress” should be
fully exposed and condemned to the hilt.

in the West, there are also idealistic ideologists who say it is a shame to
befriend even “progressive” dictators; they censure even “their own” authorities,
criticizing them for a departure from the ideals of “democratism.” but they have
no influence on real politics and are seen as impractical armchair dreamers who
only get in the way of real business. As a result, the quest for global geopolitical
domination intermingles with ideological agendas and it is hard to say which has
the precedence.

interestingly, there was a similar dispute going in another ideological
empire, soviet russia, when the communist values were as yet articles of faith.
shortly before the brest peace was signed with Germany, some idealistic com-
munists said they would rather die than negotiate with the “class enemy.” They
almost carried the day, but the more pragmatic Lenin managed to convince his
colleagues that there was no point in dying and that the main thing was a regime
of ideologists, not immaculacy of ideas. While they were in power, it was a cinch
that ideology would gradually triumph the world over, but their death would
obliterate this chance. it is also interesting how the bolsheviks debated whether
they should fulfill the promises contained in the so-called karakhan Declarations
whereby Moscow had renounced all of the russian empire’s rights and privi-
leges in china. The russian representative in china, Adolf ioffe, estimated
Moscow’s unwillingness to fully abide by these promises as a pernicious ten-
dency towards a revival of imperialism. in response, Lev Trotsky pointed out
that russia was poor and that the strengthening of its material standing as the
basis of the world communism was not imperialism.3

even the man accused of reviving the traditional russian imperialism—stal-
in—pursued a foreign policy that retained a considerable ideological element. in
1927, he said in one of his addresses: “An internationalist is someone who is
ready to defend the Ussr unquestioningly, without hesitation and without con-
ditions, because the Ussr is the basis of the world revolutionary movement and
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this revolutionary movement cannot be defended and promoted unless we defend
the Ussr.” The Ussr’s territorial expansion was not traditional imperialism but
an effort to strengthen and expand the area of world progress.4

The West is doing exactly the same. it was all fine and good while it spread
its influence to small countries in east europe. but russia proved a stumbling
block. it refused to be fully integrated into the Western system and insisted on its
own approaches at least to some issues of particular importance for itself. it is
not that its leaders were natural anti-Westerners. Quite the contrary: both boris
yeltsin and vladimir putin started off with concessions in an attempt to induce
partners to reciprocate. but what they got in exchange were just empty promis-
es. Forced by the circumstances, they had to adopt a tougher stand.

What were these circumstances all about? According to numerous polls, the
majority of russians do not think that the Western society is ideal. it is in this
regard that russia is distinct from east europe. but even there the West encoun-
ters certain problems: both poland and hungary have powerful communities of
catholic conservatives who abhor the morality of modern europe; bulgaria and
romania are characterized by widespread corruption and weakness of democra-
tic institutions. All these countries, however, are relatively small and could be
gradually swallowed. Their alliance with the West can also give them hope of
prosperity in the future and security guarantees. russia is a different case. it is
too big and its Westernization is unrealistic unless supported by the majority of
the population. but the population is reluctant to Westernize and has a dim view
of Western problems, including human rights, women’s equality, homosexual
marriages, and the like. Many of these are seen as irritants. russia is witnessing
a powerful revival of religious organizations, both orthodox and Muslim, which
view the West as the focus of sin and insist on a path of their own. russia regards
insistent Western attempts to impose unwelcome values, build barriers between
itself and its culturally congenial neighbors and deploy military forces closer to
its borders as a policy of encirclement and strangulation.

of course, a Westernized minority has taken shape in russia, particularly in
its big cities, but it is not numerous. coupled with the West’s hostile foreign pol-
icy, the Western-type democracy, where the majority sets the official course (or
at least actively seeks to influence it), itself makes increasingly popular the lead-
ers who turn to this traditional majority. For ideological reasons, the West is
unable to understand this. As shown by studies, any ideology tends to reject the
facts that fail to match its precepts. A characteristic example in this sense is
Michael McFaul’s position, the majority of whose predictions for russia and the
world have proved wrong, but who, for ideological reasons, is still regarded as
the leading Us expert on russia, because he strongly believes in “democratism.”

in 1999, Mr. McFaul claimed that russia’s democratic system, though imper-
fect (he called it electoral democracy), was sufficiently institutionalized and
therefore yeltsin’s successors would be unable to renounce it. he wrote: “...The
current electoral democracy in place possesses the same staying power as the
illiberal features... [of the regime]. russian democracy will not be able to survive
if the economy continues to deteriorate for a sustained period of time. russia
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needs a quick economic turnaround that will create more propitious conditions for
the consolidation of liberal democracy in the future. ironically, however, the most
surprising outcome of russia’s recent financial meltdown has been the demon-
stration of democracy’s resilience, not its weakness. Declarations of the demise of
russian democracy are premature.”5 in reality, it was the other way around: a
rapid economic upturn bolstered precisely the illiberal features of the regime. i
indicated this possibility in a commentary published in the same issue of the Jour-
nal of Democracy, where i said that the high level of pluralism was guaranteed by
yeltsin’s personal qualities, rather than the institutions, and that a next leader
could do practically whatever he wanted, including to curtail pluralism: “‘elec-
toral clanism’ is unlikely to evolve into liberal democracy. it may move closer to
the situation in chechnya today or in china after 1911, with the central govern-
ment present in name only and local military-administrative clans constantly
fighting with one another. or it may be consolidated by a strong nondemocratic
leader. in both cases democratic freedoms are bound to be further curbed. in view
of the role that supreme leaders have traditionally played in russia, a future russ-
ian president... may be able to alter the current temporary balance of power, either
by changing the constitution or by abolishing it altogether...”6

Later Mr. McFaul served as Us Ambassador to russia. Following the talk
he gave at the carnegie Moscow center on May 25, 2012, when he among other
things defended the Us support for the revolutions in the Arab world, i asked,
whether it did not seem to him that democratization and deposition of the author-
itarian secular regimes would lead to the same consequences as in Algeria, that
is, a victory for the islamists and chaos. After all, the Muslim political culture
clearly rejects the Western values and the people will vote for the leaders they
can better understand. McFaul replied that, in Us experts’ view, the situation was
likely to follow the indonesian, not Algerian, scenario; in indonesia, the collapse
of authoritarianism had eventually led to democratization. This analysis can, of
course, simply ignore the considerable differences existing between the islam of
the Middle east and the mild islam of the south east Asia, where it was influ-
enced by the more tolerant religions like buddhism and hinduism. but the most
important thing in this context is the ideology-driven wish to see the desirable
rather than the reality. The result of the Western policies is clearly in evidence:
chaos is rampant in Libya, where islamists killed the Us ambassador; syria is in
a grip of a cruel civil war; egypt is again ruled by a military regime that alone
proved capable of stopping the chaos unleashed by the Muslim brotherhood.
Today Mr. McFaul has again misunderstood the main point of current develop-
ments and is urging isolation of “misguided” russia as part of the “democracy
vs. autocracy” ideological campaign and continue to bring pressure to bear on all
anti-russia fronts: in Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova.7 This approach is certain
to lead to an even greater confrontation and to the final disintegration of these
and possibly other post-soviet states. Moreover, it will considerably strengthen
the hand of those supporting authoritarianism in russia itself and prepare the
ground for an anti-Western alliance of russia, china and probably some other
Asian states (iran, pakistan, etc.).
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Today the West’s ideology-driven expansion is tearing apart russia’s closest
neighbors. it has led to territorial cleavages in Moldova and Georgia; today
Ukraine is falling into pieces before our own eyes. These countries are peculiar
in that the cultural divide runs directly through their territory. They could have
preserved unity provided their leaders would have taken into consideration the
interests of both regions gravitating towards europe and those in favor of tradi-
tional ties with russia. The one-sided reliance on pro-Western nationalists in
post-soviet states has caused fierce internal conflicts and harassment of the
russian-speaking people, to which russia could not remain impartial. When it
came to “fraternal” Ukraine and the threat of nATo entering the crimea (for
which russia has a special feeling and whose residents in their majority have
always identified themselves with russia), the now strong russia decided that
no further retreat was possible.

Moscow’s reaction clearly caught the West unawares. in March of 2014
supreme Allied commander of nATo in europe Gen. philip breedlove declared
with surprise that “russia is acting much more like an adversary than a partner.”8

but this is hardly surprising: suffice it to consider that nATo has done the same
since its inception and, to all intents and purposes, its approach to russia has not
changed even after the end of the cold War. A change in russia’s policy was just
a matter of time.

What can this change portend? of course, one would like reason to prevail in
the West and russia’s proposals on how to secure the rights of pro-russia leaning
populations in the former republics of the Ussr to start being reckoned with in
earnest. Today russia is putting forward quite reasonable proposals which, if
accepted, could bring about a settlement of the Ukrainian crisis: a coalition gov-
ernment that would take into account the interests of eastern and southern regions,
federalization, neutrality, an official status for the russian language, etc. but for
the Western ideologists this would mean a breach of an ideological taboo. in their
eyes, this is not a solution acceptable for all sides, but a case of “bad guys” putting
a brake on Ukraine’s advance towards “progress.” Accepting the russian propos-
als would mean that there is someone else except the West who has the right to
define the meaning of social progress and decide on what is good and what is bad
for other societies and states. The ideology of “democratism” is unlikely to allow
this. chances are that the West will choose a different approach and start support-
ing pro-Western radicals across the post-soviet space, something that will cause
new conflicts. Under these circumstances, russia will have to radically reorient its
policy to the south and the east. on the one hand, this can help address russia’s
strategic task of developing its own Asian regions. but on the other, this may sig-
nify a new dependence on strong Asian partners, primarily china. but the West’s
hostility and incomprehension leave russia no other choice.

A False Choice

Like any other country, russia has the right to defend its interests as they are
understood by its elite and the majority of people and will inevitably defend
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these interests. This said, one cannot but note the following tendency. For some
reason, the majority of supporters of society’s liberalization in present-day rus-
sia have no understanding of its national objectives and disdain the feelings and
values shared by most russians, whom they dismiss as retrogrades and creatures
incapable of understanding the advantages of europeanization and progress.
Many liberals believe that contracting the russian influence in the world as a
negative influence is propitious for domestic liberalization and should inevitably
accompany it. At the same time, those who favor russia’s playing a role of its
own in the world and building up its influence are often supporters of a stringent
home policy regime, authoritarianism, and even a revival of stalinism.

Many see this rigid connection between foreign policy and home policy
agendas as something self-evident. Meanwhile, this was not always the case in
russia. in the russian empire, the conservatives were not, as a rule, supportive
of an active foreign policy. suffice it to recall the slavophiles, who would like
russia to follow a special path of development, or the cautious course steered by
Alexander iii, who declared that the balkans were not worth the life of a single
russian soldier (during his reign, russia was not involved in any wars). An
active foreign policy was usually pursued by the liberals. it was Alexander ii, the
liberal reformer, who liberated the balkans; pavel Milyukov of the constitu-
tional Democrats’ party was even nicknamed Dardannelsky for his appeals to
continue the war on the side of the Allies until the victorious end, including the
partition of Turkey.

For the russian conservatives patriotism meant preservation of the country’s
resources and the lives of its residents and a protest against wasting its wealth on
promoting strange and incomprehensible external aims. At the same time, the
majority of liberals held that a modernized and even Westernized russia should
become a legitimate and powerful part of the Western world, but possessing its
own interests, rather than remaining the appendage of the West. Many also
believed that russia’s mission should consist in europeanizing and Westernizing
the eastern countries, of which it had a better understanding by virtue of its geo-
graphical location and the fact that there were sizeable Muslim and buddhist
populations at home.

it is hard to imagine that in the past anyone of the outstanding russian cul-
tural figures would support turning a reformed russia into a junior partner of
britain or France, let alone a possibility of its partition. Meanwhile, the idea that
it is possible and even desirable to divide russia into “several small and wealthy
switzerlands” is fairly widespread among the russian liberals. For the first time,
i heard this proposition from a well-known dissident, kronid Lyubarsky, when
he lived in Munich. soon, however, these views were reflected in a draft con-
stitution compiled by Andrey sakharov, who suggested that all peoples and eth-
nic groups inhabiting the Ussr should form republics with the right to secede,
while russia itself should be divided into several districts, each possessing full
economic independence.9

There are two points that strike one in these proposals. First, they display
full incomprehension of the fact that the partition cannot be bloodless; it will
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lead to numerous bloody conflicts likely to result in several bosnias or Lebanons
rather than several switzerlands. The subsequent disintegration of the Ussr
graphically illustrated this point. This is a pragmatic feature bespeaking their
ignorance of or unwillingness to know the political realities.

but there is a more important moral point. planning to partition one’s own
country is evidence of its authors’ failure to recognize the country’s historic and
cultural value and, in effect, of their ideological hatred for it. After all, if we accept
that any country, however small, is of huge interest for mankind due to its unique
history, national representations and culture, then a big country like russia, which
has played a significant role in world history, should be of even greater value, and
its partition into a lot of small entities ought to cause at least regret.

To be fair, one should say that an ideological hatred for russia, or russo-
phobia as it is called now, was characteristic of certain liberals even under the
Tsars. such was, for example, the concept of pyotr chaadaev, who claimed that
russia had no history because true history could only exist in the catholic West.
but in the 19th century, views of this sort were not typical of the liberal majori-
ty and were regarded as odd.

in the late Ussr and in independent russia, however, politeiaclastic ideas
came to dominate the liberal movement. evidently, this was linked to several rea-
sons. 

n First, the movement came into being under the soviet system that gov-
ernmentalized all spheres of life. Under these circumstances, the fight for
freedom was inevitably associated with the fight not only against the con-
crete soviet state but also state as such. some interesting admissions in
this sense can be found in valeriya novodvorskaya’s memoirs: “in
August 1968, i became a true enemy of the state, the army, the navy, the
air force, the party, and the Warsaw Treaty organization. i stalked the
streets like an undergrounder in an occupied territory. it was at that time
that i decided that all these affairs... merited just one punishment—the
destruction of the state. now that it is half-destroyed and lies in blood and
dust, its demise along with the entire people seems highly probable. but
i feel neither pity, nor remorse. perish the day, on which the Ussr was
born! Let it become a common grave for all of us.”10 Maybe these ideas
are excessively radical and “poetic,” but they reflect a tendency.

n second, the russian liberals were educated in the spirit of soviet ideolo-
gy and saw its rejection as the making of a new ideology with an oppo-
site sign. For example, if the authorities viewed the Ussr as a great pro-
gressive state and an alternative to the socially backward West, their
opponents had to regard it as an evil state that should be subordinated to
the “civilized” West. This attitude has been extended to independent rus-
sia which, from the point of view of the opposition forces, is increasing-
ly reminiscent of the Ussr.

n Third, a role was played by inadequate education and poor knowledge of
russia’s history and culture, particularly religious culture (also a conse-
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quence of soviet official atheism), with its unique treasure that differs
considerably from the european tradition.

incidentally, supporters of global democratization, liberals and human rights
defenders in the West are totally unopposed to foreign policy and even military
undertakings of their governments. Their only demand is that these undertakings
should be in the interests of “democracy.” Thus, the ideology of democratism is
only a new guise for the traditional Western expansionism. if the crusades were
ostensibly undertaken in the name of the true religion and colonialism was
palmed off as a civilizing mission of progressive societies, today’s bombing
attacks on “dictators” and “violators of human rights” are launched in the name
of enforcing these same rights. The hypocrisy and senselessness of this approach
was well illustrated by the famous internet meme which represents barack
obama as saying: “syrians killed syrians, so now we must kill syrians to stop
syrians from killing syrians.” The politeiaclasm in the West, particularly in the
UsA, is more typical of extreme conservatives, but not the liberals.

Thus, the domination of the politeiaclastic ideology in today’s russian lib-
eral and human rights movement is essentially the same survival of the soviet
system as attempts to directly restore the attributes and symbols of the Ussr,
albeit with an opposite sign. While the fight for liberalization in present-day rus-
sia has been monopolized by the politeiaclasts and primitive Westernizers
unconcerned with russia’s national goals and ignorant of the fact that their coun-
try cannot be an appendage to the Western system for a number of reasons (geo-
graphical location, size, cultural traditions, and values shared by the majority of
the population), the fight for the russian national goals has been actually
monopolized by the supporters of a dictatorship. The latter tendency has been
manifested with particular clarity against the background of events in Ukraine,
when the basically good aim of reunifying with the crimea became a pretext for
public reappearance of the most odious—and almost forgotten—characters of
the recent soviet past: semi-fascists, stalinists and ideologists of the state com-
mittee on the state of emergency (GKChP), who became the main supporters
and advocates of this event. earlier, they would not have been allowed within a
hailing distance of the state Tv channels. Meanwhile, dissenters are being
expelled from the media community and the opposition media are being closed.
radio and television are speaking in a single voice that occasionally is raised to
a chauvinistic shout and trumpet calls for a nuclear war. Many Tv shows
increasingly often remind one of the soviet KGB’s kitch jobs intended to
“rebuff” the “class enemy.” The seemingly defunct worldview of the soviet spe-
cial services postulating that the government is surrounded by external and inter-
nal enemies who must be fought without mercy is again coming to dominate the
information space.

The current situation is confronting russians with this dilemma: either they
should be for the democratization and against russia strengthening its positions
internationally, which means being a junior partner and tributary of the West, or
they should favor russia’s strengthening, which mandates a dictatorship, nation-
alism and all-round projection of threat. And no middle ground!
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The former stance is suspiciously in tune with the interests of the corrupt
comprador stratum headed by the oligarchs and high-level public officials who
fear for their fortunes and real estate in London. For them, the chaos and disin-
tegration of the 1990s was a godsend: by manipulating their contacts in the gov-
ernment they were able to plunder the nation with impunity and evacuate the
spoils abroad. A certain measure of pluralism is even useful in this context,
because a dictatorship could turn against stealing. We should not forget that it
was benito Mussolini, who fought the italian mafia most effectively.

The basis of the second tendency is the ideology of the special (secret) ser-
vices, which is increasingly engulfing russia. This ideology is characterized by
a famous theory of the authoritarian “hook,” allegedly the only means that could
have saved russia from disintegration, the besieged fortress psychology, and a
pervading suspicion tending to see an enemy in every neighbor and a traitor in
every dissenter. Unlike the soviet and yeltsin times, the bearers of such an ide-
ology are no longer contained by political power (the establishment) because it
is they who are now the establishment.

Whom should one choose? on the one hand, “thieves are better than the
bloodsuckers,” who are capable of bringing back the Gulag; but, on the other
hand, i sympathize with the “recovery and bringing together of the russian
lands” and a greater rationality of the current state, because authoritarianism will
sooner or later go, whereas russia will stay. it is highly doubtful that it will be
preserved by the present West-oriented opposition, many of whose members
served as senior government officials and became notorious for their encourage-
ment of thievery and chaos.

The situation is extremely complex. For me, this complexity is symbolized
by the singer and song writer Aleksandr Gorodnitsky, who composed a song in
2007, titled “sevastopol Will remain a russian city,” which became the city’s
informal anthem, but in 2014 signed a letter by the intelligentsia against the
“annexation of the crimea.” but why do we have to make this choice at all? Why
cannot we support a free but strong and independent russia? After all, it is for
this kind of country that russian liberalism had always fought for. The West was
its ideal only because of certain elements of its internal political system. how-
ever, the russian liberals never idealized its pragmatic and often anti-russian
foreign policy. And it was only the arch-terrorists and enemies of the russian
state like the bolsheviks, who advocated the “transformation of the imperialist
war into a civil war.”

The close interconnection between democracy and the West’s foreign policy
goals is not more than a myth advocated by the russian liberal opposition. While
strictly abiding by the rule of law inside their countries, the Western leaders are
much more pragmatic in relation to international law. it is not russia but the
West that buried the idea of establishing a new system of international politics
based on international law, for which there was a chance after the collapse of the
Ussr. it was not russia but the West with its faith in the “end of history” that
used its temporary omnipotence to create a world where it is permissible to grab
whatever is lying about, destroy any borders, and breach any agreements for the
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“good end.” it was not russia but the West that consistently destroyed the post-
war legal system based on respect for sovereignty of the states and promoted the
theories of “humanitarian interventions,” “responsibility to protect,” etc. it was
not russia but the West that brought pressure to bear on the international court
of Justice which ruled that kosovo’s unilateral independence was not in breach
of international law. russia repeatedly warned that the bombing attacks on ser-
bia, kosovo’s secession, and the operations in iraq and Libya would create the
precedents that were likely to undermine the system of international law, includ-
ing the helsinki principle of the inviolability of european borders. if not the Un
security council, then any strong power will decide on its own what its “good
end” is and what piece of the cake to grab.

As a result, russia regards the Western position on the crimea, one invok-
ing the principles of territorial integrity and inviolability of borders, as profound
hypocrisy. in a new situation, where might makes right and ideology is a cover
for force, it is necessary to define what force should be directed to and how it
should be used. one should think that the will of the population should be taken
into consideration, if inviolability of borders has misfired. if the crimeans want
to live in russia, why cannot they do that in the same way as the catalonians
want to secede from spain and the scots, from britain? After all, this proved pos-
sible, for example, in south sudan, east Timor, etc. i am struck by the approach
of those in russia, who oppose the reunification with the crimea. it is a pro-
Western doctrinaire stance that prioritizes Western abstract principles intended
exclusively for outside consumption and never used at home, over the aspira-
tions of millions of people.

At the same time, one does not relish the prospect of living in a besieged
fortress, where the authorities see enemies everywhere and view any dissenter as
a traitor and member of the “fifth column.” There is no doubt that the majority
of russians would not like to make this choice. According to numerous polls,
this majority is fond of their country and would like it to be strong and prosper-
ous. but they also value free travel and are concerned over official corruption
and irresponsibility. neither do they dream about the restoration of stalinism or
a nationalist dictatorship.

The need to make a choice compels many talented people to leave the coun-
try. i know many students who do not see any particular employment opportuni-
ties anywhere aside from the government and administrative agencies, where
high incomes are possible. All other jobs—in science, education, medicine,
industry or private business—promise better earnings abroad, where, moreover,
life is more tranquil and comfortable. Today they talk about emigrating not only
to the West but also to Asian countries like china, Thailand, india, etc.

There is only one way out in this sense. people should be offered a third way
that will meet the aspirations of the majority. This way combines moderate patri-
otism that comes natural to residents of a great country, being proud of its histo-
ry, with moderate liberalism expressed in a striving to live more freely, in accor-
dance with the law, without stealing and corruption, and with a well-developed
self-government.
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rather than subordination to the eU interests, russia’s european way or
european vector of development should mean the borrowing of positive and
acceptable elements of the european political system of state governance, pri-
marily, the rule of law, a constructive interaction with europe and the UsA, and
consistent work to explain russia’s position, accompanied by an uncompromis-
ing defense of its national interests. supporters of this way should not advertise
the values of “democratism” (like feminism or homosexual marriages), which
leave disinterested and irritate the majority of citizens in russia. They ought to
concentrate on real problems of concern to the population: the fight for an inde-
pendent judiciary and against corruption, illegal migration, privileges of the rul-
ing caste, nationalism and xenophobia. in so doing, it is necessary to explain that
it is these phenomena that prevent russia from becoming a great and powerful
country. it is only this truly liberal movement that holds out a promise for the
country and can make living in it comfortable for the majority of russians and
the country itself, popular and attractive in the world.
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Sociopsychological Foundations 
of National Scientific Research Culture

Vladimir KONNOV

in psychology, cultural research implies, as a rule, either a study of various
characteristics of entire nations, or a study of activities and relationships accept-
ed within some or other organization. The former is the case of national cultures,
the latter, organizational cultures. A much more infrequent case is represented by
studies directed at defining the distinguishing characteristics of groups that
exceed the framework of individual organizations while fitting into national bor-
ders. This unevenly distributed research focus can be explained by the fact that
a cultural influence is stronger when enclosed within formal borders, such as
those of a nation or the legal relations with a certain corporation. As for the
groups located between these two levels and possessing cultural features of their
own, the psychologists identify among these as objects of study mostly ethnic
groups, religions, and professional communities.

studying ethnic groups is closely related to ethnic psychology, but it is clear
that national and ethnic borders do not always coincide. The main criterion used
in marking the limits of an ethnic group is the ability to identify with it, for which
a mere declaration is not always enough. The originator of ethnic psychology in
russia, Gustav shpet, said: “A person, in fact, defines himself spiritually and
identifies with a certain nation; he can even ‘change’ his nation and join the body
and spirit of another nation, but again this is achieved through long and persis-
tent work aimed at reforming his determinant spirit rather than ‘by fiat.’”1

religions are identified in the same way. They may form part of national or
ethnic cultures, reside within borders separating these cultures, or overlap them.
The main criterion of belonging to a religion is also an individual’s active self-
identification with it. According to Dutch psychologist Jacob belzen, it is this
active affinity that creates a religion as a special culture: “in the same way as
there can be no private language, there exists no private religiosity: it is always
constituted by, modeled after, and maintained through (repeated) commitment to
culturally pre-given arrangements, conventions and agreements.”2
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Analyzing professional activities, in turn, is closer to studying organization-
al cultures. being part of a specific professional group, on the one hand, may be
subject to affiliation to an organization, as is the case, for example, in layers’
associations, whose activities can be practiced only by members of the bar. in
this event, the professional community can be delimited on the basis of this for-
mal indicator. on the other hand, labor remuneration is accepted as the main cri-
terion. To quote ewald Zeyer, “A profession is a socially valuable area for the
application of human physical and intellectual forces which enables one to
receive the necessary means for existence and development in exchange for labor
inputs.”3

The scientific community stands apart from the groups studied by psychol-
ogy. scientific status is, as a rule, an important component of its owner’s identi-
ty, which in terms of influence is sometimes comparable with nationality. There
is a tradition opposing affiliation to a nationality and commitment to science,
which is manifested in the choice of some language as the international “scien-
tific” lingua franca. in different periods, these were Latin and German; today it
is english. This is also expressed in scientists’ self-representation as citizens of
the world and in the concept of “invisible colleges” as groups of specialists from
different countries who maintain closer contacts with their college brethren than
with their fellow countrymen. This opposition can hardly be found in other pro-
fessions. besides, the scientific community is not a professional group in the
strict sense of the word, comprising as it does a variety of different professions
split primarily into natural sciences and the humanities. Their approach to scien-
tific practice is specific as well. A scientist may regard himself as such while hav-
ing no relation to any organization or professional association and working with-
out remuneration. At the same time, he or she can gain public recognition by
publishing results of their studies. currently this situation is rather an exception
than the rule and it is hardly possible, for example, in high energy physics with
its large-scale experiments, but it may well become a reality for a mathematician.

if the scientific community is a distinct group of people possessing specific
traditions, it may be assumed that it has a specific culture.

The aim of this study is to analyze the specific features of the development
of science in russia with the help of the “national research culture” category. its
tasks in this context are to consider the sociopsychological content of the basic
notion of “culture” and an opportunity for using it to describe the characteristic
features of the national scientific community, as well as to define the inner struc-
ture of this category and reveal its ties with other notions—“values,” “dis-
course,” “ethos,” and “social roles”—used in psychology and sociology to char-
acterize scientists as representatives of a specific community.

The Content of the Notion of Culture

The most influential works in the area of cultural psychology today are those
by Geert hofstede, who defined culture as psyche’s software. The popularity of
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this essentially metaphorical definition is explained by the widespread aware-
ness of what hardware and software are all about. echoing this perception is a
definition of culture suggested by yury Lotman, who uses this term to denote “a
totality of all non-hereditary information.”4

hofstede, for his part, emphasizes that “we cannot directly watch psychic
programs. What is within our reach is behavior: words and deeds. The conclu-
sion about the existence of a stable program can only be drawn from observa-
tions of behavior.”5 expressed by “word and deed” and thus demonstrable, val-
ues and practices are elements of culture. The values and practices are stable
methods of adaptation to the environment and social entourage. From the point
of view of orientation of practices, they can be shared by most different cultures,
something predetermined by the existence of universal tasks that have to be
addressed by all human societies. For example, Us scientists Alex inkeles and
Daniel Levenson have identified four fundamental functions that any culture is
supposed to perform: regulating power relations, constructing individual—soci-
ety relationship, articulating masculinity—femininity ideas, and settling con-
flicts.6 At the same time, intercultural differences are manifested in forms that
impart stability to practices. According to hofstede, these include symbols,
heroes and rituals. “symbols are words, gestures, images and objects, which in
certain cases have a special meaning realizable only by the bearers of some par-
ticular culture.” “heroes are persons (living or dead, real or imagined), who pos-
sess traits that are highly valued by this culture, and whose behavioral models
are a thing to emulate.” rituals are collective activities, which are not necessary
from the point of view of goal achievement but are seen as socially needed and
by this virtue are performed by an individual under the influence of collective
norms.7

hofstede believes that values are preferences related to this or that state of
affairs, including entire categories embracing wide spectra of different situa-
tions. For example, making a choice in favor of such value as “quality of life”
may be manifested in everything related to personal comfort, rest and recreation,
free choice of occupations, etc., while simultaneously standing in the way of
“success” that encompasses such things as income growth, acquisition of pow-
ers, and various forms of social recognition, like important positions, titles,
membership of prestigious communities, etc. but if the case in point is more spe-
cific priorities, then, as a rule, the reference is to attitudes or convictions. but a
system of values accepted by an individual or a group is not always internally
coordinated. hofstede writes that “it is important to distinguish between the
desirable and desired: how people think the world ought to be versus what peo-
ple want for themselves.”8 obviously, there are frequent contradictions between
these two parts of culture, with the former more often realized in “deeds,” while
the latter, in “words.”

hofstede also distinguishes between three main levels of culture: universal,
collective, and individual. The upper level is general human culture, while the
lower level is the culture of an individual with all the specific features of his or
her upbringing, education, career, etc.
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Culture of the Scientific Community

Judging by practices and values of culture of the scientific community, it can
be referred to the collective level, but there is a multilevel system inside it. More-
over, the fact that this system has a well-expressed international stratum does not
rule out the existence of national science in this or that country. one of the main
distinctions between national scientific cultures is the different ratio and differ-
ent principles of division of the social sciences/the humanities and natural sci-
ences. There are always two cultures—the humanities’ and natural scientific—
represented inside each country’s scientific community. each of these, in turn, is
subdivided into different disciplines, and, finally, because science chiefly exists
within the framework of specialized organizations, each discipline generates dif-
ferent organizational cultures.

The bearer of all these levels of culture is always an individual scientist who
may be conscious of being simultaneously a representative of the world com-
munity of scientists and a citizen of a concrete country, a scholar or a natural sci-
entist, a specialist in a concrete discipline, and, as a rule, an employee of a cer-
tain scientific organization. Thus, the multiaspect nature of scientific culture is a
reflection of the complexity of science as a type of activity.

The combination of different aspects of scientist’s identity is analyzed by
russian psychologist Mikhail yaroshevsky, who believed that an individual
researcher was inevitably influenced by the world scientific culture, but his liai-
son with his nation was preserved and even strengthened owing to the influence
of scientific schools. These schools are united by something more important than
a mere investigative interest of their members: “in reality, this system is created
by people nurtured by a definite national culture. They absorb the riches of this
historical culture and its original socially determined traditions. it is not a mat-
ter of indifference for the direction and style of their thinking as they discover,
choose and solve strictly scientific problems. standing behind each choice and
solution is a personality whose work concentrates, with a different degree of
urgency, the needs and pains of his people, rather than an abstract individual with
its standard information handling apparatus.”9

similar reasoning is demonstrated by modern German psychologists bernd
schäfer and bernd schlöder. They stress as they describe the formation of inter-
national scientific standards, or the so-called “scientific mainstream,” that the
new methods should be matched to the content, grounds and prospects of a rel-
evant nationally determined scientific culture, while their success depends on
being accepted within a corresponding cultural context.10

however, international “invisible colleges” emerge on the basis of national
scientific schools and owing to the resources they involve. They form around
knowledge and methods that have the same meaning for people from different
ethnic groups, whereas the culture specific elements are sidelined. These col-
leges evolve paradigms characterized by clearly expressed supranational fea-
tures, which constitute the key element of a scientist’s professional training and
eventually form part of his inner world.
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in describing how a paradigm is integrated in an individual researcher’s psy-
che, yaroshevsky introduces a new notion, “supraconscious,” which is set in
opposition to the “unconscious.” he explains: “The history of philosophical and
psychological thought has linked with the term ‘unconscious’ numerous associ-
ations that hinder the separation of what has been experienced by an individual,
but is not consciously perceived at this particular moment, from what is being
created by him in keeping with the objective requirements of the logic of science.
We prefer to term the latter phenomena as the supraconscious rather than the
unconscious or subconscious, because the world of categorical development of
scientific values, one hidden from an individual’s contemplation, represents the
‘heights’ of the human psyche rather than its underlying, impersonal ‘depths.’”11

it contains the schemata that are shared by the community but are not always
realized and acquire content through personal experience of scientific research.
in principle, not only methodological attitudes but also values can well lie on the
same plane. This conclusion is suggested by the concept of postnonclassical sci-
ence which recognizes that a cognizing individual’s value orientation can direct-
ly influence his research.

Natural Sciences and the Humanities As Specific Cultures

national scientific communities are divided into natural scientists and those
engaging in the humanities. in the Uk, this fact is reflected in “The Two cul-
tures,” charles snow’s widely popular 1959 cambridge lecture. Mr. snow, a
chemist and at the same time a successful writer, opposes two intellectual pro-
fessions that express the specifics of the two cultures in the purest form: “Liter-
ary intellectuals at one pole—at the other scientists, and as the most representa-
tive, the physical scientists.”12 he believes that the key difference between the
two is the time orientation: the intellectuals are mostly oriented to the past, which
occasionally leads to unreasonable criticism of the present, while the physicists
are oriented to the future and their infatuation with it often makes them appear
as naïve dreamers. Wedged between these two poles is the entire spectrum of
intellectual disciplines. At the same time, Mr. snow sticks to the characteristic
british understanding that the spectrum of the humanities includes philosophy,
history, philology and history of art, which, strictly speaking, are not sciences, as
distinct from psychology and sociology, whose representatives, although sharing
common interests with the intellectuals, are, methodologically, scientists.

in Germany, the idea that the humanities and the natural sciences are divided
by fundamental differences was thoroughly elaborated in the neo-kantian philo-
sophical tradition. Wilhelm Windelband, for one, divided sciences in accordance
with the aims of cognition: natural sciences are characterized by nomothetic
thinking that seeks to discover general laws, while cultural sciences, by ideo-
graphic thinking aimed at studying unique and specific cases. Windelband focus-
es on the mutual complementarity and equality of these two approaches.13 hein-
rich rickert, in turn, writes about generalizing and individualizing sciences.14



in the Ussr, the problem of mutual unintelligibility of the supporters of
both approaches was expressed in the notorious division of the intelligentsia into
“physicists” and “lyricists” in the 1960s. The debates revolved around public
functionality of these two types of activity: the former accused the latter of
impracticality and unreality, while the latter reciprocated by reproaching them
for technocratic attitudes and disdain of humanistic ideals. The psychologists and
sociologists found themselves in between the two camps.

in the UsA, the mutual incomprehension of the two cultures resulted in the
so-called “scientific wars” in the 1990s. There were debates in the press on
whether it was proper to apply the postmodernist research methods that were
popular among the intellectuals engaged in the humanities to research in natural
sciences.15

certain scientific disciplines whose content is in many respects determined
by their combined methods can be regarded as specific cultures as well. German
sociologist karin knorr cetina suggests characterizing disciplines as “epistemic
cultures” and defines them as “amalgams of arrangements and mechanisms—
bonded through affinity, necessity, and historical coincidence—which, in a given
field, make up how we know what we know.”16 These arrangements and mecha-
nisms constitute practices used in different sciences. Although all of them seek
authentic knowledge, their progress towards this goal is widely different. For
example, the general concept of “experiment” can mean different things in dif-
ferent sciences. in sociology, as a rule, the case in point is a maximally realistic
reproduction of a phenomenon under study, such as a court session, commercial
negotiations, teacher—student teamwork, etc. biology most often recreates only
individual processes that cannot be watched in the natural environment in isola-
tion from concomitant phenomena. in physics, an experiment can be solely
aimed at gauging certain signals indicative of presumed phenomena and basical-
ly inaccessible to direct observation. Moreover, the practices of organizing so
different a set of experiments can make what scientists do in one discipline utter-
ly dissimilar from what is done in some other disciplines.

Formal and Informal Scientific Cultures

Aside from the obvious interdisciplinary differences, there is also a less obvi-
ous discrepancy between the formal (declared) and an informal scientific culture.
(The latter contradicts the declared culture and often prevails in practice.) The
value component was described by robert Merton as the “ethos of science,”
which includes four main imperatives: universalism, collectivism, disinterested-
ness, and organized skepticism.17 but towards the end of his career (1970s—
1980s), he tended to share the view that the imperatives were sooner certain ideals
that were not always honored. The real scientific activities are regulated by more
controversial requirements, between which a scientist has to balance.18

The idea regarding the controversial nature of social regulation of science
was developed by ian Mitroff, who suggested 11 pairs of opposites: universal-
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ism—particularism, individualism—social cohesion, disinterestedness—self-
interest, and others.19 According to Mitroff, objectivity of a scientific result is
contingent on identical perception of research results by all “normal” scientists
and not on respect for social standards in the course of research effort. This nor-
malcy, in turn, depends on one’s ability to keep psychical equilibrium while bal-
ancing between controversial requirements, rather than on whether one’s behav-
ior meets a certain set of rules. Another important aspect of Mitroff’s approach
was his criticism of Merton’s decision to describe imperatives of science’s ethos
as norms external in relation to the scientist. For Mitroff, imperatives are soon-
er personal attitudes. This point of view was corroborated by the fact that Mer-
ton had derived the imperatives from the analysis of pronouncements of promi-
nent scientists, which were, in fact, the declared attitudes of people who excelled
in science. That the norms are not respected is a psychological problem linked to
the vagueness of personal attitudes’ influence on the personality’s behavior
rather than to the imperfection of public control mechanisms.

british sociologists nigel Gilbert and Michael Mulkay also focused on the
inner contradictoriness of research activity’s regulation. They analyzed the dis-
course of scientists engaged in bioenergy (a trend in biochemistry) and discov-
ered that it fell into two types of descriptions or, to use their term, descriptive
repertoires: “When scientists write experimental research papers, they make
their results meaningful by linking them to explicit accounts of social action and
belief... accounts of action and belief presented in the formal research literature
employ only one of the repertoires of social accounting used by scientists infor-
mally... these formal accounts are couched in terms of an empiricist representa-
tion of scientific action... this empiricist repertoire exists alongside an alternative
interpretative resource, which we have called the contingent repertoire... this lat-
ter repertoire tends to be excluded from the realm of formal discourse ... and...
the existence of these formally incompatible repertoires helps us to begin to
understand the recurrent appearance of interpretative inconsistency in scientists’
discourse.”20 The empiricist repertoire predominates in scientific literature and
is regulated by such requirements of science’s ethos as universalism, which pre-
scribes that research results should be considered in isolation from their author’s
personality, and collectivism, that sees any result as a common property of the
entire scientific community. Within the framework of this repertoire, experi-
mental results are presented as if someone who obtained them had no prelimi-
nary preferences or intellectual prejudices in favor of this or that experimental
outcome. results are often described in such a way as to convince one of their
full dependence on the methodologies used and independence from those who
obtained them. scientific publications mostly use impersonal constructions or
the plural, “we,” that designates both the authors and the reader and can be
regarded as pointing to the scientific community as a whole.

Descriptions used by scientists in informal conversations about their work
focus, first, on speculative constructions that are put forward by scientists and
can later cover both the content of their investigations and interpretations of their
results, and, second, define unique skills, interpersonal relationships and influ-
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ence characterizing individual scientists or research teams. having a direct
impact on research work, these circumstances make scientists follow a totally
different set of values than the one dictated by the ethos and seek to turn the true
history of a research into an empiricist interpretation earmarked for publication.
but the “situational” set of values and practices surfaces not only in confidential
interviews. According to Gilbert and Mulkay, this repertoire, though excluded
from publications, makes itself felt at scientific events (such as public interven-
tions) and actually predominates in informal discussions. Moreover, the incon-
sistency of the two repertoires is often a butt of scientific jokes, such as an iron-
ic remark by one of Gilbert’s and Mulkay’s respondents: “...There are strong
individuals in the field who want to interpret everything in terms of their theo-
ries... of course, those are the other guys, not us... We’re interpreting it even, bal-
anced [general laughter]... The other ones are the ones who are doing that.”21

The difference between the ethos and real behavior, norms and antinorms,
empiricist and situational repertoires can be explained in terms of distinctions
between the desirable and desired values (hofstede). The former is about what
scientists think should take place in science, the latter is about the orientations
that really guide them in the process of work: they do feel the discrepancy but do
not become cynical. More often than not, a conduct that is at odds with the norms
is interpreted as a forced reaction and justified by the imperfection of science.

A Scientist’s Social Roles and 
Cultural Practices

values related to both “repertoires” are implemented as scientists perform
their professional role which, as Merton believes, falls into four main compo-
nents prevailing at this or that stage in a scientific career: researcher, teacher,
administrator and “gatekeeper” (expert). he emphasizes that in an overwhelm-
ing majority of cases a scientist’s status is not determined by one single role and
represents a certain role combination. The relations within it are not permanent
and may change.

The centerpiece is the investigating role, because it is its performance that
secures an inflow of new ideas. Merton writes: “...if there were no scientific
investigation, there would be no new knowledge to be transmitted through the
teaching role, no need to allocate resources for investigation, no research orga-
nization to administer, and no new flow of knowledge for gatekeepers to regu-
late.”22 Accordingly, researchers enjoy most respect in the scientific community,
although this is not always reflected in the allocation of powers and resources.
We should refer to their practices not only the direct scientific methods that are
to the greatest extent independent of national cultural specifics, but also the
approaches to choosing and substantiating r&D projects; schemata used to
inform colleagues of research results as they write articles, address conferences,
participate in debates, etc.; the accepted quotation rules; the rules for forming a
list of authors to be mentioned; acknowledgments, etc. in this case, the existence
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of national specifics is predetermined by the speech practices that naturally
depend on the language to which they belong.

The linguistic practices are also involved in the teaching role performed not
only in the course of the educational process but also in the context of teacher—
student research relations. While cooperating with postgraduate students, assis-
tants, and junior research fellows, a senior researcher facilitates their instruction
by his own example and critical guidance rather than by direct lecturing. This
area may display certain national cultural specifics linked to the “power dis-
tance,” a parameter identified by hofstede. comparing the educational systems
of countries with a low power distance indicator (english-speaking and scandi-
navian countries) with those with a high power distance indicator (countries in
southeast Asia and east europe), he notes that in the latter, “the educational
process is highly personalized: especially in more advanced subjects at universi-
ties, what is transferred is seen not as impersonal ‘truth,’ but as the personal wis-
dom of the teacher.” Given a low power distance indicator, “the educational
process is rather impersonal; what is transferred are ‘truths’ or ‘facts’ that exist
independently of this particular teacher.”23

A power distance level has the greatest impact on the administrative role,
which a scientist may assume both episodically by sitting on academic boards,
committees, etc., and permanently by filling director, dean and other positions.
Merton’s remark that, from the point of view of scientific career, the transition
from research to administrative status can be perceived as a step down is more
characteristic of countries with a low power distance level: in these cultures, it is
held that a privileged status within one type of activity must not be extended to
other spheres; moreover, a person who has excelled in some area is not expect-
ed to demonstrate the same high performance in others. Accordingly, a scientist
leaving research for an administrative job is regarded as someone who has given
up a key role in science and this reversal may be judged as a demotion. in cul-
tures with a high power distance level, on the contrary, a person in a high place
is expected to be successful in all areas and a successful scientist’s acceptance of
an administrative position is perceived as a logical continuation of his career not
detrimental to his status as a researcher; an administrator, at the same time, is
expected to be competent as a researcher and able to confirm this by scientific
degrees, publications, membership in scientific societies, etc.

The “gatekeeper” role is closely associated with the administrative role, but
it is aimed solely at promoting scientific knowledge and has little to do with
administration or managerial practices. The “gatekeepers” display their influence
in the following areas of science: first, they estimate the potential of candidates
for scientific positions and thereby determine the inflow, mobility and distribution
of research personnel; second, editors and reviewers at scientific journals decide
whether or not to publish articles, monographs, etc., and, in this sense, shape a
system of knowledge; third, experts decide on various forms of funding, includ-
ing prizes, scholarships, grants, and so on. it is in the latter case that the influence
of a national culture may be displayed most graphically: in considering a bid, an
expert has to evaluate, not the results, but only the plans of research teams and the
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inevitable lack of information in this case compels the expert to fill in the gap by
using his “cultural toolkit.” in cultures with a high power distance indicator, there
will be a focus on the bidder’s formal status: his scientific degrees and titles may
be regarded not only as the recognition of his achievements in the past but also as
a guarantee that he is able to achieve outstanding results in the future.

values influence all components of the research role simultaneously, while
each of these includes its own complex of practices. Moreover, the latter are an
element most amenable to outside observation, something that facilitates their
study. but the widely used sociological approach based on a comparison of prac-
tices characteristic of different cultures and identification of their links with eco-
nomic, political and other factors external in relation to culture is insufficient
from the point of view of explaining their stability in a highly volatile social
environment. This stability can be regarded as an indication that the social prac-
tices are psychologically determined, with both their psychological representa-
tions (in hofstede, these are symbols, heroes and rituals) and their related values
capable of being seen as the determinants. of course, this view should not be
accepted as the only possible explanation but it can be recognized as the main
one from the psychological point of view. This standpoint is conveyed by Andrey
yurevich: “Without asking, which of the views on the main vector determining
the man—society system is more ‘correct,’ let alone represents ‘the only correct’
attitude, a question that reminds one of the egg-or-hen puzzle and looks particu-
larly absurd in postnonclassical science, one should still note that each sociohu-
manitarian discipline creates a hierarchical vertical in this system and the verti-
cal characteristic of psychology reverses the traditional views on the basis and
the superstructure. According to the hierarchy of realities predominant in psy-
chological science, human psychology is the basis, while what happens in soci-
ety is the superstructure, which is equivalent to referring psychology to the
“basic,” not “superstructural” sociohumanitarian disciplines.”24

This point of view warrants a hypothesis that the scientific community’s
practices are shaped by values shared by its members who generate them under
the influence of two value systems simultaneously—the world science and a
national culture, which in the process of professional training merge into a
national scientific research culture. The value element of this culture proves
more stable by comparison with the culture’s practices. The correctness of this
assumption could be assessed on the basis of material derived from the history
of the two russian societal overhauls in the 20th century—the 1917 october rev-
olution and the socioeconomic formation change in 1991. These transformations
were accompanied by a powerful push to replace old research practices by new
ones which, however, did not lead to the metamorphosis of the russian scientif-
ic community. symbolizing this stability is the russian Academy of sciences,
which in both cases was the main target for the radical reformers—in 1917, as a
community of “class alien specialists” unprepared to accept the new order, and
in 1991, as an institution incapable of transitioning to the market economy.
Despite the political pressure, however, the Academy retained its main organiza-
tional principles and its role as the main center of scientific life.
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Conclusion

With account taken of these examples, culture can be seen as a system of
practices and values possessing common features with the personal “attitudes—
behavior” system. changes within this system are explained by the cognitive dis-
sonance concept. influenced by external reasons, behavior may well be at odds
with the attitudes but later this will entail either a change in the attitudes, or a
search for explanations of the problem actions, which make it possible to restore
a semblance of consistent behavior. The same can be said for the introduction in
society of new practices discordant with the values of culture, which compel
either a change in these values or a realization that these actions are forced or
erroneous, with the values remaining intact.

cultural psychologist David cohen believes that detailed characterizations
of situations, in which psychological and sociocultural phenomena are studied,
might be more productive than hasty attempts to involve these phenomena in
cause and effect relations. The accumulation of this descriptive material may
facilitate the making of well-substantiated hypotheses on interconnections
between, for example, certain values of a culture, on the one hand, and stability
or rejection of certain practices, on the other.

comparing research practices of the scientific community before and after
the turning points in russia’s 20th-century history, defining the sociopsycholog-
ical characteristics of russian science as well as practices and values contribut-
ing to its stability can be, as we see it, important vectors in studying russian
research culture. The just suggested pattern of culture involving isolation of its
formal and informal components may also be used in comparative studies aimed
at comparing russian and foreign scientific research practices and can general-
ly play an important role in identifying the specific features of russian science
and evaluating them. This evaluation would make it possible to establish, to what
extent they hamper successful development or, on the contrary, can serve as the
basis for new achievements.
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The Discourse of Winners and 
Losers in Russian Transformations

Yelena DANILOVA

The theme of winners and losers is clearly articulated at times of cardinal
change. The question of “winning” or “losing” in postsocialist countries is a
fairly speculative one because it does not so much reflect objective processes as
imposes interpretations; the framework for interpretations is set by the prevail-
ing discourse. The purport of this article is to construct “winners” and “losers”
as a result of russian transformations. This is always a very sensitive theme for
the self-identification of people in the countries where social and economic
reforms take place. being a “winner” is one thing, but nobody wants to be “a
loser.” “Winners and losers” is an ideological construct which influences peo-
ple’s identity and behavior and creates ideas about success. This dichotomy is
placed in the sphere of the struggle for symbolic dominance or classification
power,1 and is established in public space by various ideological sides thus
maintaining the discourse. The expert community, social scientists, above all
economists and sociologists, have played a major role in maintaining the dis-
course.

Long live material and individual success! For all the complexity of the pic-
ture and twists and turns in the development of events one has to admit that
neoliberal ideas permeated the reformist movements in russia and other east
european countries which have joined the global market system. The reforms
being conducted clearly reveal a dominant ideological idea2 in spite of the appar-
ent political pluralism of ideologies. one cannot help noticing the changes in the
mass consciousness, especially in the new generations, and these changes, as a
rule, have to do with values.

Without going into the details of the political and economic content of the
neoliberal doctrine let us note some points that are important for this article. The
neoliberal concept of man in a free market posits a “self-sufficient individual”
who is in control of his life and can establish relations with others like him. The
problems and setbacks, for example unemployment or poverty, are seen as the
result exclusively of not trying hard enough and not having enough entrepre-
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neurial prowess (not enough effort and money invested in one’s human capital,
for example in upgrading one’s education and health) without any reference to
the shortcomings of the social system.

The simplest thing that citizens have learned during the years of reform is
the principles of distinguishing “winners” and “losers.” Material well-being is
the sole criterion of success. if one adds the principles of “here and now” and
“winner takes all” one gets the picture of success strategies in russia at the turn
of the 20th and 21st centuries.

The “winner takes all” principle has spread to all the spheres of life. Typi-
cally, it is associated with economic success. The conventional wisdom is that
this principle creates a competitive environment in the economy, boosts effi-
ciency in all spheres, stimulates innovation by encouraging inventiveness and
hard work. it is assumed that the adoption of this principle significantly raises
the living standards because the poor and middle strata increase consumption.
Thus, neoliberal ideologists maintain that this principle is built into the ontology
of the variable sum game, i.e., a game in which everyone is the winner.

however, in russia this principle is embodied in simplified forms and in a
conflict ontology because there is the other side to the construct, namely, “the
loser.” This dichotomy immediately acquires the function of a classification
scheme and the principle becomes a typical instance of the zero sum game. The
losers, the flip side of the coin, are a very important part of the classification
reproduced in public and socioscientific milieus roughly in the following logic:
in this discourse the “winners” are those who instantly cracked the code of the
mode of functioning of the free market. Those who have “won” typically had
better starting conditions, abilities and means, greater social and cultural capital
and were better integrated into networks. That is why they have “won.” in the lit-
erature such groups have been referred to as “resource,” “modernized” and
“advanced.”3 but it is not only the case that some people succeeded and others
did not in the complicated socioeconomic conditions. interpretations of the
“winners” that arose in public space imputed “progressive” features to these win-
ners. it is assumed that such individuals pose no problems for reforms. by con-
trast, it is widely believed that “progressive” traits cannot be prevalent among
those who have proved to be unfit, uneducated, “not modern” and unable to
adapt themselves. “Losers” are constructed as “others.” The losers have only
themselves to blame. This kind of discourse helps the winners to legitimize the
current state of affairs that enables them to feel themselves to be winners.

There is yet another important consideration. success depends on many fac-
tors, but the emerging hegemony associates it only with material and individual
achievements. The material basis of success is given pride of place. it is practi-
cally the only factor that determines success and many other aspects of life, it is
self-sufficient, as witnessed by the laments of contemporaries4 about a compul-
sive striving for material success and by many surveys where income is the key
criterion based on which people consider themselves to be winners/losers. Many
studies have revealed a rigorous link between success and support for reforms
and material well-being5; and studies of work values have revealed the greater
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importance of material incentives compared to any others.6 in that respect rus-
sia differs significantly from other countries.

The “winner takes all” thesis is intertwined with marketing technologies and
is reflected in advertising slogans: “Take everything from life,” “you deserve it,”
“believe in yourself,” “you can do it,” etc. comparative studies show that rus-
sians, especially young russians, set great store by a sense of personal dignity
and embrace the values of self-assertion. The values of caring for others and of
responsibility are less widespread.7 From the results of the surveys, the “win-
ners” have higher personal ambitions and drive for self-assertion, but are less
concerned about honesty and responsibility by comparison with the “losers.”8

The nature of success is highly individualized. Many surveys reveal that the bulk
of the russian population relies only on their own efforts in achieving success,
this is particularly true of successful groups and young people, even though they
still expect the “nanny state” to help them.

opposed to the winner in the quest for material success is the loser. The win-
ner’s sense of superiority goes hand in hand with the loser’s sense of social envy
(ressentiment). it is not only lack of material success that generates a sense of
ressentiment. Leonid ionin, following nietzsche, defines ressentiment as envy of
the others’ success. More precisely, “it is the success of the other that i perceive
as my humiliation.”9 in his opinion, ressentiment is today widespread in “soci-
eties that live in the mode of comparison,” other states of deprivation (moral,
status-, age- and territory-related) may create a sense of “losing” when the per-
son has no respect for his occupation, his past, the place where he/she lives. it is
believed that the state of deprivation is characteristic of the generations social-
ized under the soviet regime. radical reformers hoped that such generations
would die away to be replaced by new generations for whom ressentiment is
alien. but unfortunately, the reproduction of “winners” and “losers” continues.
The task of the prevalent discourse consists in legitimizing social inequality.

The individual and material nature of success that lies at its basis indirectly
serves this purpose. if you do not possess the required qualities, are a poor work-
er and have no abilities, you are stuck in your past and you are yourself to blame
for your position of “loser” (this english word has become part and parcel of
post-soviet vocabulary).

The role of social scientists in shaping the discourse. The reforms in russia
and eastern europe are inevitably perceived as ambiguous and call for theoreti-
cal interpretation. “knowledge bearing people” as a rule try to objectivize phe-
nomena through adequate classification because they consider that a new order
will inevitably be created.

Antonio Gramsci believed that the intellectuals have the leading role in
establishing hegemony.10 hegemony means cultural dominance, it forms the
social and moral language, “common sense,” the concept of reality that predom-
inates informing with its spirit diverse modes of thinking. We believe the struc-
tural-activist position of bruno Latour and Michel Foucault is more interesting.
While Gramsci ascribed a special role to open civil structures in establishing
hegemony, Latour stressed the role of closed networking relations and network
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organization of the “bearers of knowledge.”11 As a result of concrete actions of
agents, networks of discursive relations are built up, agents are built into them
through the support of colleagues, public explanatory activities, discussions,
conferences, research financing, etc. network links mobilize resources and, in
Latour’s opinion, it is the discursive relations networks that reproduce and spread
institutional forms.

such networks of the “bearers of knowledge” are constituted by the acade-
mic, expert milieu and the people surrounding it. proceeding from the premises
of Latour, Johanna bockman and Gil eyal have revealed the mechanism of the
spread of the neoliberal ideology in some postsocialist countries,12 which had a
strong network of liberal economists at the start of reforms. The authors attribute
the success of neoliberalism not to the pressure of international organizations, the
wish to copy and imitate, not to the need to be recognized by financial institu-
tions and not to the vigorous efforts on the part of America to impose its norms
and rules on passive recipients in eastern europe, but to the mechanisms of net-
work structures in the intellectual sphere. even before 1989 there emerged inter-
national network structures through which neoliberal ideas penetrated postso-
cialist countries; the actions of the parties were easily coordinated and agreed.
The dialogue among them had begun during the cold War years; the reformers,
many of whom were engaged in this dialogue, did not only embrace the neolib-
eral ideas of reforms, but became active promoters of these ideas on the nation-
al and global levels. Thanks to their influence neoliberal ideas and recommen-
dations were quickly taken on board in the countries of eastern europe after
1989. neoliberalism seized the normative positions there before the iMF com-
mitted the power of its institutions to support specific ways of reformation.

The new field of the study of transformations in the early 1990s adopted that
general approach. in poland, for example, the study by sociologists of postso-
cialist transformations was intertwined with the targets of the neoliberal political
agenda of bridging the “civilization gap” that had risen under socialism.13 The
polish author Tomacz Zaricki says that neoliberal capitalism is inevitable
because any alternative left-wing ideologies are still strongly associated with the
failure of the soviet project.14

sociological interpretations have exerted a measure of ideological influence.
The polish sociologist Michal buchowski speaks about the black-and-white
logic of the arguments of intellectuals and political leaders at the start of reforms,
a logic that many regard as an axiom to this day. he cites the words of piotr
sztompka: “communism has contributed to cynicism, nepotism, collectivism,
egalitarianism and a diffuse individual responsibility; to the prevalence of a
sense of impotence and even a kind of mystical attitude to fate. on the contrary,
under capitalism we see the triumph of individualism, realism, efficiency, free-
dom of creativity, individual subjectness and responsibility, and this future-ori-
ented society requires social engagement along with democracy.”15 The black-
and-white logic was particularly prominent in many such texts in the 1990s.

one can easily discern the familiar strategy of accusing from “the victims of
reforms” and revealing the features that are supposed to be the cause of their own
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failures. boris yeltsin made very similar observations. in the russian literature,
Mikhail chernysh notes,16 the ideas of a “good proprietor” go hand in hand with
the description of “an inefficient common soviet man.” The question suggests
itself why the losers—the poor people, as well as teachers, military men, peas-
ants and workers—are branded and constructed as others. The creation of the
“inferior categories” of people is an intellectual process that shares this logic and
mode of thinking and legitimizes the political practice and policy. There are sev-
eral grounds for this. on the one hand, intellectuals thereby seek to distance
themselves from the “losers” and join the camp of winners, and, on the other
hand, to urge the need to re-educate the losers. The losers must be disciplined in
accordance with the ideas of a new “normality.”17

The neoliberal discourse sets the task of fostering a homo economicus
instead of the homo soveticus. The bolsheviks in their time set themselves essen-
tially similar tasks. At the time the work of the research community was geared
to bringing up the new man, “the builder of communism,” who works for soci-
ety, embraces the higher collective interests. Today the projects of the ideologi-
cal makeup seek to educate a new man, a generation of independent people, not
“free riders” who are efficient and enterprising. To motivate the population to be
independent and responsible is an important but extremely difficult task. hopes
were pinned on the figure of the owner and entrepreneur. but “the new man” is
not automatically born as reforms are implemented. Many russian experts have
seen a failure of their expectations: “contrary to expectations an overnight
process of getting rid of soviet poverty and humiliation, impotence and unfree-
dom, a sense of inferiority and duality did not happen.”18

in public and academic discourse mentality, “character” and “culture” also
are invoked to explain the failures of reforms, slow growth of efficiency, poor
competition and work motivation. This brings up the eternal question, “who is
to blame” for reforms stalling and going the wrong way; one of the obvious
and old answers is that “we have the wrong kind of people.” The words “cul-
turally backward, not modern, uncivilized” have penetrated not only academ-
ic but also public discourse. in russia, in addition to the endless talk on the
east-West theme the reflection has again strengthened on the worthless
“other,” on losers constantly produced by the people. buchowski believes that
the maneuvers of intellectuals addressed to economic liberalism and the advo-
cates of the theory of modernization have several typical characteristics that
lead to the kind of discourse in which entire peoples and territories may end up
being included in the category of losers. he also notes the condescending tone
of these writings. in russia the same logic is applied to the human material
inherited from the soviet era. There is an entire body of russian studies of the
mentality of the population and values as an important factor and main brake
on the reforms under way which have long been noted by writers on cultural,
political and social topics.

“Demoralized and orphaned victims of the past” have to assimilate new
standards, change their mentality if they are to join the progressive part of
humanity. otherwise they will remain “uncivilized” and they would have only
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themselves to blame.”19 Any failure is attributed to their “mentality”. one may
cite the telltale results of the european social study (ess)20: “To educate rus-
sian society to be open to change and to be considerate of other people and nature
a long-term cultural policy is needed comparable in scale of the tasks to the ‘pro-
gram of progressive cultural change’ formulated by Lawrence harrison.”21 one
often finds in these texts attempts to classify the population into “advanced” or
“backward” groups, groups that are ready and not ready for modernization.22

Many write about an alleged cultural inadequacy of russians: “... a very popular
myth has it that russians are passive. That is wrong... russians are aggressively
immobile.”23 Another paradoxical statement is that “russian culture has criti-
cally lost its effectiveness. entertaining and articulating this knowledge is
taboo.”24 The studies of “the soviet man” and his values have been a vast and
independent area of knowledge, and value studies are popular today because
reformers stress the idea of the relationship between culture and the possibilities
of modernization.

All this is rather the result not of purposeful theorizing, but of spontaneous-
ly following the hegemony that reveals features of “orientalism” (the term intro-
duced by edward said,25 refers to a set of discursive practices with the help of
which the West constructs the other, i.e., the east) and naïve social Darwinism.
one can go along with buchowski that the logic of dichotomy renders the schol-
ars blind to the fact that the objects they approve or stigmatize, like themselves,
are the products of the historical process in which they are all involved.

it is important to note that these ideas are neither true nor false. Their
strength lies in constructing and interpreting social differences. but one has to
bear in mind that people are not “frozen” in the shape of homo soveticus but
change in the course of daily practices, interpret them and constantly update
them. The so-called “losers” are not the victims of their own mentality and
habits, their position is the result of the transformations and consequences of
globalizing and structural processes.

Who resists reforms more in practice? There is no doubt that large-scale
reforms meet with resistance. in addition to sociological interpretations that
stress that the population is not prepared for reforms “mentally” there are the
opinions of economists on the same matter. The first and earliest opinion links
the stalling/failure of reforms with the resistance of the “losers,” who resent
change. The second (the so-called “capture of the state” theory) blames the fail-
ure of reforms on the winners.

robert kaufman and stephan haggard thus present their argument. The bur-
den of market reforms—, for example, the reduction of subsidies, freezing and
delays in the payment of wages, elimination of trade protectionism, cuts in social
spending, etc.—is attributed to the activities of certain groups; the possible
advantages of reforms—social benefits, a stable currency, reduced budget deficit
and reduced inflation—are distributed in a diffuse manner. The groups of losers
during the course of reform have more incentives to organize themselves against
reforms whereas the winners find themselves in the trap of the “logic of collec-
tive action.” They are unable to move reforms forward in the direction and on a
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scale that they desire because “selfish” individuals do not exert efforts towards
achieving common goals unless there is external coercion compelling them to do
so, or else, the group itself is diffuse. Thus, in order to start moving reforms for-
ward, a powerful, autonomous and cohesive state is needed. such a state is bet-
ter able to protect reform against the pressure of the organized losers.26 in that
sense the countries of eastern europe and russia are examples of reforms initi-
ated from the top and implemented by the state. however, the snags involved in
this approach are great and difficult to circumnavigate.

Another line of reasoning draws attention to the emergence of patron-client
mechanisms. Joel hellman draws attention to the concrete results of reforms. his
observations boil down to this: in eastern europe the market reforms are more
likely to produce strong “concentrated” winners and weak “diffuse” losers, and
not vice versa, contrary to the opinion of kaufman and haggard.

one feature of societies in transition from a planned to a market economy is
“rent-seeking” connected with the development of patron-client relations. Mar-
ket reforms are aimed at gradually separating the state from the economy. Dur-
ing the course of this process the sequence of reforms offers opportunities of
deriving rent everywhere. At various points in the implementation of reforms
there is always an economic and temporary “profit margin.” For example, liber-
alization of prices without matching progress in access to the market or in liqui-
dation of monopolies has enabled some producers to earn monopoly rent. it takes
more time to develop new rules and a new system than to stop the application of
old ones, which makes rent inevitable. interest rates can be changed more quick-
ly than commercial banks capable of evaluating credit applications can be creat-
ed. restrictions on internal trade can be imposed faster than the mechanisms of
compliance with contracts.27 in other words, the simple fact that transition
requires time already contributes to the spread of rent-seeking behavior support-
ed by the emerging patron-client networks.

in hellman’s opinion, the state in the transitional period needs not only to
protect its autonomy from the pressure of losing groups. even more importantly
it must protect itself from the growing pressure of the groups of “winners” who
have formed patron-client networks. Mechanisms of control of government on
the part of society are needed. but that is another problem which has been on
russia’s agenda for centuries. A similar position is taken by hector schamnis,28

who has studied the experience of Latin America. he examines how the market
reforms in these countries “turned” into a headlong race for rent and comes to
the conclusion, again challenging kaufmann and haggard, that the process of
market reform is not promoted by an autonomous and isolated state; on the con-
trary, the state has been taken over by ruling socioeconomic groups.

The explanations considered above complement one another. but as far as
russia is concerned the picture presented by the two last mentioned authors is
more plausible. The russian situation has pronounced features of the second
model: the “consolidated” winners who have captured the state: a strong
administrative class, the prevalence of informal rules and weak market mech-
anisms. reforms are obstructed not so much by the organized groups of losers
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as by the patron-client networks of “winners” who seek rent from partial
reforms.

The development of the Russian transformations and discourse. The net-
works of winners and the networks of “bearers of knowledge” are interconnect-
ed. each power group is linked with its own network of the “bearers of knowl-
edge” that legitimizes its position. The hegemony of neoliberalism in the official
ideological rhetoric in modern russia is strongly disguised. in russia one con-
stantly hears the “mantra” about the social state. russian capitalism is like a two-
faced Janus: neoliberal reforms are conducted by the state administrative class
and the oligarchy, but under the guise of the social state.29 This combination
manifests itself in a “bubble-like,” speculative policy that is a derivative of illu-
sions and dogmas. The first illusion entertained by part of the ruling economic
elite is that the neoliberal model is successful and that the market can solve all
the social and economic problems. The points is that the majority of the ruling
elite lives on redistribution of the state budget and support of state companies,
while market conditions and mechanisms are rudimentary; however, the dogma
of “effectiveness of the market” is not questioned and forms the basis of the
rhetoric that sets the goals of reforms.

The other illusion feeds into the faith of the population in its paternalistic
state which takes care of social well-being. The social component is invariably
presented in official rhetoric as the basis of the state’s policy; the constitution
which declares the state to be a social state is invoked. in reality social support
is in many ways a simulation, with the population getting small increases of pen-
sions and benefits while the lion’s share of government money goes to support
state companies. social spending has diminished during the years of reforms,
even in recent years the increase of social benefits has fallen short of the share
of the budget that goes for social needs in welfare countries.

both theories are part of the official discourse. Gramsci introduced the con-
cept of transformismo, whereby the ideas of counter-ideology can be coopted
into the predominant or hegemonistic ideology in order to diminish the power of
counter-ideologies. examples in point are the Greens or the anti-globalist move-
ments whose ideas are being absorbed into the neoliberal idea of globalization.
The concept of “sustainable development” means that societies should enjoy
rapid economic development without damaging the environment or upsetting the
ecological balance. This has become the mainstream idea taken on board, for
example, by the World bank, to describe the development of market forces and
free enterprise.30 Another example is the idea of social justice borrowed by the
governing party in russia from left-wing movements, or the appearance of the
liberal platform within that party.31 The governing party in general is noted for
its capacity to absorb the ideas of the opposition, thus weakening it, in order to
preserve the social status quo.

Metaphorically speaking, the exploitation of “bubbles” (speculative ideas) in
official discourse introduces confusion into people’s minds. Any protest initia-
tives that awaken the healthy forces and popular activity are dampened or turned
into a farce because of discrepancies in the views of representatives of various



ideologies. As a result russia today has a weak economic liberalization, a weak
social security system, but a strong administrative class which definitely stands
to gain from the existing social order, a fact that the population is aware of.

resistance to liberal reforms comes precisely from the “winners,” and not
from the “losers” described as inherently unfit for reforms. The burden of change
is redistributed in such a way that its main share is borne by the most vulnerable
groups of the population. The losers were unlikely to seriously challenge reforms
not only because there were not enough resources and “energy of the masses” to
organize at the initial period of reforms, but also because large sections of the
population remain psychologically demoralized, demobilized and apathetic.
These are the consequences of the discourse that treats entire social strata as
worthless “losers,” stigmatizing and marginalizing them. As a result the groups
of losers passively accept the roles prescribed by the hegemony. This is part of
the reason for the apathy and passivity that are constantly being cited.32 The
authorities have taken advantage of this condition: ostensibly to protect “the
weak and naive” citizens “still unprepared for democracy” from the dishonest
and criminalized candidates to elective office they abolished, for example, the
elections of governors. in recent years even successful groups are increasingly
uncomfortable and vaguely discontented because the limits of growth and rules
of the game that have been set are at odds with the principles of the market econ-
omy and the principles of the social state. The real winners appear to be not the
successful groups but only the representatives of the administrative class.

These winners are interested only in partial reforms. They gravitate towards
each other creating their own social capital and networks, a code of success
based not on competition, as commanded by the market, but on relationships that
yield rent. The patron-client networks need closed structures and not market
competition. These anti-structures impede modernization and challenge the logic
of competitive relations. They turned out to be a factor that substantially changed
the direction of reforms in russia.33 incidentally, from the start of reforms the
stake was put on rapid privatization and not on the development of a competitive
environment like in other postsocialist countries and in china.34

Although the neoliberal ideas about the basic conditions of social success do
not correspond to the real foundations of success in russian society, the dis-
course of the winners and losers is still key to the social and political life in rus-
sia. The intellectual efforts to apportion the blame, coupled with the traditions of
the russian intelligentsia of revealing the “soul of the people” and its imperfec-
tions, contribute to social disunity. it is hard to imagine such a large amount of
texts and studies devoted to undesirable features of the American, French or the
people of any other Western country.

The discourse of winners and losers tends to dissociate and confirm oppos-
ing values in mass consciousness. A game with a limited sum, like in the past,
remains the prevalent ontological principle in assessing present-day reality in
russia. The argument of course is between different sides which reproduce the
discourse and perpetuate the confrontation. in the mass media and in the blo-
gosphere this takes the form of mutual recriminations and slang expressions that
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brand winners and losers. on the one hand, there are the sovki (slang for “peo-
ple with soviet mentality”), “losers,” “mildew,” “small fry,” “hamsters,” “the
sweaty lot,” “pimply scum,” “dregs” and “the herd.” And on the other hand,
there are “majors,” “progressors,” “liberasts,” “luxury,” etc.

impoverishment, differentiation of incomes and marginalization are consid-
ered to be natural states at the times of radical transformations. The objective
state is aggravated by the subjective state. even those who objectively are not
outcasts feel themselves to be on the margins of society. psychologically mar-
ginalized individuals are known to be more inclined to support authoritarian
leaders and “strong fist” regimes which offer populist recipes and solutions to the
situation in which these people feel themselves to be on the margins, and hold
out the promise for them to occupy a worthy place in society.

The discourse at the start of the reforms was based on the conviction that
any social losses are acceptable if they keep at bay the threat of the revival of
the soviet system. Today there are clear signs of nostalgia for the soviet past in
public rhetoric and politics. vladimir putin has been gradually changing public
rhetoric in the populist spirit, which met the expectations of part of the popula-
tion. For many, such rhetoric restored recognition and a sense of dignity. As a
sign of gratitude... putin is reelected. rhetoric and language, pandering to the
people, restoring the rituals and symbols of the soviet era have also helped him
to win the elections. The comparatively high approval rating of the president
opened up new opportunities for increasing the authoritarian character of
power.

The discourse that claims that the people are not fit for reforms could not
but, on the one hand, provide the basis for legitimization of the already con-
temptuous attitude of the elites to the populace. on the other hand, it strength-
ened the case for the authoritarian regime; and because subjective marginaliza-
tion of large sections of the population had begun back in the 1990s, the 2000s
saw a growing ressentiment among citizens brought up on egalitarian values. not
surprisingly, part of the population is looking to the authoritarian regime.

There is another important consideration. The winners always provide mod-
els for imitation, models of success. The established hegemony created the legit-
imacy of material success per se, no matter how it has been achieved. conspic-
uous consumption is especially widespread in russia. The winners demonstrate
their success and the media publicize it. Leonid ionin writes about the particular
arrogance of the rich in russia. rather than hiding their wealth they, “on the con-
trary, deliberately set themselves up as targets for the media.” This cannot but
give rise, on the one hand, to sentiments similar to ressentiment feelings, and on
the other, the wish to imitate them. The author points out that when the masses
are angry “the blame should not be put on the media or the common people... it
is the rich who parade their quick success that are to blame.”35 one has to make
it clear that the discourse that encourages conspicuous consumption and tempts
people with the image of the “winner” is also to blame.

As a result the winners have nothing in common with what liberal ideas and
values are all about. nor does the image of winners meet the market ideals. The
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reason is that winners and losers were not identified during the course of com-
petition. Many market reforms are still theoretical and have nothing but a new
language. Truly market practices in post-soviet russia are extremely rare. in the
opinion of oleg kharkhordin,36 this happened with the term “social” that was a
soviet-era cliché, when after the revolution people, who were still traditionally
steeped in social estate and religious ideas, found themselves caught up in the
machine of soviet cultural practices. before the revolution people knew the old
“community” (rural community, in russian obshchina) and in the soviet times
the new “soviet public activists” but not “society” in the british or French inter-
pretation. At that time everything was “social” and today, by analogy, without
really being exposed to the evolving market practices, everything has become
“pro-market.” ideological ideas set the tone of interpretations. but the practices
and the a posteriori results may be a far cry from the essence of the theoretical
model. in the same logic, “winners” and “losers” do not correspond to the mar-
ket essence of the neoliberal model.

And one more thing. imitating winners is a natural impulse. The identity of
a winner is tempting because “the winner takes all.” everybody wants to join the
winners and hates to be a loser. That classification is also appealing because it
feeds into the imitation mechanism. Many have written about the power of the
imitative attitude to another. rené Girard writes that a person is under the spell
of the enemy.37 The more the other insults you (or ignores and thus insults) the
more important place he will occupy in the world of the “insulted.” The popula-
tion is mesmerized by the image of the current winners, it sees oligarchs and
bureaucrats as enemies, but in reality it seeks to imitate them.

it is worth mentioning the role of the intellectuals some of whom as a rule
gravitate towards the winners. For all the critical approach to the authorities
they unwittingly imitate the winners, distancing themselves from the losers
(“the masses”) by creating classification schemes and interpreting their obser-
vations. “The present-day world of the intellectuals’ consciousness reveals the
same fascination with the enemy: fascination with power and the embodiment
of that power by one person—putin... the “liberal” intelligentsia is mesmerized
by putin and the conservatives and the left are mesmerized by the liberals... All
of them think that they are concerned about russia, but in reality they think
about one another. it is the same mechanism: people think a lot more about
putin than about the problems that should be engaging their minds as responsi-
ble citizens.”38

Conclusion. in the ideological context of russian transformation neoliberal
content forms the basis of interpretations and the distinction between winners
and losers. in accordance with the distorted idea of the “survival of the fittest” it
leans heavily towards material and individual success. The discourse of winners
and losers involves ideological legitimization of social inequality and the social
order that emerged in the process of russia’s transformation. it simplifies and
reduces to a dichotomy the diverse social phenomena and impedes the under-
standing of the complex processes of economic and social dynamics. it is notable
that social scientists also reproduce that symbolic social hierarchy.
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in recent years, the problem of human capital has attracted the attention of
russian and foreign researchers. human capital refers to society’s main
resource: people, without whom social and economic life is impossible. At the
same time, there are different (and sometimes opposite) views on how to define,
measure and assess human capital. There are also different views on how to
maintain and build this capital, how to use it to the best advantage, and how to
get people to take a real interest in increasing it.

These and other questions related to human capital in modern russia are
examined in depth and detail in a new book by natalya pliskevich (2012). she
wrote it based on the results of years of research and reflection on the sociocul-
tural aspects of russian economic reforms and the transformation of russian
society. What is human capital in modern russia and what role can it play in the
modernization of the country and the solution of numerous problems? before
considering the answers to these questions, the author tries to find out whether
the concept of “human capital” is a strictly scientific category or whether it is a
kind of metaphor. if this concept is recognized as a metaphor, will this mean that
a scientific study of such metaphors is deficient or altogether impossible? More-
over, can human capital be weighed and measured from every angle using vari-
ous quantitative indicators or will there always be something that can only be
considered based on so-called qualitative research methods? n. pliskevich con-
vincingly shows the limitations of a restricted approach to the concept of “human
capital.”

As a rule, quantitative methods of measuring human capital dominate in eco-
nomic and sociological studies. Many authors have no doubt about the exhaus-
tive completeness of their calculations and empirical measurements and regard
qualitative approaches as useless “lyrics,” evaluating human capital in terms of
how the level of education and competence helps to occupy a certain position in
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society. Moreover, some authors believe that human capital should generate
profit because otherwise it is not capital.

n. pliskevich argues against such views and shows that such a narrow
approach to the assessment of human capital is unacceptable. of course, she rec-
ognizes that quantitative studies are necessary for some concrete purposes, but
their authors should understand that their interpretation of data obtained based
on purely instrumental, quantitative characteristics (mainly indicators of educa-
tional level and assessments of the usefulness of knowledge and abilities, pro-
fessional skills, etc.) is tentative and does not reflect all aspects of real life.

but even a broader approach, as proposed in the human Development index
(which takes into account educational levels, GDp per capita and life expectan-
cy), cannot be considered sufficient for an adequate assessment of reality. in this
case, the analysis does not cover many aspects that are part of cultural capital
and, in effect, constitute the basis of indicators that reflect the quality of human
capital. Moreover, an indicator such as the literacy rate of the population can
hardly play a key role in the postindustrial world (russia, for example, occupies
a respectable 10th place in the world in this indicator but cannot boast of high
education standards). That is why quantitative methods can and must be supple-
mented with qualitative ones.

The author’s interest in qualitative methods is perfectly justified, as well as
her desire to interpret the concept of “human capital” as broadly as possible,
because a restricted approach to human beings and their activities tends to dis-
tort rather than clarify the true state of affairs. can one speak of the human
dimension of the economy and human capital while ignoring important things
such as cultural traditions or internal motivation? one cannot study this special
type of capital without regard to the entire flow of events that affect socioeco-
nomic behavior, the specific features of the current age, and the political context.

An assessment of human capital based on qualitative analysis can be more
accurate even if this places such capital in the category of metaphor. “such
analysis can provide a more valid basis for the subsequent interpretation of the
currently applied quantitative indicators and for the development of new ones.”1

Metaphoricity is not in conflict with economic analysis but makes it more com-
prehensive and multifaceted, more accurate and adequate to reality. For exam-
ple, Deirdre Mccloskey believes that each step in economic reasoning, even the
reasoning in the framework of the official rhetoric, is metaphoric. As a result,
metaphor plays a key role in economic thinking, however formal.2 but the defi-
nition of the “human capital” concept in itself is also very vague. When speak-
ing of human capital, Gary becker mentions, among other things, a person’s
emotional involvement,3 and Douglass c. north includes in it not only the stock
of knowledge humans possess, but also the beliefs they hold and even the insti-
tutions they create on the basis of those beliefs.4

n. pliskevich analyzes what happens to human capital in societies that have
gone through or are going through revolutionary upheavals because such
upheavals change the whole sociopolitical system, break the thread of tradition,
disrupt the habitual way of life, and change the conditions of cultural and social
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reproduction. All of this has a profound effect on human capital and its charac-
teristics.

The author puts forward an interesting idea: in revolutionary times, a part of
society’s accumulated human capital is, so to speak, “conserved,” and this
applies not only to its obsolete types, but also to perfectly viable ones that are
necessary in the new conditions. in times of revolutionary change, institutions
that ensure the functioning of viable types of human capital are destroyed or dis-
abled. such a situation also has an extremely negative (and sometimes tragic)
effect on many bearers of human capital required by society (compelling them to
change the necessary profession they love) and on the society as a whole.

The ability of human capital to realize its accumulated potential in the new
conditions will depend on whether society creates new institutions helping to
unlock this potential or “enables” the old institutions that are necessary for this.
in the modern world human capital is a “perishable good.” And the higher its
quality, the more sensitive it is to interruptions in the reproduction process and
the faster it deteriorates. in other words, aptitudes, skills and abilities that are
highly valued in one context may turn out to be useless in another context only
a few years later, not to mention the fact that they are quickly lost without use.

The current situation with human capital in russia should be assessed tak-
ing into account two factors. First, in the 20th century russian history witnessed
not one but two tectonic shifts: the revolution of 1917 and the collapse of the
soviet system in the 1990s. Today, the quality of the country’s human capital is
influenced by the consequences not only of the second, but also of the first shift.
For example, according to the russian Longitudinal Monitoring survey con-
ducted by the higher school of economics (rLMs—hse) and designed to
monitor the economic situation, education and healthcare in russia, in 2010 only
1.4% of the population were fluent in foreign languages, and in the 20-29 age
bracket the figure was 2%. in the group of executives, only 21% of respondents
said they had some knowledge of foreign languages (at “tourist” or any other
level).5

second, the “power-property” system is still dominant in the country. The
author uses this term, coined by Leonid s. vasilyev and used by a number of
other researchers such as rustem M. nureev and Anton b. runov, although this
phenomenon is also known under other names. Today we speak of the “natural
state” (versus “open access orders”) due to the popularity of the north—Wal-
lis—Weingast concept. but in all cases this means that relations in society, pri-
marily property relations, depend on one’s position in the power hierarchy. The
specifics of the situation with the formation and development of human capital
cannot be understood outside this broader context. That is why the author builds
her analysis based on the fact of domination of “power-property” relations in the
society.

in chapter Four, the author makes an interesting and detailed analysis of the
soviet period from these positions, and in chapter Five, of the current situation.
When analyzing the ability of modern russian society to address the challenges
of modernization, n. pliskevich identifies various structural types of human cap-
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ital. The leading role in modernization processes is played by elite human capi-
tal that drives innovation, but competent distributors of innovations are just as
important. people without sufficient education have a significant influence on
general modernization processes, which is why they and their children should be
provided with adequate incentives to improve their human capital and so to raise
their living standards. The author believes that unless this is done, the country’s
modernization may slow down.

When considering the formation of human capital in the current conditions,
n. pliskevich analyzes why the 20 years of the post-soviet era have not produced
the desired results, including in the economic sphere. she emphasizes that after
the revolution of 1917, no matter how one views it, there was an explosion of the
creative energy of the masses, and after the breakdown of the soviet system in
the 1990s there was only a short surge of activity and enthusiasm. in the author’s
view, one of the reasons for this is that the new institutionalization of the habit-
ual “power-property” system blocked bottom-up initiatives and prevented the
development of a civil society. in addition, the psychological discomfort associ-
ated with the rule of money has deepened in modern russia so that the bearers
of human capital spend their energy not on creative breakthroughs but on sur-
vival and on coping with psychological overstress.

in analyzing this problem, the author comes to the conclusion that the most
important thing for the development of human capital is the system of values. on
the one hand, in terms of general value preferences russians fit quite well into
the overall european picture. on the other hand, there are institutions in the
country that act as a brake on modernization impulses and the development of
human capital. These institutions are part of the “power-property” system dom-
inant in the country. This system dictates to people a rational survival strategy
involving specific social networks constructed based on a separation of admin-
istrative and natural rents. in such conditions, the individual seeks to increase the
specific social capital created on the basis of these networks.

human capital loses its priority, is suppressed by social capital, and often
acquires purely formal features. importance is now attached not to the quality of
human capital but to its formal attributes and symbols (diplomas, etc.), a fact
confirmed, among other things, by the campaign to expose mass plagiarism of
dissertations.

The author suggests a way to stimulate broad strata of the population to raise
the real and not the formal level of their human capital. According to the studies
of ronald F. inglehart,6 the role of survival values is high in all ex-communist
countries, especially in russia, which is why a review of priorities in payment
for work—so as to put a higher value on work requiring higher levels of educa-
tion—could spur the development of human capital. but so far the state’s eco-
nomic and social policy has pursued protective rather than modernization goals.
Take the budget priorities of recent years: an increase in the share of expendi-
tures on defense and industry (with a corresponding increase in the income of
people employed in these areas regardless of their qualification level) and a
decline in the share of expenditures on education, healthcare, science and culture
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(the announced pay rises in these sectors, as practice shows, have turned out to
be fictitious). At the same time, the income of government officials has been
growing, which also orients people to join the appropriate social networks and to
acquire social capital. in this situation, human capital turns out to be secondary.

n. pliskevich draws a number of important conclusions. The level of devel-
opment of human capital is “a mirror reflecting both positive and negative sig-
nals” sent to it by the socioeconomic environment. successes in the transforma-
tion of this environment, especially in the efforts to achieve genuine postindus-
trial modernization, depend to a great extent on whether the state of human cap-
ital accumulated in a society is consistent with the tasks facing this society.7 one
can agree with the author of the book that many difficulties in building human
capital are related to the still unresolved problem of the gap between the needs
of the modern economy and the institutions of the “power-property” system that
stand in its way. The prospects for the development of human capital in russia
and the country’s future depend on whether this problem is resolved in the short
term.
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This monograph by academician ivan buzdalov carries on a series of his
exploration works on topical issues of russia’s agrarian economy. The title of the
monograph reflects serious imbalances in the development of the agricultural
sector, gaps in intersectoral relations, nonobservance of parity in exchange,
including due to the outpacing growth of prices of industrial products.

A special place is taken in the book by an analysis of destructive tendencies
and macroeconomic imbalances as the causes of crises in the agroeconomic rela-
tions. notably, this analysis is retrospective in nature: the author traces the trends
of socioeconomic changes in rural areas over the period from the abolition of
serfdom in 1861 to the present day. We agree with the author’s argument about
the need to grant to the peasantry the rights equal to those of other classes of
society and to overcome the hidden imbalances in the use of labor (“pumping-
over” in the words of buzdalov). The author holds that making up for the factor
of capital deficiency with the labor factor is an erroneous policy under all polit-
ical regimes.

The author criticizes the social policy in rural areas as resulting in the
impoverishment (reduction to indigence, according to the author) of the rural
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population, labor potential degradation, dismal performance of rural demogra-
phy, decline in the quality of social and engineering infrastructures and outflows
of the able-bodied workforce from all rural areas. All this results in the decline
of the agroindustrial sector, a reduction in the output of agricultural raw materi-
als and domestic foodstuffs.

Undoubtedly, we have to recognize that russian agriculture today cannot
fully satisfy the needs of the population for foodstuffs. but a large-scale backing
of foreign producers by local governments under the rules of the World Trade
organization creates a favorable institutional field for the inflow of imported
foods to the russian market. buzdalov not only uncovers serious contradictions
in russia’s economic policy but also brings in significant statistical data to sup-
port his conclusions and proposals.

The author of the monograph consistently substantiates the need for changes
in agricultural economic policy and favors transition to a protectionist approach,
citing the example of developed countries, including those that have no fertile
soils such as russia. Most indicative is the example of israel, where, according to
the author’s data, the volume of gross agricultural production over half a century
increased 20-fold on the basis of the highest technological level of production.
Agrarian protectionism is actively used as an instrument of economic policy in the
developed countries (eU, UsA, Japan, and israel), where government subsidies
per one hectare of arable land are dozens of times greater than in russia. At that,
the size of arable land in many countries is considerably less than in russia.

but even as regards the provision of subsidies to agricultural producers,
buzdalov calls for moderation and reasonableness in order, on the one hand, to
support the growth and competitiveness of agricultural production and, on the
other, to avoid fueling parasitical sentiments in rural areas. his argument must be
recognized as being reasonable. The author examines in detail all the past and
present programs of support for farming, their advantages, disadvantages and
effects. The author points out that the goal of increasing the competitiveness of
agricultural producers is in stark contrast to the “objective features of the repro-
duction process in agriculture on a market basis, which presupposes a balanced
government policy of agrarian protectionism” (p. 14).

The book traces the evolution of land relations in agriculture. The author
adduces data on the concentration of land resources in the hands of a small group
of oligarchs in some regions (the Moscow region for one). Monopolization of
land resources is not conducive to the development of agriculture because, after
the acquisition of agricultural plots of land, they are transferred into other land
categories (for example, for individual housing construction, where their market
value is much higher).

According to the author, certain provisions of the Land code of the russian
Federation restrict the development of civilized market relations (p. 143). hav-
ing analyzed the extant systems of economic protection of land and of econom-
ic relations between the land users and landowners, buzdalov suggests taking
into account the positive experience of Denmark, Greece, norway, south korea,
the United states and other countries (p. 144).
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The author explains in detail the land rent theory and his own understanding
of the problem from the point of view of the current economic situation in the
country and the world. buzdalov offers his own set of tools of tax incentives for
a more efficient use of land (section 4.2).

in exploring the social structure of the agrarian sector, buzdalov holds that
stability is a vitally important feature of rural life. one of the factors for achiev-
ing sustainability in rural areas is, of course, the structure of the agrarian sector
as a whole and, primarily, the legal and organizational structure for agricultural
producers in the first place.

The author comes up with a rigorous scientific substantiation for the appli-
cation of the social market economy concept to agriculture (chapter vi). build-
ing upon the works of Walter eucken and Aleksandr chayanov, buzdalov pays
tribute to the cooperative movement and proves that cooperative arrangements
are friends with “profitability” (p. 230).

The book clearly links the problems of development of rural areas with the
structural elements of the agrarian economy. The author adduces convincing
proof of the need of cooperative principles for the development in agriculture.
While exploring the social structure in rural areas he shows that the work on the
land is closely linked with the social factors in the development of society as a
whole.

The last chapter contains the author’s suggestions aiming to direct changes
of the situation in the russian agrarian sector. buzdalov considers specific tools
for augmenting the agricultural sector in conjunction with its social structure,
examines the issues in improving the intersectoral and territorial division of
labor, gives suggestions for achieving sustainable agricultural development, and
suggests ways of intensification of agricultural production as the basis for further
development of the agricultural sector. Admittedly, somewhat overemotionally
but fairly the author calls on the authorities to pursue a socially oriented agricul-
tural policy and to alter the regulatory role of the government in this matter.

A significant part of buzdalov’s book is devoted to the land issue and the
modern land market problems and prospects. in russia, land is not only the basic
means of production for agriculture, but it is also a complex object in sociolegal
relations. it is from a position of understanding land versatility as an object of
study that this question is examined in the book. A detailed analysis of the exist-
ing leasing arrangements in the agricultural sector makes the author note that the
right to private ownership of land remains unregulated in russia (p. 180). That
is a rather contentious issue. As the private land ownership is concerned with
regard to agricultural areas and arable land, the following must be noted. First,
under the current conditions, given an undeveloped industrial and social infra-
structure and no proper support of agricultural producers by the government, pri-
vate land ownership may unleash plots of land speculation and profiteering. sec-
ond, private ownership of land does not appear to be the mandatory prerequisite
for the emergence of market relations (the netherlands, israel and some other
countries are examples of this). Thirdly, the experience of developed countries
shows that the civilized landowner is a product of a long evolutionary develop-
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ment, i.e., of an evolutionary process in the course of which both an adequate
mentality and the economic base are formed; the relations to property ownership
will undergo transformation in line with this process.

back in 350 bc Aristotle formulated a seemingly paradoxical idea that
“wealth does not lie in ownership but in the use of things!” This dictum has a
direct bearing on the current land-related issues. in our opinion, the most prefer-
able option in building land relations in russia is a predominantly public land
ownership. private land ownership should be made available for private person-
al subsidiary farming, horticulture and market gardening. At that, land leasing,
including long-term leasing on condition that land has to be used specifically for
agricultural farming purposes, must be widespread. The right to land acquisition
should not be obtained through the act of buying and selling as a form of alien-
ation of land ownership, but in the form of acquisition of the right to land as an
object of management for the purpose of earning an income. Land should be
regarded as an object of economic management, which does not exclude the pos-
sibility of a land market (not for purposes of acquisition of land ownership rights
but of the right to manage economic activity).

in conclusion, we note that an undoubted advantage of the monograph is the
author’s style of presentation. The text is easy to read because the author’s argu-
ments are logical and convincing. The monograph brings in extensive historio-
graphical materials and cites works of foreign and domestic scientists. With good
reason, the agrarian scientist’s monograph can be recognized as a significant
contribution to modern science.

A. Zeldner, V. Osipov
Translated by Vadim Polyakov
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Those who write about power and violence are either tempted to analyze the
mechanisms and functions of the state machine or concentrate on the victims to
stir up an emotional response from the readers caused by the primordial fear of
death. Aleksandr vatlin has avoided both extremes, having fit the impersonal and
personal aspects into the framework of his program. The result is an amazingly
balanced and amazingly touching story.

he writes about his book (with a touch of doubt) as microhistorical investi-
gation (microhistory), the term which invites ambiguous responses even from
those historians who work within its limits and, yet, are reluctant to specify it to
avoid the pinching limits of conclusions of the lower level. in reality, microhis-
tory is a history of objects found in immediate proximity and posing very spe-
cific tasks, the need to re-verify conclusions based on macrohistorical analysis
being one of them.

The author’s representative sampling is best suited to the aim he has posed
himself: close-ups of human fates as a reflection of the focal points of the histo-
ry of the soviet Union of the 1920s, 1930s and partially 1940s. he selected a
very narrow group of victims of repressions which stood apart not only from the
rest of other victims of the terror, but also from the rest of the population of the
soviet Union and Germany, their lives being fantastic combinations of highly
inordinate life circumstances. These people born in Germany and conventional-
ly referred to as “Germans” crossed the Weimar republic and the ideological
borders of the Third reich to join soviet realities brimming with “fairness, hap-
piness and idealistic expectations” only to discover the other side of the medal:
court sentences of various degrees of severity which came as a bolt from the blue
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to those who believed that what they had done was absolutely legitimately right.
This book can be described as a scrutiny over the tragedy which deals not only
with human sufferings but also with the historical paradox of the russian and
German history of the 20th century.

A “collective biography” is the best analytical instrument applied to a very
distinctive social group; the book under review belongs (with certain reserva-
tions) to this genre: it concentrates on people, the machine of repressions com-
ing second and, consequently, on the question of how the Germans in the sovi-
et Union acquired common ideas and attitudes to life, that is, common mentali-
ty. The 20th century, its sudden U-turn and extremes make it hard, or even very
hard, to put into a nutshell the self-awareness of a narrow social group (even if
there is no shortage of varied and mutually complementary sources). in this par-
ticular case the process of the emergence of a community of soviet Germans was
disrupted by repressions. The author has pointed out that the available docu-
ments proved to be useless when it comes to an in-depth analysis of self-aware-
ness of repressed German emigrants and to the task of establishing the “degree
of their integration in soviet realities” (p. 228). The author, however, has drawn
an uninterrupted historical line across the events of the 1920s—1930s and has
remained fully aware of the highly varied nature of the studied community. This
variety stems from the political positions of these “Germans,” the road that
brought them to the soviet Union and their lifestyle as well as individual psy-
chological makeup. The relationships and the hierarchy inside the group have
been investigated in detail.

The insistent efforts undertaken in the 1920s—1930s to transform soviet
society into a society of a “new soviet man” according to a single uniform pat-
tern were the focal point which, in the years of the stalin repressions, led to a
clash between social groups and the machine of power. The author has identified
and clearly presented the stages by which the task of social transformation (the
realization of which moved from theoretical formulas, initiatives at the bottom
level presented as a “creative response” to the initiatives from above to the deci-
sion to liquidate the “alien elements”) arrived at repressions. The book clearly
demonstrates that the stages of the repressions against the “Germans” coincided
with the quest for the ways and means needed for closer integration of soviet
society which lasted till the mid-1930s. integration could have been positive—
foreign activists could have been involved in the social and public life of the sovi-
et people to feel that they were involved in a common cause and were needed. The
soviet leaders to whom “personal power raised no barriers” (p. 224) opted for the
simplest method—indiscriminate elimination of all alien elements whose experi-
ence of soviet realities was too short to let them master the new rules.

The author described by stages the German operation of the people’s com-
missariat for internal Affairs (NKVD) to demonstrate how the machine of vio-
lence worked. it functioned on the basis of the principles well-known to all sovi-
et citizens: socialist emulation in toadying to power; achievements in terms of
quantity rather than quality; bureaucratic overzealousness; arbitrariness, disdain
for laws, and, finally, punishment of “transgressors” who, in their enthusiasm,



“have gone beyond the limits.” The principle of “simplification of the task” was
applied to all Germans: if it was hard to prove, real offences, or transgressions
of the law, were pushed aside; repressions were unfolding on the basis of easily
proved (albeit false) accusations: relatives or friends were arrested and accused
as members of an organized subversive group. This helped camouflage a purely
formal approach which excluded a large group of people from normal life on the
strength of their ethnic origins.

Microhistory leaves vast space for new hypotheses which are more and more
evident as the object of investigation comes closer. in this particular case the
author has offered many conclusions going beyond his initial research project,
viz., about the scope of violence in the Weimar republic, the forms of antifas-
cist struggle; contribution of German émigré scientists to soviet science; the
“social freezing” trends in the stalin russia, the parallels between the soviet and
nazi regimes, etc. The book is brimming with hypotheses of all types which call
for further substantiation. The author deemed it necessary to warn that “the frag-
mentary nature of the source base may suggest unjustified conclusions when
individual cases are viewed as a system” (p. 13). At the same time, to ward off
possible criticism, he demonstrates too much caution. indeed, any investigation
conducted at the crossroad of theories, concepts, methods and disciplines (a
comprehensive analysis of an event) invariably asks more questions than pro-
vides answers. in the final analysis, this depends on the level of confidence in
the author’s scholarly level and his theoretical consciousness and logical coordi-
nation of his theoretical postulates. in the context of the changed methodologi-
cal landmarks, these simple scientific criteria have preserved their priority in our
days and age. The author’s easily detectable doubt of the results of his own work
(which, in fact, looks quite valuable and correct) can be described as the book’s
only shortcoming. The lack of confidence in the results of the study and their
possible criticism are rooted in the vaguely defined specifics of the method
employed.

it was accepted long ago that the author’s highly personal and clearly
expressed position is not an inevitable evil but the main attraction which orien-
tates the author and the reader: they are both concerned with answers to the same
question: Which way does not lead to get under the pressure of the road-roller of
history? Without going into details of the author’s design i can promise that the
reader will find the answer even if it is disconcerting.

T. Nekrasova
Translated by Valentina Levina
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И. МОРОЗОВА (сост.). Американцы в поисках
идентичности. Сборник статей, М., РГГУ, 2013, 492 с.

I. MOROZOVA (compiler). Americans in Pursuit of Their
National Identity/Identities, Moscow, RGGU (Russian

State University of the Humanities), 2013, 492 pp.

This volume, which consists of five sections, is based on the materials of the
Zverev International Biennial Conference on American Studies: Americans in
Pursuit of Their National Identity/Identities.

The first section “re/vising American identity: racial and ethnic Affilia-
tion” consists of eleven chapters. it opens with the article by richard crepeau,
professor at the college of Arts & the humanities at the University of central
Florida who keenly feels the loss of his ethnic affiliation. The ancestors of his
French father moved from bordeaux to canada early in the 17th century; early
in the 20th century the family moved to Minnesota. his father spoke French as
a child; at school and later he used english; as a result, his son did not inherit the
ability to speak French or an awareness of being partly affiliated to the French
nation. his mother belonged to a family with english, irish and German roots,
which left no trace in crepeau’s self-awareness. he is an American, pure and
simple. if not, who is he after all?

natalya pastushkova of the russian state University of the humanities
(RGGU) analyzes Maria Amparo ruiz de burton (1832-1895) a Mexican-Amer-
ican or American-Mexican author who, while seeking stability in a precarious
border situation never feared to reveal the duality of her position.

prof. Jose b. Fernández of the University of central Florida has been study-
ing the problem of quest for identity in cuban-American novels. “cuban litera-
ture, cuban literature in exile, cuban-American literature—can anyone say
where one ends and the other begins?” wondered cuban-American literary crit-
ic rodolfo cortina (p. 34). in his survey of how the identity issue was treated by
cuban authors since the 19th century Fernández pays particular attention to the
novels written by four cuban-American authors of the “intermediate genera-
tion”—roberto Fernández, Gustavo Firmat, virgil suárez and cristina Garcia.

prof. irina Morozova of the rGGU and Anna Lillios, Associate professor at
the University of central Florida, co-chairs of the project “discussing Zora neale
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hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching God” (see irina Morozova, cynthia ruder
and Anna Lillios’ “Lessons of Joint russian-American student projects”) sub-
mitted the articles “eatonville of Zora hurston as a Locus of Afro-American
identity” and “Americanism of Zora neale hurston” correspondingly.

olga Antsyferova of the ivanovo state University in her article “The prob-
lem of passing narrative in Afro-American Literature” has skillfully fit the novel
of passing into the classical cultural tradition. her discussion of the collision of
racial passing (racial pretension, racial mimicry, concealed identity-p. 65) in
world classics cannot but impress by its clear placement in the strict system of
coordinates suggested by Mikhail bakhtin.

Tatyana Fyodorova (ivanovo state University) continued this profound dis-
cussion in her own contribution to the conference “passing of nella Larsen: the
problem of interpretation.”

The second section entitled “The poetics of self-identification of American
culture and Literature” deals with the problem of aesthetic self-identification
and interpretation of the specifics of poetics of American culture. The contribu-
tion by olga panova (Moscow state University) “A new Discovery of America:
American Modernism As a cultural-nationalist project” deserves special men-
tion. The author has concentrated not on American modernism as a transnation-
al project of sorts where Thomas eliot, ezra pound, Gertrude stein and hilda
Doolittle figured prominently, but on modernism as a “cultural-nationalist pro-
ject” created by William carlos Williams, sherwood Anderson, Waldo Frank and
Gertrude stein, an expat patriot, etc. The clearly structured article (which iden-
tifies five elements as the basic component parts of the modernist cultural-
nationalist concept) reads like a brilliant and captivating lecture the end of which
is perceived as a sad necessity, however, it promises continuation. The lectures
of Aleksey Zverev (the present collection is dedicated to his memory) stirred up
similar expectations. i hope that we will see olga panova’s textbook on Ameri-
can modernism.

in his article “An ‘Alien Tongue’ and comic Forms in Literary Works by
native Americans” Aleksandr Lavrentyev of the state University of Udmurtiya
analyzes the beauty and the tragic aspects of the “alien tongue” subject on the basis
of scott Momaday’s House Made of Dawn (the pulitzer prize for Fiction, 1969).

The majority of the contributions to the fourth section “Dialogue between
America and europe: Text, context, intertextuality” are marked by an outstand-
ing subtlety of hearing and vision.

in her “The Ghost of hamlet: J. Alfred Prufrock of T. c. eliot and Hamlet
by Jules Laforgue” prof. olga polovinkina (RGGU) has convincingly demon-
strated that prufrock was “no hamlet and was not intended to be him.” “he is
a ‘companion,’ a Ghost of hamlet who imitates his posture, a man of a new
epoch, a melancholic captured by the trivial” (p. 309). The author demonstrates
a lot of witticism and irony to explain how and why prufrock, while differing
considerably from shakespeare’s hamlet, resembles hamlet of Jules Laforgue,
the protagonist of one of his Moralités légendaires—Hamlet, ou Les Suites de
la piété filiale.
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Galina kovalenko, professor at the st. petersburg state Academy of Theatri-
cal Art, who has contributed her “intertextuality and the problem of scenic Text,”
has answered in the negative her own question “should we recognize an implicit
quote from shakespeare in the first word of the play’s title (edward Albee’s The
Goat, or Who Is Sylvia?) as related to the origins of the tragedy and relate the
play’s idea to the philosophy of Thoreau and Waldo emerson to enjoy reading or
watching a play? There’s no need of it” (p. 319). one can agree with her. The cul-
tural codes hidden deep in the play will be recognized at a deep and, probably,
subconscious level, yet reading the elegantly written text and accepting the clear-
ly formulated solutions help you enjoy the recognition of the cultural codes.

yelena Apenko of st. petersburg state University who asked “The negro of
peter the Great in the rapping: Who needs it?” has turned to Alice randall’s
Pushkin and the Queen of Spades (2004) as an example of treatment of pushkin
as an Afro-russian by Afro-American authors. “The world outlook of the russ-
ian poet is likened to the world outlook of black Americans therefore the ‘Afro-
russian’ nature of Aleksandr pushkin includes ‘dual awareness’, an acute feel-
ing of discrimination and humiliation” (p. 343).

The fourth section—“America and the World of the “other”: imagological
strategies” look at the representations of the i-image and the image of the
“other” and the varied methods designed to create and use these images in build-
ing up a national picture of the world.

The fifth section, “centers of American studies in russia,” contains infor-
mation about two centers of American studies in the russian Federation: the
Udmurtiya and pomorye state universities (in May 2011 the latter became part
of the northern (Arctic) Lomonosov Federal University). The organizing com-
mittee of the Zverev international biennial conferences and the editorial board
of the reviewed collection intend to include this section in all future collections
of this sort. indeed, the article “American club as an organizational Form of
extra-classroom American studies” (based on the experience of the pomorye
University) is a very useful contribution. Aleksey Feldt has demonstrated that
what began as a site in the vk social network was gradually developing from
one project to another. A combination of the virtual and the real, “electronic”
organizational forms (video conferences, work in social networks, electronic
correspondence, videos, etc.) with the traditional forms (discussions, conference
and business games) proved successful. This scholars led to highly interesting
round Tables, meetings with American diplomats, scholars engaged in Ameri-
can studies, public figures and also educational games in english, movies and
bookcrossing.

L. Yegorova
Translated by Valentina Levina
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В. ВАРАВА. Неведомый бог философии, М., 
Летний Сад, 2013, 256 с.

V. VARAVA. The Unknown God of Philosophy, 
Moscow, Letniy Sad Publishers, 2013, 256 pp.

To survive in this pragmatic world and hoping to prove their relevance,
philosophers often tackle tasks that have never been the subjects of philosophy
before. philosophy tries to be “useful,” i.e., relevant to the “key” problems of our
time ranging from the methodology of science to bioethics and gender studies.
in the West the trend has become so prevalent that few people are aware that phi-
losophy can and must be different and that by engaging with the problem of
whether abortions should be allowed or banned it is betraying its true goals.

All this goes to show that philosophy is losing awareness of its foundations
and understanding of its essence; one gets the impression that the transforma-
tions philosophy has undergone in recent decades (from the 1960s) have become
irreversible.

something similar is happening in russia as well. however, either due to
russia’s “backwardness” (as claimed by contemporary Western liberals who
have long regarded us from the “postmodernity” distance) or, on the contrary,
owing to its living roots in the thick of national culture which rejects stillborn
groundless constructs, we are still convinced that philosophy is an utterly serious
and vital discipline in its traditional shape that has survived over centuries.
Unfortunately, this important conviction is seldom explicitly reflected by litera-
ture. vladimir varava’s book stands out as an uncompromising statement of this
view of philosophy: the author takes up the cudgels not only against the tenden-
cy to reduce philosophy to concrete knowledge, but against attempts to harness
philosophy to working out the “solely correct” path of moral, religious and
national development. paradoxically, the book is profoundly relevant precisely
because it is profoundly not up-to-date: considering that the terms “modernity”
and “postmodernity” have become synonymous with perversion and degradation
of philosophy, a return to the eternal foundations of philosophy provides the only
chance to trace the path toward its revival as the key factor in the development
of man, society and culture.
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The main thrust of the book is the author’s conviction that philosophy is
essentially and absolutely unique in that it cannot be reduced to any concrete
form of knowledge or creativity, be it science, religion or art, even in their
broadest definition. The author goes further asserting that not only philosophy
cannot be reduced to other forms of human activity, but that it is superior and
primary with regard to them in the sense that scientific, religious or artistic per-
ception of reality and man are impossible without some form of philosophical
understanding.

The approach to the definition of philosophy expounded in the book may at
first glance strike one as being unusual and at odds with the centuries-old tradi-
tion of interpreting philosophy. in truth, the definition of philosophy in the book
proceeds from old historical forms of defining philosophy, especially the form
characteristic of the last really significant school of european philosophy—
existentialism—understood in the broadest sense, so that it includes even such
a key figure as Martin heidegger (who, of course, denied that he belonged to
that school). proceeding from Aristotle’s view that philosophy begins in the
capacity to wonder, v. varava ingeniously elaborates the metaphoric and almost
casual definition into a rigorous and profound concept that adopts the main
principles of existentialism. Within this approach philosophy turns out to be the
capacity (and there he draws on the idea of Merab Mamardashvili) to wonder
not only at something “wonderful,” but at everything that exists, at Being As
such, while the act of wonderment, which is the essence of philosophy, is under-
stood not as a cognitive, but as an existential act, as the original act of man’s
Being not reducible to anything, an act that turns man into a profound, self-con-
scious individual.

in promoting this understanding of philosophy, varava invokes heidegger
and his thesis that in philosophy there occurs “the fundamental event of pres-
ence,” i.e., the key event of human being. however, seeking to “ontologize” the
meaning of philosophy the author is more consistent than the German philoso-
pher. heidegger can be interpreted to mean that philosophy only expresses and
gives discursive shape to the original existential act, the act of human being,
while the author of the book under review fully identifies the content of philos-
ophy with the existential act. Taking issue with ivan ilyin who also took an
“ontological” view of philosophy, but still asserted the primacy of real life (the
existential act) over philosophy as the expression of the meaning of life, v. var-
ava vehemently argues the opposite: “human life with all its spiritual specifici-
ties and uniqueness arises from the philosophical act, i.e., when man experiences
philosophical wonderment. Therefore in order to live, it is necessary to be
exposed to the influence of philosophy: it is in this sense that one can speak
about the absolute significance of philosophy vis-à-vis life” (p. 29).

The author contrasts the definition of philosophy “in terms of being” with
the more common definition “in terms of culture” that puts the meaning of phi-
losophy in the overall context of culture. The latter definition should be seen as
an addition to and elaboration of the former because philosophy is also “discur-
sive practice,” i.e., is represented in the shape of various texts that use the mod-
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els of a scientific or religious treatise or a work of art. however, when discussing
the essence of philosophy we have to be aware of its marked difference from all
the other forms of culture. This means that in its primary meaning philosophy
cannot be defined through any rational proposition, the same way as it cannot be
done with respect to the main “object” of philosophy, being. “being is not a cat-
egory but what gives birth to wonderment,” writes varava (p. 32). because phi-
losophy is aimed at expressing, or rather, constituting the metaphysical essence
of man, it turns out to be as mysterious and inexpressible as this essence. The
underlying content of philosophy can only be understood “apophatically,” that is,
through a negation of any form of certainty. This is the main message of the book
which consistently rejects all the modern forms of describing philosophy by
associating it with concrete areas of knowledge and culture that have a clear-cut
pragmatic character: science and religion, ethics and aesthetics, sociology, polit-
ical science, etc.

The relationship between philosophy and religion comes under particularly
close scrutiny because the russian national tradition prizes the unity of philoso-
phy and religion and even claims that this makes the russian tradition superior
to that of the West. v. varava categorically rejects the common argument that
religion is superior to philosophy because it offers direct access to God whereas
philosophy interprets the supreme beginning as an abstract Absolute. if philoso-
phy is defined as the primary existential act in which man reveals the infinite
depth and mystery of his being and being in general, the relationship between
philosophy and religion should be reversely described: it is this act that should
form the basis of the religious view of the world. Therefore v. varava argues that
the Greek philosophy in its most profound forms of understanding man and the
world implicitly contained the truth that was later explicitly revealed by chris-
tianity: it is not by chance that the full christian truth was only revealed through
christian philosophy. “christianity, of course, can exist without philosophy, but
then nobody would know about it. only philosophy elevates the private and inti-
mate religious experience to the level of spiritual universalism inherent in
humankind’s nature... The fact that is often forgotten, kept back or deliberately
suppressed is that all the bedrock principles and foundations of the christian
faith were formulated, and hence reflected on in the language and categories of
Ancient Greek philosophy. it is not by chance that the Apostle looking down
solemnly with an air of spiritual triumph on the ruins of the Greek culture, was
astonished, even perplexed, to see in the midst of pagan circumambulation a
temple to ‘the unknown God’ whose very presence greatly devalued, if not actu-
ally canceled the revolutionary triumph of the new faith that purported to be
absolutely novel in the structuring and understanding of human life and culture”
(pp. 65-66).

This central thesis (which explains the book’s title) cannot be understood
without serious reservations. For it means that christianity introduced nothing in
essence into european history compared to what had been said (if only implicit-
ly) by the Greek philosophy. one may agree of course that in philosophy the
principle of development is less evident than in other spheres, for example, in
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science; in that sense antique philosophy does contain in embryo practically all
the concepts and ideas of later christian philosophy. however, it is impossible to
completely deny development in the sphere of philosophy, and v. varava does
not deny it either. The “embryo” has to undergo a complex and substantive
process before it turns into a complete “organism,” and that requires a certain
environment. such an environment for the development of philosophical ideas
was created by the birth of christianity which of course cannot be entirely
reduced to antique philosophy.

one can try another tack to bolster v. varava’s thesis. his book argues that
philosophy in its primary sense is an existential act that reveals the mysterious
depths of human being, therefore christianity, which in its original genuine
form, in the form of christ’s teaching, was aimed at revealing the infinite essence
of man, can itself be construed as a philosophy. but in that case it makes even
less sense to consider the “philosophical” content Jesus brought to the world to
be entirely reducible to antique philosophy, even in the form of worshipping “an
unknown God.” The christian concept of man stresses the features that one does
not find in any antique theory, notably the idea that man is potentially infinite
and absolute.

We feel that a certain confusion in the author’s views arises from the fact that
he does not distinguish clearly enough the “official” christianity as embodied in
the historical church and the original, genuine christianity whose meaning was
distorted and lost by the historical church, but lived on in the systems of chris-
tian philosophy (“heretical”). “official” christianity indeed hardly offered any-
thing new compared to the peak achievements of antique philosophy which the
“official” christianity adjusted to its own needs and which alone enabled it to be
alive and effective. but that is precisely why the most penetrating thinkers in the
history of european philosophy, seeking to go further in understanding man than
Antiquity had achieved, were committed to “restoring” the true meaning of
christianity, i.e., restoring the genuine teaching of Jesus christ (which had been
distorted and forgotten). To repeat, within v. varava’s frame of reference the pri-
mary meaning of that teaching should be seen as “philosophy” and not “reli-
gion,” so that one can agree that philosophy understood in this way is primary
with regard to religion; but one cannot agree that all the new content this teach-
ing revealed about human being was already present in antique philosophy.
besides, if we still accept the view that the teaching was brought to the world by
the man named Jesus christ—even if we call him a “philosopher” and not a reli-
gious prophet—it would be fair to call his conception Christianity and not sim-
ply a philosophy.

The fact that russian philosophy has consistently sought to restore the true
teaching of christ (there are clear signs of it already in pyotr chaadayev’s Philo-
sophical Letters) gives grounds for defining it as religious philosophy. We would
like to take issue with v. varava’s critique of that proposition. he interprets it to
mean that russian philosophers harnessed philosophy to support “official” reli-
giosity, that is, traditional orthodoxy, which distorted the essence of philosophy.
The author, seeking to bolster his interpretation, invokes the works of nikolay
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poltoratsky and nikolay Zernov, but in our opinion today one cannot claim that
they reflected the true intent of russian philosophy. one can find adherence to
“official” religiosity only with some, and by no means the most important, russ-
ian thinkers while the main trend interpreted christianity (the genuine teaching
of Jesus christ) in the way that v. varava champions, that is, as a “philosophy,”
as an existential act that reveals the unfathomable mystery of the human essence.
only, one has to keep in mind that russian thinkers lived and worked under
severe church censorship and pressure from the conservative social environment,
which is why only a few of them dared to challenge the “official” religiosity: that
is why their works are full of tragic vacillations between “heresy” and the
“canon.” v. varava rightly points out that the core of the russian philosophical
tradition is associated with unusual thinkers such as Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Lev
Tolstoy, nikolay Fyodorov and Andrey platonov, who defy pigeonholing in the
framework of rigorous rationalist philosophy and who obviously challenged
“official” religiosity. however, lumping these thinkers together as representing a
distinct tradition of “moral (literary) philosophy,” and, what is more, their juxta-
position to the representatives of the “religious philosophy” (that is, to all the
most renowned russian philosophers), as the author of the present book does, is
wrong and not helpful in understanding the meaning and pattern of the develop-
ment of russian philosophy as a whole.

To come back to the book’s central thesis—the definition of philosophy as
the primary existential act in which man constitutes, creates himself and under-
stands his position in being. When interpreted in this way, philosophy is an
indispensable and most important part of the life experience of every human
(whether conscious or unconscious), moreover, in this case we have to recognize
philosophy as the foundation of all forms of culture and creative activities
because the existential act, being the foundation of man’s essence, explains all
the forms of his creative activity. Therefore the decline of philosophy in the past
fifty years has been in many ways the sign and cause of the deepening crisis of
culture, or indeed the disappearance of culture in the substantive spiritual form
in which it had existed for centuries. because of the degradation of philosophy
man forfeits his essence, his depth, becomes “one-dimensional,” superficial, and
likewise his knowledge, art and faith become superficial, bereft of true creative
and existential depth.

however, being a true russian thinker, v. varava, while lamenting the
degradation of modern man and modern culture, still believes that revival and
transformation are possible. This is guaranteed by philosophy which is immanent
to our being: “it is the most shelterless form of the human spirit which everybody
shuns but without which no one who considers himself to be a true human being
can do... it is the most mysterious form of human being whose existence is so
human that man does not notice it” (p. 70).

We should return, from the barren wanderings in the wilderness of “post-
modernity” filled with the ghosts of “dead” metaphysics and “overcoming” man,
to the fertile soil of traditional philosophy, which is not afraid to speak about
man’s spiritual depth and encourages man to understand this spiritual depth. The
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meaning of true philosophy lies not in “overcoming” and leaving behind all that
was before, but, on the contrary, in “perpetually repeating what was before,” but
that is not the same as epigonism, the regurgitating of the old truths or stagna-
tion, because “the same thing” is the creative essence of man, his spiritual “fire,”
something man is called for by the whole history of philosophy which is replete
with lofty examples of such “spiritual fire.” by revisiting these lofty examples
and repeating all that is eternal in philosophy we would not merely repeat what
was before, but create our own unique world, create a new culture that is full of
spiritual content.

I. Yevlampiyev, P. Kolychev
Translated by Yevgeny Filippov
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В. ШЕйНИС. Власть и закон: 
политика и конституции в России в 20-21 веках, 

М., Мысль, 2014, 1088 стр.

V. SHEYNIS. Power and the Law: 
Politics and the Constitutions in Russia 
in the 20th and 21st Centuries, Moscow, 

Mysl Publishers, 2014, 1088 pp.

The book penned by viktor sheynis is devoted not only to the constitution.
To paraphrase the epigram by Aleksndr pushkin on nikolay karamzin’s History
of the Russian State, we can say that v. sheynis’s materials on the political his-
tory of russia of the past two centuries prove without any partiality the vicious-
ness of despotism and autocracy, the terror of the whip. The story of attempts to
create for russia the Law that would stand above the ruler, the story of small suc-
cesses and big failures that occurred along the way amounts to a gloomy chron-
icle. retelling it in this review would be a sure way to miss its central meaning
and plunge the reader into melancholy. it will be much more productive to dwell
on the deep conceptual generalizations and “participant’s observations” of the
author of the book. viktor sheynis is a unique personality: a scholar, politician
and one of the Fathers of the constitution currently in effect. he manages, not
only in the book under review but also in a large previous work,1 to combine in
his description of the political battles “the effect of being there, on the battlefield,
in person” with the conveyance to the reader of the smallest nuances known only
to those who went through all those battles themselves as accurate impartial
chroniclers reporting every vicissitude of the battles.

Three Epochs of Constitutional Creativity

The author analyzes every effort to create the fundamental law for russia
originating either from the ruling power or from its opponents, or even, much
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more rarely, from its partners. During the pre-soviet period the general logic was
the same: the top leadership failed to notice for a long time that it was lagging
behind the actual historical time and ignoring the signals coming from the for-
ward-looking part of society. Later, the top authorities suddenly realized (or were
forced to realize) their backlog and began reforming the social system (seeing it
as rather a means to adjust the ruling machinery to the handling of new tasks for
running the state and for ensuring security against external threats). They bor-
rowed some elements from the ideas of their opponents, while seeking to keep
intact the main thing: their monopoly control over the space under their domi-
nance, and to prevent the emergence of another self-sufficient entity of the polit-
ical process, be it the opposition, civil society, or the politically advanced busi-
ness class. The author argues against the idea that a liberal project was prema-
ture for russia in the early 20th century: “history is not a strictly deterministic
but an alternative process” (p. 69), some steps of the liberal plan are reflected,
one way or another, in the actions of the authorities, and, most importantly, the
legal consciousness of the majority of citizens “matures in conditions of a legal
progress, not in anticipation of it,” respectively, the liberalization drive from
above pushes on and legitimizes changes in social relations. Let us keep in mind
these two conclusions which have not lost their relevance today: it is the top
authorities that desire to hold onto their monopoly right to direct changes; the
legal consciousness follows upon the law-and-order establishing process, but by
no means forestalls it.

The four soviet-era constitutions, the author convincingly shows, reveal
“the growing gap between the actual social and governmental practices and the
constitutional norms” (p. 139). The first constitutions did not hesitate to declare
that the state was a dictatorship—true, the dictatorship of the proletariat, which,
according to the bolsheviks, was much superior to the “bourgeois” democracy.
The 1936 constitution, although it moved away from those terms and promised
some alleviation of the political course, coincided with an increase in repres-
sions. “it was stalin’s trick designed to mask the terror” (p. 246), the author notes
citing the American historian robert Tucker, whose soviet wife spent many
years in stalin’s camps.

The rights proclaimed in that constitution, including the right to vote,
remained on paper. After that, v. sheynis notes, the soviet system in constitu-
tional law was able only to “update heraldry and carry out technical alterations
of the power structure” (p. 293). but do not let us underestimate the innovation
of the brezhnev constitution (1977) with its “state of advanced socialism” and
the notorious article 6, the two “keystones” of the communist monopoly on
power and property, which, according to Mikhail Gefter, were equal to compul-
sion to a single way of life (p. 331). Those two phenomena are still preventing
the consolidation of a democratic state on russian soil. They appeared in the
already fading totalitarian system and failed to extend its life. however, it had
been noted in cyril parkinson’s Law that the most pompous imperial-style build-
ings were erected on the eve of the collapse of empires.
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The third era covered the period from Gorbachev’s liberalization to the pre-
sent day. in it we saw both what was usual in the tsarist era—frantic attempts to
catch up with the historical time and “repairing the ship at sea”—and the endur-
ing soviet-style love of declarativeness. but there appeared something new: for
the first time in russian history, a discussion of the basic rules of life and poli-
tics became so open and competitive, for the first time the outcome of the strug-
gle was not a foregone conclusion or compliant exclusively with the will of one
supreme authority. This process is described by the author of the book in all
details, both political and legal. As a result, russia got the constitution that is in
effect today.

The author states: “The constitution, that is clearly imperfect with a doubt-
ful legitimacy of the procedure for its enactment became the starting point of
public accord” (p. 845).

indeed, how easily we forget the depth of the crisis, not only the crisis of the
state but also of morality and of life principles that befell russia less than a quar-
ter of a century ago. The Fundamental Law could not pull us out of that crisis all
by itself but it laid at least some basis on which it was possible to establish both
a political system and a new social consensus. That was so because russia did
not have the luxury to postpone the debates and the adoption of the constitution
until better, more peaceful times. but the same constitution, according to the
author, “laid the foundation for the regeneration of authoritarianism in other
forms” (p. 846).

Could the Constitution Be Made Better?

This question, not as rhetorical as it seems, has two dimensions. The first one
is recorded in the constitution as the balance of powers vested in the branches
and giving a clear advantage to the authority of the president and to the entire
executive vertical. The second dimension deals with the question of whether the
text of the constitution could safely protect society from the inevitable encroach-
ments of the top authorities to gain control over the widest possible scope of
political and public life.

The answers to these questions are intertwined as closely as the questions
themselves. in his description of the alignment of forces in the final rounds of
the fight the author is extremely accurate: the project that came out of the walls
of the constitutional council in July 1993, “...fairly adequately reflected the bal-
ance of political forces in the country” (p. 813). The fighting of those forces was
centered on the four “major positions,” i.e., “the dissolution of parliament, the
degree of control over the government, the calling of a referendum, and the pres-
ident’s veto” (p. 822)—these are the key points in any institutional system of
checks and balances. in the course of the then political struggle the deputies and
politicians who had not been well versed in political science, came up with a fair-
ly rational comprehension of those four “sore points.”
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While agreeing in general with the author’s critical thrust in addressing the
imperfections in the constitution of 1993, we consider it necessary to note that
in today’s conditions none of the following provisions would have got into the
text of the Fundamental Law: either any clearly defined rights and freedoms of
the citizens inviolable for amendments, or a ban on the state ideology, or trials
by jury, or the removal of local self-government from under the domination (ver-
tical) of the state authority, or who knows what else (for example, limiting the
powers of the president to two consecutive terms of office).

After the sad events of october 1993, when the then russia’s supreme sovi-
et was shelled, a clearly understandable logic entered into force: as the author
acknowledges, the severity of the political struggle (we will add: the fate of the
just started postcommunist reforms) prompted “to lay the prevalence of the pres-
idential ... authority over that of the parliament” (p. 752). The author does not
give an unambiguous answer as to whether it was possible under those circum-
stances to avoid that. it should be noted, however, that even in the situation of a
just gained victory, boris yeltsin made a few important amendments “in his own
favor,” but still took the project drafted by the constitutional council as the
basis—without it the legitimacy of the project to be submitted to a referendum
would be close to zero.

i did not find in the book the idea which i had repeatedly heard v. sheynis
voice: the developers of the constitution understood that yeltsin would seek to
maximize the expansion of presidential powers, and therefore set themselves the
task to leave in the draft Fundamental Law a widest possible field “unfilled” for
the balance of forces on it to be determined by future practice. in reality, this
field was filled out not only by the president but by the bureaucracy at all levels.
The republic we have is not superpresidential or even—also v. sheynis’s favorite
expression—“half-baked parliamentary.” it is also half-baked judicial and half-
baked entrepreneurial and half-baked law-governed, and, most importantly, half-
baked civic.

i have already written that the constitution was adopted like “clothing for
growth” (an expression encountered also in the book among the author’s judg-
ments) with three different meanings. The first of them is a “narrow” one deal-
ing with the creation of legal norms and institutions, which did not exist in rus-
sia at the time of adoption of the constitution, such as constitutional laws, trials
by jury, and full-fledged local self-governments to be followed by the filling of
the entire legislative field. Despite the costs and reservations, this task was ful-
filled within a historically short period of time.

The second one denotes the fate of “the gaps” that neither the constitution
nor the positive law as a whole but only political practice can fill. The gaps are
about the relationship between the federal center and the regions, their joint com-
petencies, the space between the federal government and the local self-govern-
ments, the nuances and practice of relations between the branches of power, etc.
in fact, as already pointed out, the bureaucratic hierarchy (the notorious “verti-
cal of power”) came to reign in them for the most part.
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The reason for this is in the third meaning of the concept “clothing for
growth.” back at the time of problem statement v. sheynis proceeded from the
sad assertion that “never did any [russian] constitution restrain the top leaders
when they acted in breach of constitutional norms” (p. 15). how ironic was the
tone with which the thoughtful scholar of the American presidency richard
neustadt noted that there is no separation of powers, there is a constant tug of
war between the branches of power. so we can see the outcome of this “tug”: the
president and after him the whole bureaucratic hierarchy (the “vertical”) kept
steadily building muscles, were nourished by the budgetary resources under their
control and abusing the oil revenue doping in the past decade. but the other gov-
ernmental institutions were on a starvation diet. The reasons are many. some are
subjective as errors and inability of the liberal parties to reach agreements,
opportunism of the elites, some of whom were concerned under the new cir-
cumstances with their selfish interests, not the constitution. There are also objec-
tive reasons: under the personalistic presidential power the parties are left to
compete for a share of seats in the institutionally week legislatures, which pre-
vents them from gaining power and authority. but we discern the main reason in
the weakness of civic culture. no institutions will prevent an expansion of
power; no party will escape adulation and servility, unless it gains support from
the expressed will of the citizens to participate in determining their own destiny
and influencing politics.

but precisely because of this—as the author argues convincingly—the rus-
sian rulers, from peter i to putin, did not allow the emergence of other political
entities beyond their control, all of them be it in the economy or society, were
given the role of implementers of the heavenly plans, the role of “cogs” in a large
and omniscient machine. That is why russia’s ruling elite regards any unautho-
rized activity, especially relating to the political sphere, as encroachment on their
monopoly to dominate and control resources, and therefore defends it by spoil-
ing the institutions of development. here is how the author summarizes the polit-
ical system’s development: “the electivity of authorities was ousted from both
the executive and the legislative levels ... Federalism retreated under the
onslaught of a unitary state. The judicial system ‘basmanizirovalas’ (became
obedient to orders from above)... its elements shifted ... under the control of the
executive branch of power. The redistribution of property has been carried out
with even greater violations of existing laws than its original acquisition ... the
powers that have been able to easily enforce the laws that infringe upon the con-
stitutional rights of citizens through an obedient parliament... independent tele-
vision has been smashed... politics in russia have ceased to be open to the pub-
lic” (p. 983).

only the following decades of development—with all its costs—created a
bourgeoisie in russia, the subject, without which, according to the known state-
ment of barrington Moore, there is no democracy.2 The new small and slow-
growing middle class has become a reality. having worked out a rational eco-
nomic conduct, the new bourgeois wants to gain the right to participate in the
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sociopolitical life but is increasingly limited by the obstacles posed by the hide-
bound political system. We have seen these people act as observers at polling sta-
tions and demonstrators on bolotnaya square, we see them among tens of thou-
sands of civil society activists. These people are different in everything, includ-
ing their political views, but they are united by their desire to change life for the
better through their own efforts. it is in them, the citizens, that the top authorities
see their most dangerous opponents, because the latter will urge the government
to abide by the norms of the russian constitution. According to sheynis, the
obvious success of the drafters of the constitution in the precise recording of the
rights and freedoms in the chapters immune against constitutional amendments,
is now overturned insofar as “the public authorities and officials of all ranks vio-
late the rights and freedoms bypassing the constitution” (p. 833). “The conserv-
ative wave” and forcing anti-Western sentiments in recent years are all frantic
attempts to stop the development of civic culture of the people, which alone can
change the balance of forces in the “tug of war.”

This brings us to yet another twist in the subject under discussion. it might
seem that the author contradicts his own assertion that no constitution can
restrain the government by expressing the opinion that “had a compromise been
reached in 1993 on the separation of powers between the branches of govern-
ment, much of today’s life would look differently” (p. 788). The entire point
lies in this contradiction, if you remember the metaphor of a tug of war: the bet-
ter the starting point and the positive law norms, the harder it is for the gov-
ernment to consolidate its monopoly and easier for the citizens—if they are cit-
izens, not subjects—to assert their rights. We dare to suggest that had these cit-
izens been more active in the past, even under the present constitution, no roll-
back of this kind would have happened. A similar idea about “the political
activism being replaced by apathy and resignation on the part of a large seg-
ment of society” is found in the book by viktor sheynis (p. 1028). Whether a
different course of events was possible is a topic for a substantial discussion
beyond the scope of this text. but we emphasize: just as the author warns us “as
long as the current political system remains intact, any constitutional reform is
dangerous” (p. 1012): there is a greater risk of losing the “good” norms than of
eliminating the “bad” ones.

Annals Are Not Closed

The last section of the book is devoted not only to a variety of thoughts and
an overview of draft constitutional amendments, but also to reflections on the
fate of authoritarian rule in russia or, to be exact, to hopes for overcoming it. The
previous attempt to break out of the authoritarian way failed. The current state of
russian politics—judging by all the objective circumstances—requires a new
attempt: no authoritarian modernization has worked in russia, and the corruption
of institutions in order to preserve the monopoly of power does not leave the



country much hope for the future. however, the government is trying to sit on
two chairs, one for “letting off steam” through a partial return of political com-
petition and the other for launching at the same time “a conservative wave” to
consolidate its dominant position.

The matter is not that those at the top of the russian government are not lib-
erals. All of the liberalization moves in the history of russia were made by the
leaders whose views were far from liberal: Alexander ii, nikita khrushchev,
Mikhail Gorbachev, boris yeltsin came to realize that without liberal reforms
russia was doomed to disaster. Theirs was not just a sense of a leader’s mission,
but of its specific form—the mission of change as the only way to save the coun-
try from the crisis. such changes have always produced and released new social
forces which entered into an inevitable conflict with the “liberalizers” and that
dramatically slowed down the reforms as the government remained their main
driving force.

The favorable conjunction of circumstances during the putin era helped the
russian authorities to stabilize the situation and build a power-property system.
it seemed to give the country a chance to reduce the risk of social upheavals and
to move forward in its institutional and political development, but we witnessed
instead the above described consolidation of the monopoly and political margin-
alization of the forces configured on changes.

We agree with v. sheynis that Medvedev’s rule denoted “certain decom-
pression of the authoritarian regime” (p. 995): Medvedev, at the level of decla-
rations in his famous article3 clearly outlined the scale of russia’s historic back-
log and adequately set the task of “... modernization based on the values and
institutions of democracy ... instead of an archaic society in which the leaders
think and decide for all, let us become a society of intelligent, free and responsi-
ble people.”4 Alas, within the construction of the “tandem” in power one of its
two members has failed to show—or has been unable to show—“a sense of the
mission for change,” with which all the leaders who carried out major reforms
were marked. in any case, over two years have elapsed since his departure from
the highest office, but none of the problems inherent in political regimes with a
low level of political pluralism, has come close to a solution. The plummeting
effectiveness of the government, the declining power legitimacy and the lack of
mechanisms for power continuity—all are dangerous symptoms of the growing
crisis of the regime. The present-day politics provide us with no sensible reason
for believing that the top authorities are aware of the symptoms and will seek a
solution through opening up the political system for involvement of citizens in
state governance.

pessimistic coloring of this conclusion is not a final sentence. v. sheynis
showed us the history of constitutional disputes as a continuous process. The
objective processes of development of the state and the ongoing development—
with all the costs and bends—of civic culture will eventually put on the agenda
admission and consolidation in the russian Fundamental Law of the standards
and norms relevant to a modern state looking to its future.
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B. Makarenko
Translated by Vadim Polyakov
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В. ТОЛОЧЕК. Проблема стиля в психологии:
историко-теоретический анализ, 

М., Институт психологии РАН, 2013, 320 с.

V. TOLOCHEK. The Problem of Style in Psychology:
Historical-Theoretical Analysis, 

Moscow, Institute of Psychology, RAS, 
2013, 320 pp.

vladimir Tolochek’s monograph is one of the first contemporary attempts to
place the studies of style as a highly varied phenomenon in a methodological
context; it is a wide panorama of studies of style in different scholarly traditions
and different models. The author has, in fact, generalized his own experience of
more than thirty years of systematic studies of the problem of style using high-
performance sport and administrative activities as models.

The problem of style formulated in the late 1920s by Alfred Adler has not
lost its topicality yet the still unresolved methodological problems slowed down
in the past and are slowing down today psychological studies of the styles of
labor activity, management and governance, cognitive styles, life styles, etc. This
makes the monograph, which can be described as an attempt at methodological
reflection on the main approaches to style and at a general methodological basis
of style studies, an important theoretical effort.

v. Tolochek relies on what has been done in russia to develop scholarly tra-
ditions; he has consistently analyzed them and integrated with what has been
done abroad in style studies. he has pointed to the very similar critical assess-
ments of the problem of style found in scholarly publications of those who stud-
ied different styles—cognitive styles, the styles of leadership, etc.—and tries to
go beyond the limits of scholarly approaches and ideas about the styles accept-
ed and developed in psychology.

he relies on historical-theoretical analysis to formulate the tasks of identifi-
cation of the essential properties of style and its description as an integral phe-
nomenon, the different manifestations of which have been scrutinized different-
ly in numerous approaches in the last few decades. To identify and explain some
of the causes of the crisis in the studies of style in psychology and the noticeably

The review was first published in russian in Psikhologichesky zhurnal, no. 5, 2014.



decreased interest in the problem v. Tolochek has analyzed the history of style
studies in psychology, historical situations and the “concepts of man” as well as
latent social requirement and the disciplinary factors per se (scientific para-
digms, traditions, criteria of the scientific/nonscientific, specifics of method-
ological instruments, etc.) in close connection with the changes of social objects
(people, institutes and values dominating in society).

in his studies of the phenomenon of style the author relies on the ideas about
a structural-functional organization of styles and identifies the component parts
of the first (basic or lower) level as “subjectively comfortable conditions of
activity”; the second level, as “operational components,” and the third, as
“ideal regulators (types of organization of activity)”.

in his approach to the integral concept of styles the author relies on two
basic provisions:

(1) the integral concept initially building up within the logic of development
of the studies of one scientific school—the school of Wolf Merlin and
yevgeny klimov; 

(2) the key problems of the integral concept of styles do not represent a sum
total of varied ideas but are a product of identification of psychological
mechanisms inherent in the organization of psychological systems of
different scales and specific styles gathered into more “general” groups.

This approach is organized as a stage-by-stage ascension to a fuller reflection
of the essential properties of styles accompanied by concretization of scholarly
concepts in the following chain: IAS  PAS  AS  LS  SM (individual activ-
ity styles  professional activity styles  activity styles  life styles  styles
of man).

The author has set himself a practically “extreme” task of studying the phe-
nomenon as belonging to a complete, integral cycle of evolution of styles—
emergence, consolidation, development, involution, mutual transitions, func-
tioning. he has offered his own explanation of the unity of space manifesting dif-
ferent styles—the space of styles (related to the structural-functional organiza-
tion of the subject’s different styles) and the cycle of styles as a mechanism of the
emergence and self-development of style, the functional and genetic interaction
between styles of various levels typical of any particular person. v. Tolochek
explains the style as a phenomenon of the subject’s adaptation to the environ-
ment which proceeds by levels and adaptation to specific conditions. This is not
a one-time adjustment to the conditions of the subject’s activity, to his environ-
ment and the activity of other subjects or specifics of subculture but never-end-
ing active and passive interactions between them. it is presupposed that the styles
are not final or frozen forms: under pressure of changed environments, demands
to activity or even man himself the styles become more qualitatively complicat-
ed or even perfectioning or are reduced and start crumbling.

The monograph offers and substantiates a logically valid general concept of
style as an integrated phenomenon in its structural-functional organization and
identifies the main determinants of its emergence and functioning: 
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(1) individuality of man (the individual psychological component); 

(2) conditions of and demands for activity; 

(3) social microenvironment (the sociopsychological component);

(4) external environment (social meso- and macroenvironment). 

The author has pointed to constructive studies of several related problems of
psychology—individual/collective activity, activity/vital functions, integra-
tion/disintegration of individuality, etc.—as very promising areas for the study
of style in psychology. This means that the historical-theoretical studies of the
problem are not limited to its “analysis” but are further developed and comple-
mented with one of the possible variants of the “synthesis,” viz., the demonstra-
tion of a correct and substantiated “compression of space” of the variables, facts
and scientific traditions.

This work, like many other scholarly studies, is not free from certain short-
comings: it abounds in “accompanying comments” frequently related to particu-
lars of interrelated scholarly problems, which makes it harder to grasp the “gen-
eral line” of the analysis of the problem of style as integrated and convincing.
This can be explained by the highly complicated process of moving toward the
main and the most essential elements of style as a phenomenon. We should rec-
ognize, at the same time, that the author’s scholarly position is independent and
original.

The monograph consists of six chapters. chapter one “psychology of indi-
vidual Distinctions and the problem of styles” looks at the general prerequisites
and the first historically created approaches to the studies of style; the method-
ological limits, the results of studies they predetermine; the related problems
(psychology of adaptation, style, abilities and man’s resources), debatable ques-
tions related to style and individual distinctions.

The chapter “styles As Adaptation to the environment and integration of
Man’s resources” looks at the most prominent traditions—studies of cognitive,
emotional, psychomotor, styles, the styles of self-regulation, behavior, commu-
nication, activity and life styles. They are studied as psychological mechanisms
of adaptation and integration of intra- and extrasubject resources.

The chapter “Joint Activity and interaction of subjects” offers a critical
analysis of the problem of studies of “individual” and joint activity and interac-
tion of subjects and substantiates the identification of professional-functional
and sociopsychological groups of interacting subjects as “units” of style studies.

The chapter “Leadership styles” analyzes the specifics of different
approaches (axiological, functional, resource and ecological) to the problem;
identifies and analyzes the styles of administration; judging/refereeing/umpiring
and business consulting.

The chapter “styles As a psychological phenomenon” justifies the ideas of
unity and integrity of the phenomenon of style and the multitude of its manifes-
tations; supplies argumentations for the ideas of a general structural-functional
organization of styles. it discusses the key problems of further studies, offers
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new methodological approaches and principles of explaining the phenomenon of
style; looks at the mechanisms of integration of intra-, inter- and extrasubject
resources, justifies the necessity of turning to the ecological paradigm, introduc-
tion of a system of new concepts (space, etc.). it also discusses the heuristic
potential of v. Tolochek’s concept Professional Activity Styles (pAs) in connec-
tion with the prospects of further studies of the phenomenon.

each chapter deals with urgent problems, brings together the problems of
style and a new range of scholarly problems and practical tasks, potentially top-
ical within the problem range of the studies of style. on the other hand, the
author points out that many important problems have not yet been discussed at
the level adequate to their scientific status.

M. Kholodnaya
Translated by Valentina Levina
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Ye. Lupanova. Johann backmeister.
A. Vatlin. The Financial policy of the soviet Authorities in bavaria in 1919.
P. Petrov. The red banner baltic Fleet in the Late 1930s—early 1941.
S. Voytikov. “how We should reorganize Rabkrin (Workers’- and peasants’
inspection)?”
V. Volkov. Artel hiring in the industry of russia in the Late 19th—early 20th
centuries.
Yu. Shakhin. “Witch hunt” in yugoslavia in the Late 1940s—early 1950s.
S. Gasratyan. The relationship between israel and Jordan in the context of the
Arab-israeli conflict.
L. Dugarzhav, S. Filin. General roman von Ungern-sternberg and restoration
of the independence of Mongolia.

No. 7, 2014

V. Voropanov, Ye. Krestyannikov. M. speransky and siberian Justice system
in the 19th century.
A. Kiva. Deng Xiaoping.
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A. Vatlin. The Financial policy of the soviet Authorities in bavaria in 1919.
G. Kurenkov. security of the system of information protection on the eve of
the Great patriotic War.
V. Polyakov. Feliks Dzerzhinsky’s expedition to siberia in 1922.
M. Frolova. The Leib-Guards (of the imperial court) cavalry regiment in the
1814 campaign.
S. Panin. Anglo-russian convention of 1907 and its impact on political
relations with Afghanistan.
M. Feldman. v. Adamov and his scientific heritage.

NOVAYA I NOVEYSHAYA ISTORIYA
(Modern and Contemporary History)

No. 2, 2014

Ye. Sergeyev. Actual problems of studying World War i.
B. Khavkin. russian Front of World War i (1914-1918) (the end).
A. Astashov. violation of War Laws and Ways of Waging War on the russian
Front of World War i (on Materials of the russian extraordinary commission of
inquiry).
S. Malkin (samara). The “highland problem” in Great britain in the beginning
of the 18th century.
A. Marinchenko (Ukraine). “To introduce Discord among nationalities...”:
racial policy of German Authorities towards soviet prisoners of War, 1941—
early 1942.
V. Sogrin. Foreign policy of G. bush, Jr.: Genesis, evolution, results.
L. Ivanova. somalia: hope for the peace in “the Most Dangerous place on the
earth.”
T. Chernikova. russia during Livonia War: prerequisites and possibilities of
entering europe.
Ye. Kobzareva . russia and Westphalian system (1648-1686).
V. Dashichev. The Thorns of the soviet historical science (from history of the
“Military-historical Journal”).
I. Sledzevsky. The new edition of the Encyclopedia of the Countries of Latin
America.
Ye. Susloparova. George Lansbury (1859-1940). The pages of the political
biography of the Leader of the Labour party in the First half of the 1930s.
Ye. Migey. poster As the political Weapon of republicans and Falange during
the civil War in spain of 1936-1939.

No. 3, 2014

V. Zubachevsky (omsk). russia’s policy in central and eastern europe on the
eve and during World War i.



Ye. Morozov. World War i in north Africa. (1914-1918).
O. Volosyuk. spain and Japan: The First contacts in the 16th century.
A. Presnyakov. Great powers and postwar Arrangement in hungary (1918-1921).
A. Borisov. codenamed “Terminal”: To the 70th Anniversary of the potsdam
(berlin) conference.
Ye. Satanovsky. The Main Development Trends of the near and Middle east.
T. Kashirina. The problem of the reduction of strategic offensive and Defen-
sive Weapons in the russian—Us relationships of post-soviet period.
A. Kuznetsov. Foreign “Dominance” at the Diplomatic service of the russian
empire: Mythology and reality.
T. Chernikova. russia during Livonia War: prerequisites and possibilities of
entering europe (the end).
M. Anisimov. crisis of the Utrecht system in international relations and the
elizabethan russia.
I. Savelyeva. professional historians in “public history.”
V. Sogrin. status and prospects of the American studies in russia.
M. Uvarova. napoleon iii and his epoch in Anglo-American historiography.
Academician A. Davidson. nelson Mandela: A Good Lesson to the contempo-
rary World.
E. Dabagyan. Death on the Take-off: nestor kirchner, the First president of
Argentina in the 21st century.
I. Nokhrin (chelyabinsk). Loyalists’ Migration and colonial politics of Great
britain in canada after the American War of independence.

ROSSIYSKAYA ARKHEOLOGIYA
(Russian Archaeology)

No. 3, 2014

K. Gavrilov, Ye. Voskresenskaya. The First Monument of the early period of
the Upper paleolithic in the Upper Desna region.
M. Kachanovskaya, S. Rakhimzhanova. Technological ceramics Analysis of
the eneolithic settlement botai in kazakhstan (on the Materials of the excava-
tions in 2012).
V. Ilyushina. The Fedorovo culture ceramics of the settlement kuria 1 in the
Lower Tobol region.
N. Krenke. The classification of the seven-bladed ornaments of the Temple
rings of a Moscow Type and the problem of Their ethnic interpretation.
N. Makarov et al. A cathedral on a plough: cultural Layer and plough horizon
under the church of boris and Gleb in kideksha.
Ye. Devlet. on the Question of the Techno-Technological peculiarities of pet-
ymel petroglyphs.
Yu. Yesin et al. paint in rock Art of the okunev culture of the Minusinsk
basin.
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L. Zotkina. Technological peculiarities of carving petroglyphs of the Minusin-
sk basin.
N. Lobanova. About the chronology and periodization of the rock carvings of
the Lake onega.
Ye. Miklashevich. The Museification of the rock Art Monuments in the repub-
lic of khakassia.
A. Medvedev. hellenistic Graves of the eastern necropolis of phanagoria
(excavations of 2005-2007).
K. Komarov. The site Alexandrov Mountain—the Archaeological Monument of
the 5th bc—17th AD.
D. Petrov, D. Yakovlev. White-stone emblems on the borovitskaya Tower of
the Moscow kremlin: The results of the preliminary examination.
A. Kantorovich. The problem in classification of the scythian-siberian Ani-
malistic style presentation (historiographical review).

ETNOGRAFICHESKOYE OBOZRENIYE
(Ethnographic Review)

No. 3, 2014

Special Section of the Issue: Space, Consumption, and Identities in Postso-
cialist Countries (Guest Editors—O. Gurova, J. Habeck).
J. Habeck, O. Gurova. still postsocialism? space, Aesthetic Judgments,
inequalities.
C. Humphrey. The changing significance of the concept “remoteness” in
contemporary russia.
J. Habeck. Dzerzhinka: socialist surfaces and Multiple Modernities of an
Urban District in novosibirsk.
O. Yechevskaya. “Life after the Fall of the Giants”: narrative identities of the
residents of an industrial Town.
O. Gurova. “people Dress so brightly here!”: social Distinctions through
clothing in st. petersburg and novosibirsk.
M. Cristache. china sets and crystal cups: Material Traces of the communist
past in romanian homes.
M. Holleran. “Mafia baroque”: The postsocialist Aesthetics, Architecture, and
Urban planning in bulgaria.
O. Gurova. Afterward: Approaches to the study of postsocialism.
A. Slanov. The secret Tongue of Warriors: ossetian Language of the chase.
S. Pigar. Forms of Territorial-political self-organization of the Abkhaz in the
18th—19th centuries.
Y. Shabayev, G. Ryabinkin. The “paris Mysteries” of komi’s capital: The Mul-
tiplicity of images and identities in the cultural space of a city.
E. Holler. bioindustry and the ethics of consumption As a Trend in the con-
temporary World: Austrian and russian experiences.
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M. Vasilyev. The holiday calendar of the russian village of the 19th—early
20th centuries: on the issue of correlation between Work Days and holidays.
I. Boyko. The structure of scythe, hay Mowing, and ethnocultural Adaptation
of Ukrainians of the carpathian region (Late 19th—early 21st centuries).

VOPROSY FILOSOFII
(Problems of Philosophy)

No. 4, 2014

G. Kiselyov. history As being.
Yu. Granin. Modernization of russia: in a rut of “Dependent Development.”
D. Nosov. is hannah Arendt a philosopher?
Hannah Arendt. What is Freedom? Translated by D. nosov.
is it possible to Measure scientific creativity? A roundtable Discussion. The par-
ticipants: v. Lektorsky, A. Guseynov, A. nikiforov, A. parshin, A. Dybo, s. krylov,
A. yakovleva, ye. Trufanova, s. pirozhkova, i. Usoltseva, D. kibalchich.
B. Pruzhinin. About What you can’t Measure.
V. Grebennikova, N. Nikitina. continuous education As cultural and histori-
cal problem.
J. Hintikka. philosophical research and General education.
N. Bonetskaya. Forerunners of russian hermeneutics.
K. Paromov. s. bulgakov about “Downfall of russian Autocracy” (1917-1922).
e. solovyov is 80 years old.
I. Polsky. radical critique of civilization in philosophy of early Daoism.
N. Trubnikova. The heritage of chinese and Japanese Thought in “sand and
pebbles” (Shasekishu): variety of Teachings and choice of Life course.
Muju Ichien. Shasekishu 10b1-10b3 (Fragments Translated into russian by
n. Trubnikova).
Yu. Patronnikova. cultural philosophical Aspects of Francesco colonna’s
novel Hypnerotomachia Poliphili.
A. Kozyreva. subjectivity and Unity of the self in the phenomenological per-
spective.
O. Stolyarova. sociology of science and philosophy of science: beyond
Descriptivism and normativism.

No. 5, 2014

A. Chumakov, A. Korolyov. philosophy As knowledge and Lifestyle.
A. Guseynov. philosophy As an ethical project.
interview with Th. oyzerman.
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I. Kasavin. Way through the century. Theodor oyzerman’s philosophical Feat.
A. Guseynov. patriarch of russian philosophy.
An Quinyan. Th. oyzerman and Modern Marxist philosophy.
V. Bazhanov. varieties and opposition of realism and Antirealism in the
philosophy of Mathematics. is a Third Line possible?
V. Kantor. What Dreams could one have in the sleep of Death, or Life in
Death.
D. Martinsen. The Devil of ivan karamazov and epistemic Doubt.
B. Tikhomirov. Motive of “ontological Mock” in Dostoyevsky’s Work.
M. Kiselyova. A reader’s Diary and poetics of the “Terrible.”
V. Zakharov. code of Dostoyevsky: Journalism As a creative idea of the Writer.
K. Stepanyan. Man in the Light of “realism in its highest sense” (Dos-
toyevsky, shakespeare, cervantes, balzac, Makanin).
A. Toichkina. D. chizhevsky’s notes about Dostoyevsky and n. strakhov.
D. Chizhevsky. ivan karamazov’s Devil and n. strakhov. Translation by M. kar-
manova, publication and commentaries by A. Toichkina.
I. Volgin. “A Writer’s Diary” As a World-building project.

No. 6, 2014

B. Pruzhinin. interview with v. Zinchenko (summer, 2013, a Fragment).
V. Lysenko. The Genesis of Atomism As a problem of Language and Thinking.
Vyach. Ivanov. The phoneme and the Writing Art in the Ancient culture and
Their relationship to Atomism.
A. Vdovichenko. The Atomistic principle in conceptualizing the natural verbal
process: corporality of Alphabet and “Language.”
V. Yemelyanov. elements by Democritus and nabu-shum-lishir Tablet.
A. Lebedev. Alphabetical Analogy in Greek philosophy: heraclitus, Democri-
tus, plato.
A. Verlinsky. some consideration on Greek Atomism and Alphabetic Writing.
M. Shakhnovich. Atomism, Animism and cognitive science.
G. Vdovina. reality, speech and Alphabetical Writing in scholastic Tradition.
V. Vidunas. classification of sounds in the phonetic Treatises of Ancient india.
B. Zakharyin. Quantification of sound Flow by Linguists of Ancient india:
Analytic-Taxonomic and Functional Approaches.
A. Nedel. Linguistic Atomism: chinese and indo-european patterns of Atomic
Thinking.
V. Ivanov. “Atomism” in phonic constructs of indian Tantra.
Taufic Ibrahim. Muslim Atomism As a strict Finitism.
Atomism and Alphabetic principle. A roundtable Discussion. The participants:
vyach. ivanov, A. kobzev, M. solopova, v. yemelyanov, A. Lebedev, M. shakh-
novich, G. vdovina, v. Lysenko, b. Zakharyin, s. Tavastsherna, v. vertogradova,
n. kanayeva, v. budanov, v. kasevich, A. nedel, i. Gerasimova.
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No. 7, 2014

“russian philosophy of the First half of the 20th century.” A roundtable Dis-
cussion. The participants: b. pruzhinin, v. Lektorsky, L. Mikeshina, A. Alyoshin,
v. bazhanov, A. yermichyov, v. kantor, F. Lesur, yu. Melikh, s. khoruzhy, A. cher-
nyayev, T. shchedrina, p. shchedrovitsky.
I. Kasavin. To the epistemology of communication: strength and Weakness of
Analytical optimism.
M. Sushchin. The concept of “situational cognition” in cognitive science: A
critical review.
Bao Ou. The Main Questions of philosophy of engineering.
Ye. Rashkovsky. philosophy of science, science studies and World of culture.
O. Zhukova. nikolay stankevich’s philosophy of culture: To the Question of
russian europeanism.
A. Yermichyov. nasty Anecdote, or the case of Two professors.
V. Belov, P. Kolychev. The Fates of Marxism and empiriocriticism in russia.
reflections about Daniela steila’s book.
S. Vorontsov. stoic and patristic Lines of interpretation of the Four virtues
scheme in the Works of isidore of seville.
J. Hintikka. rené Thinks, ergo, cartesius exists.
Ye. Falyov. M. heidegger’s hermeneutics and Lebensphilosophie.
D. Bugay. on the publication of proclus comment to “Timaeus.”

CHELOVEK
(Human Being)

No. 2, 2014

A. Pelipenko. culture As a Field Formation.
I. Andreyev, L. Nazarova. Anthropogenesis and Architectonics of the brain.
A. Shuvalov. The Universum of education practices.
T. Grigoryeva. Man and Time.
V. Khachaturyan. Archaisation processes in contemporary russia.
A. Zapesotsky, A. Markov. international Likhachev readings: scientific
results and cultural Mission.
Mazes of consciousness, pantries of the Memory. An interview with
Konstantin Anokhin.
O. Koval. corporeity experience and the Tribunal of the reason. To the
Question of insanity.
S. Stupin. Homo solus. A Lonely Man in the images of Art.
V. Bachinin. “The Lust of the eyes.” The cross of visual Anthropology and
visual Theology.
M. Pronin. “Life is everywhere...” From the notes of a Liquidator.
M. Savelyeva. Fyodor Dostoyevsky and Thomas Mann in the “Twilight of the
German spirit.”
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No. 3, 2014

S. Smirnov. Anthropology of nomadism.
Yu. Chernyavskaya. social network: The Temple of homelessness.
The Age of oyzerman.
T. Adamyants. Lost in a sociocultural environment.
O. Sergeyeva. elderly people Mastering the computer.
O. Krivtsun. The Measure of the human in Art: historical Modifications.
I. Andreyev et al. Audiodrugs: The sound instead of “chemical substances.”
N. Goncharenko. Transhumanistic Trend in Modern visual Art.
Ye. Skvortsova. compromise: A Way to harmonize relationships in Japanese
society.
S. Lebedev, M. Blagoyevich. institutional and personal identification of ortho-
dox christianity in russia and serbia.
S. Zoffoli. socratic Trends in religious-philosophical views by Luigi Giussani.
L. Kiyashchenko, Ye. Grebenshchikova. The Molecular Age: is it “the purlieu
of the eternity?”
Yu. Mikheyeva. The human Tragedy in Film Music by Alfred shnitke.
V. Kantor. herzen As a prototype of stavrogin.
O. Sedykh. ye. Trubetskoy: Dominants of Fairy Tales.
Ya. Garipov. Trends in Linguistic Development of the population of the
republics of the volga region.
In Memoriam of a Friend. The Word on vladimir petrovich Zinchenko.

PSYKHOLOGUICHESKY ZHURNAL
(Psychological Journal)

No. 6, 2013

A. Zhuravlyov et al. prospects of psychology on russian society problems’
solving. part iii. interaction between social institutions and the Mentality: The
Ways of optimization.
V. Anikina. “A Thing of Art” As the sign object of reflection.
T. Sysoyeva. intensity of stroop’s emotional effect and emotional intelligence.
V. Tolochek, V. Denisova. Dynamics of professional Formation in subject’s
opinion: self-Assessments As self-sufficient empiric Data.
T. Ivanova, Ye. Rasskazova. sociodemographic and organizational Factors of
satisfaction with Work.
K. Sudakov . system organization of Mental Activity.

D. Lyusin, V. Ovsyannikova. video Test for Measuring the Ability to recognize
emotions.
V. Venda et al. russian priority in Development of scientific bases and Meth-
ods of counting of Usability.
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V. Konstantinov. international scientific and practical conference “Actual
problems of Mass consciousness study.”
V. Semkin, M. Ignatenko. international scientific and practical conference
“continuity of psychological science in russia: Traditions and innovations.”
G. Vayzer. The 18th international symposium “psychological problems of the
Meaning of Life and Acme.”

No. 1, 2014

A. Zhuravlyov, A. Yurevich. collective Meanings As a premise for personal
happiness.
S. Nartova-Bochaver, N. Astanina. Theories and empirical research on Justice
in the Foreign personality psychology.
Ye. Kozlova et al. stability and Dynamics of personality Features in childhood:
The role of Gender and Age.
T. Tikhomirova et al. cognitive characteristics and Achievements in Mathe-
matics of high school students: cross-cultural Analysis.
Ye. Volkova. Unity of Differential and integrational Mechanisms in Develop-
ment of special Abilities and creativity in the context of Growth of scientific
knowledge.
V. Konstantinov, M. Vershinina. correlation between ethnic identity of
Armenian Migrants and Their Living conditions in host community.
O. Klypa. interdisciplinary Approach to study the Genesis of psychological
Thought in old russian period.
B. Shefer, B. Shloeder. internationality and national peculiarity of science.
M. Novikova, T. Kornilova. “psychological reasonableness” in the structure
of intellectual and personal potential (Adaptation of the Questionnaire).
I. Dzhidaryan et al. composing of a Questionnaire for studying the ideas about
Love.
A. Veraksa et al. Adaptation of the russian version of “The sport imagery
Questionnaire (siQ).”

No. 2, 2014

K. Abulkhanova. Methodological principle of a subject: study of personality’s
Life course.
Yu. Golikov. Anthropic principle As a Theoretical basis for Addressing Actual
problems of psychology.
V. Gorbunova. success in Teamwork: reflexive-value characteristics.
N. Polskaya. The structure and Functions of self-injurious behavior.
L. Dorfman, M. Baleva. correlation between creativity and variativity.
P. Yanshin. Microkinetic phenomenon in research of Unconscious reactions on
significant semantic stimuli.
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R. Stupak, A. Bochaver. sociopsychological Mechanisms and cultural-historic
premises of Anorexia’s origin.
N. Loginova. essay on b. Ananyev’s Theory of individual Mental Development.
A. Sidorenkov et al. instruments for studying the Types of interpersonal con-
tradictions and conflicts in small Groups.
O. Mitina, Ye. Rasskazova. reflexive orientation and its Diagnostics in the
structure of Action control.
A. Sukharev. The structure of Mentality of West european and russian society
in the 10th—17th centuries: ethnofunctional Analysis.

OBSHCHESTVENNYE NAUKI I SOVREMENNOST (ONS)
(Social Sciences Today)

No. 3, 2014

A. Obolonsky. bureaucracy: in search of a new Model (evolution of Theory
and praxis of the state Governance in recent Decades).
Yu. Nisnevich. conflict of interests As a potential Threat of corruption.
A. Zaostrovtsev. history According to Acemoglu—robinson: institutions,
Development and Limits of Authoritarian Growth.
A. Mironova. Trust, social capital and subjective Well-being of the individual.
V. Avtonomov. A Few Words of Methodological individualism.
V. Sogrin. barack obama: Foreign policy of a Liberal progressist.
O. Shkaratan. eurasian vector of russian civilizational Transit. Article 1.
Global and Local civilizations.
A. Medushevsky. The constitution of “Developed socialism”: Where have
been the origin of the principle of the Leading role of the party emerged?
R. Simonyan. The baltic states in the context of the Disintegration of the
Ussr.
A. Borov. politicized ethnicity: “The cherkess Question” As Another hotbed of
Tension in the north caucasus.
Ya. Shemyakin. subecumenical World and “borderland” civilizations in com-
parative historical perspective: on the nature of the relationship between Lan-
guage, the Text and the Font. Article 2.
V. Tambovtsev. rules As the basis of institutions.
T. Sidorina. The Features of human Activity in the contemporaneity: What
Makes Man busy With?
M. Pantykina. phenomenology of Law and integrative Law Understanding.
I. Polsky. ideas of Lev Tolstoy in the context of radical criticism of civilization.

No. 4, 2014

Ye. Avraamova, T. Maleva. The evolution of the russian Middle class: Mis-
sion and Methodology.



Ye. Balatsky. The institutional Features of the Libertarian Model of the economy.
M. Krasnov. The birth of the russian constitution: The scenario of Lassalle?
M. Urnov. russia: virtual and real political prospects.
O. Shkaratan. eurasian vector of russian civilizational Transit. Article 2. The
historical roots of the specific russian civilization and Directions of its Tran-
sit.
O. Bessonova. The institutional crisis and evolutionary possibilities of its
overcoming.
N. Zarubina. Mutual respect As a Factor of institutionalization of social rela-
tions in present-Day russia.
V. Babashkin. The russian revolution in the context of peasantry studies.
N. Rozov. The Fate of philosophy in the context of cyclical Dynamics of russia.
T. Adamyants. The concept of Understanding in communication: in search of
a platform for Mutual Understanding.
A. Karpov. The University from Modernity to postmodernity.
I. Kondakov. A “Terrible holiday” of russian culture: in Memory of the silver
Age.
A. Kochetkov. The national state in the conditions of Globalization.

POLITICHESKIYE ISSLEDOVANIYA (POLIS)
(Political Studies)

No. 4, 2014

V. Tretyakov. Future virtual communism and hypnovision: on Mass Televi-
sion and Mass politics.
L. Smorgunov. network political parties.
A. Kokoshin. some Macrostructure changes in the World politics. Trends for
the 2020s—2030s.
A. Kochetkov. The national state in the conditions of Globalization.
P. Kozyreva, A. Smirnov. The crisis of the Multiparty system in russia.
E. Payin, S. Prostakov. A Multifaceted russian nationalism, its political and
ideological varieties (2010-2014).
N. Rabotyazhev. between Tradition and Utopia: The Left-Wing conservatism
in russia.
A. Verkhovsky, Ye. Strukova. party building on the Upper right-Wing Flank
of the russian political spectrum.
L. Fishman. Liberal consensus: A Drift from neoliberalism to communitari-
anism?
N. Litvak. To the Methodology of Diplomatic correspondence: The Analysis of
k. Leontyev’s reports.
Yu. Kosov, A. Vovenda. The people’s sovereign power at the elites’ service.
G. Yankovskaya. The struggle for identities in the context of Modern com-
munications.
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A. Tokarev. Labyrinths of the “Great Migration.”
S. Petrov. The state Governance and political networks.

GOSUDARSTVO I PRAVO
(The State and Law)

No. 5, 2014

A. Demichev. positivist classification of principles of Modern russian Law.
M. Marchenko. Democracy As an Attribute of a Law-Governed state and its
Flaws.
V. Zhukov. sociology of Law in russia and positivism.
O. Orlova. personality’s political and Legal Activity in the civil society.
Yа. Geyvandov. Monetary-credit system: Actual Legal problems of Govern-
mental regulation.
A. Nechayeva. Family Law and pedagogy.
D. Boklan. reflection of the concept of sustainable Development in interna-
tional investment Law.

No. 6, 2014

V. Tolstik, N. Trusov. The notion of the content of Law.
V. Yeremenko. on the reform of the state Academies of sciences of russia.
Ye. Boltanova. provision of plots of Land and other natural objects to citizens
and Legal entities: Questions of the Theory.
V. Nikishin. The right of nature Use As a Factor of providing the Favorable
condition of the environment.
Kh. Peshkova. budget Method of Governing the state economy As a Funda-
mental scientific category of Financial Law.
A. Nechayeva. The 21st century and our children.
R. Shagiyeva. Legal Activities: The evolution of the Theoretical concepts and
Their Modern interpretation.
A. Solntsev. Modern problems of settling international environmental Disputes.
I. Nikitina. Modernization of the eU Member states cooperation in the sphere
of information exchange system in investigating cross-border crimes.

No. 7, 2014

Ye. Deryabina. The Traits and peculiarities of sources of Law in european
Union.
M. Zakharova. French Legal system on Legal Map of Modern World.
A. Malko, S. Afanasyev. The russian Judicial policy: Features of Formation
with the Account Taken of the national and international Aspects.
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V. Kryazhkov. Legal regulation of relations between the indigenous Little-pop-
ulated peoples of the north and the Mining companies in the russian Federation.
M. Maleyina. Definitions and Types of intangible Goods As objects of person-
al nonproperty rights.
M. Palladina, N. Voronina. self-regulated organizations of Audit Unions of
Agricultural cooperatives.
L. Berlyavsky. The constitutional Legal concept by Louis brandeis (1856-1941).

VOPROSY EKONOMIKI
(Problems of Economics)

No. 6, 2014

N. Akindinova et al. The russian economy at the Turning point.
L. Freynkman, A. Yakovlev. The Agency for strategic initiatives As a new
Type of Development institution.
K. Titayev et al. The state and business in the Arbitration process.
O. Bychkova. The public and the Adoption of Government Decisions: Who
needs “national” Discussions and consultations?
V. Kleyner. corruption in russia, russia sunk in corruption: is There a Way
out?
M. Podshivalova. The Quality of basic social and economic institutions Form-
ing the environment for small business Development.
O. Dmitriyeva, V. Chernov. Monotonousness and stationarity of pension Func-
tions and Their violation in the now existing Formulas and Those envisaged in
the rF Legislation concerning the pensions calculations.

SOTSIOLOGICHESKIYE ISSLEDOVANIYA (SOTSIS)
(Sociological Studies)

No. 4, 2014

O. Yanitsky. The conception of ecosocial knowledge revisited.
V. Podshivalkina, M. Biryukova. political subjectness As a social phenome-
non. praxeological Discourse.
D. Zamyatin. space and Movement.
F. Masson. French sociology and the state.
M. Kukartseva. Axel honneth, a social Theorist and sociologist.
O. Kazhanov. international electoral experience in the Writings of russian
scholars in the early 20th century.
S. Kharchenko. The Way of Life of russian Freelancers—A sociological
Analysis.
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Ye. Warshavskaya, M. Denisenko. Foreign Workers’ Mobility in the russian
Labor Market.
V. Kirillov. Military Activity: essence, contents, and impact on russia’s security.
D. Perednya. Latent results of Admission cuts in Military Universities.
Ye. Karlova. historical experiences of Us Military sociology.
N. Yegorova, I. Sizova. Does the russian Family have chances to become a
solidary, supportive one, Which shares common interests?
A. Bagirova, O. Shubat. parenthood image and its Development in the concept
of parents Work.
Ye. Kulagina, M. Yeliseyeva. schools pedagogical staff resources at the stage
of education Modernization: experiences of Moscow, russia, and the Devel-
oped countries.
A. Nagimova, F. Safiullina. combination of studying in Universities with
Labor employment of students in kazan.
Ye. Kolesnikova, Ye. Novikova. influence of the Family on the Motivation for
higher education of students with Disabilities.

No. 5, 2014

T. Akhromeyeva et al. A new outlook on self-organization in certain social
systems.
Ye. Danilova. Discourse of Winners and Losers in russian Transformations.
S. Kravchenko. re-discovery of social reality As a validity indicator of soci-
ological knowledge.
N. Zarubina. simplified social practices As a Means for Adaptation to a com-
plex socium.
A. Temnitsky. becoming of a hired employee of Market Type under conditions
of Transformation of property relations.
A. Noskova. Family policies in europe: evolution of Models, Discourses and
practices.
P. Kozyreva, A. Smirnov. russian courts of Justice: Difficulties of Development.
Ye. Tavokin et al. corruption in the state power bodies of russia.
L. Rodionova, Yu. Perekarenkova. social and Labor rights of the rural pop-
ulation: Formal norms, real practices and prospects.
A. Smolkin. Labor potential of Aged people.
L. Tikhonova, L. Fokeyeva. The population’s Longevity in belarus As a Fac-
tor of human potential Level Dynamics.
V. Bachinin. sociology and Theology: once Again on comtean episode in intel-
lectual history.
A. Oleynik. collection, Aggregation and processing of Qualitative Data.
S. Myasnikov, A. Rotmistrov. on Measuring political paternalism: Methods
and Application of results.
Ye. Shestopal. sociological surveys and electoral Forecasts—some Methods
and Aspects.
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No. 6, 2014

D. Yefremenko, Ye. Meleshkina. Modernization Theory on the routes of
socioeconomic Development.
I. Šubrt. historical sociology of s. eisenstadt, an Accomplished Work open for
inspiration.
D. Trubitsyn. resources-related and Territorial Factors of eastern societies’
Modernization: A comparative historical Analysis.
J. Brewer. imagining The Sociological Imagination: The biographical context
of the classical Work.
Academician G. osipov is 85 years old.
G. Osipov. prelude to 21st century.
rAs correspondent Member A. Zapesotsky is 60 years old.
our congratulations to Zh. Zayonchkovskaya.
S. Grishayev, V. Zlotkovsky. Dynamics of the social structure of Deputies of
the supreme soviet of the republic of khakassia (1991-2013).
A. Arutyunyan. contemporary Lobbyism: Forms, Methods, Manifestations.
V. Afanasyev. carl schmitt: From the history of political Thought.
A. Podlazov. A study of Moscow electoral statistics (voting results).
O. Ivanov. human potential: issues of research Theory and Methodology.
K. Ustinova. education sphere and Labor Market: problems of Discrepancies.

No. 7, 2014

The Time (Acme). sociological investigations began 40 years Ago.
N. Lapin. issues of Forming the concept and human Dimensions of the Grad-
ual Modernization strategy for russia and its regions.
M. Gorshkov. social inequalities As an object of sociological Analysis.
V. Levashov. The social state: historical Genesis and Dynamics of its Making
in russia.
V. Yadov. post-soviet societies Transformations: What is More significant—the
historically Traditional or the recent past?
Zh. Toshchenko. economic consciousness and behavior after a Quarter of cen-
tury (the Late 1980s—early 2010s).
A. Zhuravlyov, A. Yurevich. psychological Factors of corruption.
G. Tatarova. coherence of integrative processes As a precondition for improve-
ment of empirical research Quality in russia.
Yu. Volkov. The creative class As a Alternative to political radicalism.
N. Romanovsky. once More on Theoretical sociology.
Yu. Arutyunyan, L. Drobizheva. Traversed path and some issues of contem-
porary russian ethnosociology.
V. Shcherbina. social Technologies: A history of Term, content Transforma-
tion, and contemporary condition.
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A. Marshak. The Making and Development of sociology of culture in russian
sociological science.
I. Obraztsov. process of institutionalization of Military sociology in russia.

VOSTOK
(Oriens)

No. 2, 2014

V. Naumkin, A. Voronkova (London). ethnicity and violence in the Modern
World: The case of israeli—palestinian conflict.
D. Bondarenko (Ulan-Ude). community: A Fundamental principle of sub-
saharan Africa’s historical, cultural, and sociopolitical Traditions.
V. Tishin. A note on the Dual structure of power of Turkic khaganate.
P. Dudin (Ulan-Ude). Mongolian Alashan republic As a political project of the
1940s.
E. Ali-Zade. The role of the Magazine Al-Nafais (1908-1914) in promoting
russian Literature in the Middle east.
P. Tsvetov. Trân vãn Giàu, a historian and a revolutionary (1911-2010).
M. Pavlova. hymns of Tamil bhakti poets and Their Audience: The Text and its
context.
M. Repenkova. Turkish Detective novel (background).
Ye. Borisova. history of conflict over Water resources in central Asia in the
post-soviet era.

No. 3, 2014

L. Alayev. Where Were Medieval indians Living?
A. Gorokhov (Tobolsk). sociopolitical structure and internal political Life in
Ancient israel during David’s and solomon’s reigns (1010-931 bc).
V. Molodyakov. colonial Taiwan As seen by soviet Analysts, the 1920s—1930s.
V. Perminova. continuity of Administration Models in Taiwan during colonial
and postcolonial periods.
N. Skorobogatykh. “Asian century” and problems of the Apr integration: An
Australian perspective.
M. Pakhomova. china and the Arab countries: The nature of interaction.
V. Yunusova. The russian oriental Music studies: Formation and prospects.
A. Blinov. Arabic Language in somalia: past and present.
N. Ulchenko. perspectives of economical Developments of Turkey.
A. Larin, Ye. Sadovskaya (kazakhstan). The chinese Migration in the post-
soviet space: A comparative case-study of russia and kazakhstan.
M. Kameneva. Transformation of the concept of culture in the islamic repub-
lic of iran.
ibn battuta in sumatra and Malai peninsula. Introduction and Commentaries by
A. Yankovskaya.
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Toward the history of exploration of eastern Turkestan. (A Letter of M. bere-
zovsky to D. klements, from the collection of the st. petersburg branch of the
rAs Archives). Introduction and Commentaries by M. Bukharin.

VOPROSY LITERATURY
(Problems of Literature)

No. 3 (May-Juny), 2014

I. Shaytanov. can We come to an Agreement? Literature versus politics and
power.
K. Sultanov. identity by Aytmatov, or Universality of the particular.
V. Zelinsky. between Titan and a Wild boar. yakov Golosovker: ideas and
Works.
Yu. Ugolnikov. The origin of the Master (“how Mikhail bulgakov held a Talk
with yakov emmanuilovich”).
The booker conference—2013.
The contemporary novel: ideology or philosophy?
student booker.
A. Tatarinov. Are They Found on the opposite poles? New Novels of Sergey
Shargunov and Vladimir Sorokin.
A. Zherebin. The problem of Translation in hermeneutical interpretation.
I. Yershova. russian Translation of the “old” spanish Romancero: Destruction
of the Genre.
K. Volkov. “Gogolizatsiya” (Gogol Tones) of the Text: Nikolay Gogol by
vladimir nabokov and The Art of Gogol by Andrey bely.
Ye. Trubetskova. illness As a Way of estrangement: “new vision” of vladimir
nabokov.
Ye. Yegorova.: Dialogue with Zhukovsky in the nabokov’s novel Invitation to
a Beheading.
Ye. Timoshenko. Invitation to a Beheading and The Trial nabokov and kafka.
L. Karasyov. chekhov: the beginning and the end of the Text.
P. Nerler. The Witness of poetry. Essay on the Life and Work of Nadezhda Man-
delshtam.
N. Mandelshtam. Materials from the new Two-volume edition. 
Introductory Note, Publication and Comments by S. Vasilenko, P. Nerler, Yu
Freydin.

VOPROSY YAZYKOZNANIYA
(Problems of Linguistics)

No. 3, 2014

A. Vyrenkova (Moscow) et al. The Grammar of errors and the construction
Grammar: The case of “heritage russian.”
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A. Vydrin (st. petersburg). Dedicated impersonal in ossetic: Towards a Typol-
ogy of impersonality in iranian.
I. Gorbunova (Moscow). phasal polarity in Atayal Language.
L. Moskalyuk (barnaul). German “Language islets” in Altay.
V. Vasilyev, N. Vikhrova (veliky novgorod). The Typology of Medieval nov-
gorod pogost names (based on the Data of Land inventories of Late 15th—16th
centuries).
I. Serebryanaya (kazan). critical Judgments on the Language of russian Liter-
ature of the First half of the 19th century As a source of Linguistic Data.
S. Zolyan (Moscow/yerevan). on the Modal Dimension of Linguistic sign:
Frege’s semantic Theory and its possible extension.

No. 4, 2014

V. Khrakovsky (st. petersburg). Does the russian imperfective Aspect have
repetitive (Frequentative/iterative/habitual) Meaning?
O. Pekelis (Moscow). The infinitive vs. chtoby-clause: choosing the strategy of
sentential Argument Marking in russian.
P. Arkadyev (Moscow). The system of pluperfect Forms in shapsug Dialect of
Adyghe Language.
A. Urmanchiyeva (Moscow/st. petersburg). evidential Markers in selkup:
semantic and pragmatic Factors in the Description of verbal categories.
B. Iomdin (Moscow). polysemous Words in and out of the context.
M. Klycheva (yoshkar-ola). Sokyrtaga “blind ram” and Šorykjol “sheep’s
Leg”: on the etymology of the names of a Mari Game and Festival.
A. Kholodovich. Morphological Description As calculus.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES, 2014: 1-4

econoMics

Russian Investment Forums As a Regional
Development Institution Ye. Balatsky no. 1

The Overregulated State E. Paneyakh no. 1

The Development 
of Socioeconomic Forecasting and 
the Ideas of Aleksandr Anchishkin A. Klepach,

G. Kuranov no. 2

Institutional Outsourcing L. Polishchuk no. 2

Rent-Seeking Russia M. Levin,
G. Satarov no. 3

Transformation Chances in Russia and 
the North—Wallis—Weingast Concept. 
Doorstep Transition Conditions for Society N. Pliskevich no. 3

Imperatives of Current Economic Development: 
World Trends and Russian Reality A. Tatarkin,

Ye. Andreyeva,
A. Ratner no. 4

Optimization or Degradation? 
Russian Culture between the Past and 
the Future A.Rubinstein,

V. Muzychuk no. 4

hisTory

Guidance of Children’s Reading O. Luchkina no. 1
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France and the EU Eastern Extension N. Naumova,
I. Tutberidze no. 1

Americanization of Soviet Russia 
in the 1920s—1930s I. Suponitskaya no. 2

The Russian Tricolor: Myths and Historical Reality N. Soboleva no. 3

Solzhenitsyn and the February 1917 Revolution V. Maslov no. 4

Soviet-Polish Non-Aggression Pact of 1932 
in the Light of New Sources D. Ofitserov-Belsky no. 4

phiLoLoGy

Aerial Journeys. Historical Poetics 
of the Novel in Mikhail Bakhtin’s Works S. Piskunova no. 1

The Little Golden Calf, the Master and Margarita: 
Typology of Mass Thinking in Totalitarian Society I. Reif no. 2

Mikhail Prishvin and Gabriel Marcel V. Vizgin no. 3

Playwright Aleksandr Volodin: 
Reflections on the Occasion of His Birthday Ye. Gushanskaya no. 4

phiLosophy

The Unknown Hume V. Vasilyev no. 2

What Is Analytic Philosophy? 
(A Historical Perspective) V. Shokhin no. 3

Max Weber As Anti-Tolstoy K. Troitsky no. 4

phiLosophy/phiLoLoGy

From Discussion of Lying to Silence about 
the Holocaust O. Zubets no. 1

poLiTicAL science

The Ideological Component in EU Evolution A. Baykov no. 1
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The Changing Perception of 
the USA in Post-Soviet Russia V. Sogrin no. 2

Resources of Influence in World Politics M. Lebedeva no. 3

Chauvinism or Chaos: Russia’s Unpalatable
Choice A. Lukin no. 4

psychoLoGy

Theoretical and Methodological Foundations 
of Applied Psychology A. Grachev no. 1

On the Basic Components 
of National Mentality A. Yurevich no. 2

Essay on Boris Ananyev’s Theory 
of Individual Psychic Development N. Loginova no. 3

Sociopsychological Foundations 
of National Scientific Research Culture V. Konnov no. 4

socioLoGy

The Phenomenon of Poverty 
in Modern Russia N. Tikhonova no. 3

The Discourse of Winners and Losers 
in Russian Transformations Ye. Danilova no. 4

book revieWs

i. economics

B. Milner, T. Orlova. Organization of Innovation: 
Horizontal Communication and 
Management. Monograph M. Deryabina no. 1

P. Klyukin. Elements of the Theory of Economic 
Circulation in the Works 
of Russian Economists-Mathematicians in the Late
19th—First Third of the 20th Century R. Dzarasov no. 2
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B. Shpotov. American Business and 
the Soviet Union in the1920s and 1930s: 
Labyrinths of Economic Cooperation V. Zhuravlyova no. 3

N. Pliskevich. Human Capital
in Transforming Russia T. Koval no. 4

I. Buzdalov. Rural Russia and Peasantry 
in the Grip of a State Monopoly Environment A. Zeldner,

V. Osipov no. 4

ii. history

M. Kovalev. Russian Émigré Historians 
in Prague (1920-1940) V. Kitayev no. 1

R. Gagkuyev. The White Movement 
in Russia’s South. Military Construction, 
Recruitment, Social Composition. 
1917-1920 A. Repnikov no. 1

V. Pecherin. Apologia pro vita mea. 
Life and Adventures of
a Russian Catholic, Told by Himself M. Sokolovskaya no. 2

I. Filatova, A. Davidson. Russia and 
South Africa: Building Bridges A. Voyevodsky no. 3

A. Vatlin. “They Are Rubbish!” 
German Operation of the NKVD
in Moscow and Moscow Region. 1936-1941 T. Nekrasova no. 4

iii. philology

O. Korostelev, M. Schruba (eds.). 
Contemporary Notes (Paris, 1920-1940). 
From the Editors’ Archives V. Cherkasov no. 1

N. Melnikov (Ed.). A Classic without Gloss. 
The Literary World about the Work of Ivan Bunin. 
Criticism, Essays, Parodies (1890s—1950s): 
An Anthology V. Cherkasov no. 2

A. Penkovsky. Studies of the Poetic Language 
of the Pushkin Era A. Skvortsov no. 3
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Yu. Dvoryashin (Ed.), The Sholokhov Encyclopedia P. Glushakov no. 3

I. Morozova (compiler). Americans 
in Pursuit of Their National Identity/Identities L. Yegorova no. 4

iv. philosophy

I. Dzhokhadze. On the Other Side of Ethics D. Nosov no. 2

V. Varava. The Unknown God of Philosophy I. Yevlampiyev,
P. Kolychev no. 4

v. political science

V. Ledyaev. Sociology of Power. 
Theory and Empirical Studies of Power 
in Urban Communities L. Fadeyeva no. 3

V. Sheynis. Power and the Law: Politics and 
the Constitutions in Russia in the 20th and 
21st Centuries B. Makarenko no. 4

vi. political science/sociology

L. Nikovskaya, V. Yakimets, M. Molokova. 
Civil Initiatives and Modernization of Russia: 
A Collection of Articles A. Glukhova no. 1

I. Yakovenko. Understanding Russia: 
Civilizational Analysis S. Magaril no. 3

vii. psychology

L. Cheremoshkina, T. Osinina. Memory: 
Regularities of Reproduction 
of Educational Materials L. Shneyder no. 1

V. Balin. Introduction to Theoretical Psychology Ye. Levchenko no. 2

D. Bogoyavlenskaya, I. Susokolova. 
Psychometric Interpretation of
Creativity. Scientific Contribution 
by Joy Paul Guilford V. Mazilov,

Yu. Slepko no. 3
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V. Tolochek. The Problem of Style in Psychology: 
Historical-Theoretical Analysis M. Kholodnaya no. 4

viii. sociology

P. Veliky. Post-Soviet Transformations in 
the Russian Village V. Staroverov,

A. Khagurov no. 2

iX. history/political science

R. Pipes. Russian Conservatism and Its Critics: 
A Study in Political Culture K. Grekov no. 2
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